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Preface

This IBM® Redpaper publication provides a broad understanding of a new architecture of the IBM Power System E980 (9080-M9S) server that supports IBM AIX®, IBM i, and Linux operating systems (OSes). The objective of this paper is to introduce the major innovative Power E980 offerings and relevant functions:

- The IBM POWER9™ processor, which is available at frequencies of 3.55 - 4.0 GHz.
- Significantly strengthened cores and larger caches.
- Supports up to 64 TB memory.
- Integrated I/O subsystem and hot-pluggable Peripheral Component Interconnect® Express (PCIe) Gen4 slots, double the bandwidth of Gen3 I/O slots.
- Supports EXP12SX and ESP24SX external disk drawers, which have 12 Gb SAS interfaces and double the existing EXP24S drawer bandwidth.
- New IBM EnergyScale technology offers new variable processor frequency modes that provide a significant performance boost beyond the static nominal frequency.

This publication is for professionals who want to acquire a better understanding of IBM Power Systems products. The intended audience includes the following roles:

- Clients
- Sales and marketing professionals
- Technical support professionals
- IBM Business Partners
- Independent software vendors (ISVs)

This paper expands the current set of IBM Power Systems documentation by providing a desktop reference that offers a detailed technical description of the Power E980 server.
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Chapter 1. General description

This chapter provides a general description of the new IBM Power Systems E980 (9080-M9S) server, which is a logical follow-on to the IBM Power Systems E880 and E880C servers. Due to the new POWER9 architecture, the Power E980 server provides improvements in economics of application delivery and IT services through increased price/performance that is based on increased throughput, reduced response times, and increased memory and I/O bandwidth.
Figure 1-1 shows an exploded view of a Power E980 system node.
1.1 System overview

The Power E980 server offers the next generation of IBM Power Systems servers with IBM POWER9 processor-based technology. It is built with innovations that can help deliver security and reliability for the data-intensive workloads of today's enterprises. POWER9 processor-base technology is designed for data-intensive workloads such as databases and analytics.

The Power E980 server is the most powerful and scalable server in the Power Systems portfolio because of the following features:

- Includes massive throughput, performance, and scalability.
- Enables large-scale consolidation of older, underutilized servers.
- Improves infrastructure resilience.
- Enables rapid service delivery.

The Power E980 server provides the following hardware and components and software features:

- Up to 192 POWER9 processor cores.
- Up to 64 TB memory.
- Up to 32 Peripheral Component Interconnect Express (PCIe) Gen4 x16 slots in system nodes.
- Initially, up to 48 PCIe Gen3 slots with four expansion drawers. This increases to 192 slots with the support of 16 I/O drawers.
- Up to over 4,000 directly attached SAS disks or solid-state drives (SSDs).
- Up to 1,000 virtual machines (VMs) (logical partitions (LPARs)) per system.
- A system control unit (SCU), which provides a redundant system master Flexible Service Processor (FSP).
- Support for IBM AIX, IBM i, and Linux environments.
- Capacity on Demand (CoD) processor and memory options.
- IBM Power Enterprise Pools, which support unsurpassed enterprise flexibility for workload balancing and system.

The machine type model of the Power E980 server is 9080-M9S. At initial availability in September 2018, up to two system nodes are supported. In November 2018, up to four system nodes are supported.

Table 1-1 shows a comparison of the Power E880C server and the Power E980 server.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Power E880C server</th>
<th>Power E980 server</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Processor</td>
<td>POWER8</td>
<td>POWER9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sockets</td>
<td>4, 8, 12, or 16</td>
<td>4, 8, 12, or 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cores</td>
<td>Up to 192 cores</td>
<td>Up to 192 cores</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum memory</td>
<td>32 TB</td>
<td>64 TB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1-2 shows a picture of a 4-node Power E980 server in a rack with a disk expansion drawer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Power E880C server</th>
<th>Power E980 server</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Memory bandwidth</td>
<td>920 GBps / drawer</td>
<td>920 GBps / drawer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predecessor memory migration</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCIe slots</td>
<td>Eight PCIe Gen3 slots / drawer</td>
<td>Eight PCIe Gen4 slots / drawer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I/O drawer expansion</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acceleration ports</td>
<td>Yes (Coherent Accelerator Processor Interface (CAPI) 1.0)</td>
<td>Yes (CAPI 2.0 + IBM Open Coherent Accelerator Processor Interface (OpenCAPI™))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCIe hot-plug Support</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IO bandwidth</td>
<td>315 GBps</td>
<td>630 GBps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated USB</td>
<td>Not available</td>
<td>USB 3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal storage bays</td>
<td>Not available</td>
<td>Four Non-Volatile Memory Express (NVMe) bays / drawer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drawer fabric bandwidth</td>
<td>Not available</td>
<td>4x higher bandwidth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliability, availability, and serviceability (RAS)</td>
<td>Not available</td>
<td>Symmetric multiprocessing (SMP) Cable Concurrent Repair</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1-2  A Power E980 4-node system
1.1.1 System control unit

The 2U SCU provides redundant system master service processors (MSPs). Additionally, it contains the Operator Panel and the System vital product data (VPD). One SCU is required for each server. Two FSPs in the SCU are ordered by using two #EFFPs. All system nodes connect to the SCU by using the cable features #EFCA, #EFCB, #EFCC, and #EFCD. These cable features also include SMP cables for the server.

The SCU is powered from the system nodes. Two Universal Power Interconnect Cables (UPIC) cables provide redundant power to the SCU. In a single-drawer system, both UPIC cables originate from drawer 1. For system with a two or more drawers, one UPIC cable originates from drawer 1 and the other UPIC cable originates from drawer 2. Just one UPIC cord is enough to power the SCU; the other is in place for redundancy.

Here are some SCU highlights:

-Eliminates clock cabling
-Provides front-accessible USB port
-Reduces UPIC power cabling
-Optional external DVD
-Concurrently maintainable time of day clock
-Concurrently maintainable FSPs

Figure 1-3 shows the front and rear view of an SCU. The locations of the connectors and features are indicated.
1.1.2 System nodes

Each 5 EIA or 5U system node of the system has four air-cooled single-chip modules (SCMs) that are optimized for performance and scalability. The Power E980 SCMs can have 6, 8, 10, 11, or 12 POWER9 processor-based cores running up to 4.0 GHz and simultaneous multithreading (SMT) running up to eight threads per core.

Each SCM has dual memory controllers to support up to 128 GB off-chip embedded DRAM (eDRAM) L4 cache to deliver up to 230 GBps of sustained memory bandwidth or 920 GBps per node. Up to 410 GBps of peak memory bandwidth from the L4 cache to memory dual inline memory modules (DIMMs) is provided per SCM or up to 1640 GBps per node. Using tri-PCIe Gen4 I/O controllers, which are also integrated on to each SCM to further reduce latency, up to 545.25 GBps I/O bandwidth is available per node. Thus, a Power E980 system can help deliver over twice the performance per core of competitors, enabling applications to run faster and be more responsive.

Each system node has 32 custom DIMM (CDIMM) slots and can support up to 16 TB of DDR4 memory. Thus, a four-node server can have up to 64 TB of memory. Each system node has eight PCIe slots, which are all PCIe Gen4 x16, low-profile. Thus, a four-node server can have up to 32 PCIe slots. PCIe expansion units can optionally expand the number of PCIe slots on the server.

A system node is ordered by using a processor feature. Each processor feature delivers a set of four identical SCMs in one system node. All processor features in the system must be identical. Cable features are required to connect system node drawers to the SCU and to other system nodes.

Figure 1-4 shows the front view of a system node. Fans and Power Supply Units (PSUs) are redundant and concurrently maintainable. Fans are n+1 redundant, so the system continues to function when any one fan fails. Power supplies are n+2 redundant, so the system continues to function even if any two power supplies fail.

![Figure 1-4 Front view of a system node](image-url)
Figure 1-5 shows the rear view of a system node. The locations of the connectors and features are indicated.
Figure 1-6 shows the top view of a system node with the top lid removed. Voltage regulator modules (VRMs) provide clean power to the various internal components.

1.1.3 Hardware components highlight

- 6, 8, 10, 11, or 12 POWER9 processors per socket.
- Up to 192 POWER9 processor cores, and up to 64 TB of 1600 MHz, DDR4 DRAM memory, and eight PCIe Gen4 x16 I/O expansion slots per system node enclosure, with a maximum of 32 per system
- Redundant clocking in each system node.
- Four NVMe drive bays per system node for boot purposes.
- Integrated USB ports.
- SCU, which provides redundant system master FSP and support for the operator panel, the system VPD, and external attached DVD.
- 19-inch PCIe Gen 3 4U I/O Expansion Drawer and PCIe FanOut modules, initially supporting a maximum of 48 PCIe slots (two I/O expansion drawers per node with a maximum of two nodes). These slots increase to 192 slots with the support of 16 I/O drawers.
- PCIe Gen1, Gen2, Gen3, and Gen4 adapters, supported in the system node and PCIe Gen1, Gen2, and Gen3 adapters, supported in I/O expansion drawer.
- EXP24SX SFF drawer with twenty-four 2.5-inch small form factor (SFF) SAS bays.
- Dynamic LPAR support for adjusting the workload placement of processor and memory resources.
- IBM Active Memory Expansion (AME) that is assisted by the processor chip.
- IBM Power Enterprise Pools that support unsurpassed enterprise flexibility for workload balancing and system maintenance.
1.2 Operating environment

Table 1-2 details the operating environment for the Power E980 server.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Power E980 operating environment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Specification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recommended</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allowable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative humidity (non-condensing)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum dew point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating voltage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum power consumption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum power source loading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum thermal output</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum altitude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum noise level</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Environmental assessment:** The IBM Systems Energy Estimator tool can provide more accurate information about power consumption and the thermal output of systems based on a specific configuration, including adapters and I/O expansion drawers.

The Power E980 server must be installed in a rack with a rear door and side panels for EMC compliance. The native Hardware Management Console (HMC) Ethernet ports must use shielded Ethernet cables.

Government regulations, such as those prescribed by OSHA or European Community Directives, might govern noise level exposure in the workplace and might apply to you and your server installation. This IBM system is available with an optional acoustical door feature that can help reduce the noise that is emitted from this system.

The actual sound pressure levels in your installation depend upon various factors, including the number of racks in the installation, the size, materials, and configuration of the room where you designate the racks to be installed, the noise levels from other equipment, the room ambient temperature, and employees’ location in relation to the equipment. Compliance
with such government regulations also depends on various extra factors, including the
duration of employees' exposure and whether employees wear hearing protection.

IBM recommends that you consult with qualified experts in this field to determine whether you
are in compliance with the applicable regulations.

1.3 Physical package

The Power E980 server is a modular system that can be constructed from a single SCU and
one, two, three, or four system nodes.

The SCU requires 2U and each system node requires 5U. Thus, a single-enclosure system
requires 7U, a two-enclosure system requires 12U, a three-enclosure system requires 17U,
and a four-enclosure system requires 22U.

Table 1-3 lists the physical dimensions of the system node, SCU, and the PCIe Gen3 I/O
Expansion Drawer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Power E980 system node</th>
<th>Power E980 SCU</th>
<th>PCIe Gen3 I/O expansion drawer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Width</td>
<td>445.5 mm (17.54 in.)</td>
<td>445.6 mm (17.54 in.)</td>
<td>447.3 mm (17.61 in.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depth</td>
<td>867 mm (34.13 in.)</td>
<td>779.7 mm (30.7 in.)</td>
<td>737 mm (29.0 in.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height</td>
<td>218 mm (8.58 in.) 5 EIA units</td>
<td>86 mm (3.39 in.) 2 EIA units</td>
<td>173 mm (6.8 in.) 4 EIA units</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>86.2 kg (190 lb)</td>
<td>22.7 kg (50 lb)</td>
<td>54.4 kg (120 lb)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1.3.1 Lift tools

It is a preferred practice to have a lift tool that is available at each site where one or more
Power E980 servers are located to avoid any delays when servicing systems. An optional lift
tool (#EB2Z) is available for order with a Power E980 system. One #EB2Z can be shared
among many servers and I/O drawers. #EB2Z provides a hand crank to lift and position up to
159 kg (350 lb). #EB2Z is 1.12 meters x 0.62 meters (44 in. x 24.5 in.). A single system node
can weigh up to 86.2 kg (190 lb). Also available are a lighter, lower-cost lift tool (#EB3Z) and
wedge shelf toolkit for #EB3Z (#EB4Z).

1.4 System features

The following convention is used in the Order type column in all tables in this section.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initial</td>
<td>Only available when ordered as part of a new system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MES</td>
<td>Only available as a Miscellaneous Equipment Specification (MES) upgrade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Both</td>
<td>Available with a new system or as part of an upgrade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supported</td>
<td>Unavailable as a new purchase, but supported when migrated from another system or as part of a model conversion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
You can order system features during the initial system order. You can also add or replace features later on as a MES. An MES is a hardware change that involves adding, removing, or changing features.

For more information about the available features, see Chapter 2, “Architecture and technical overview” on page 49.

The following features are available on the Power E980 server:
- One to four 5U system nodes.
- One 2U SCU.
- One to four processor features per system with four SCMs per feature. Each processor feature requires a system node.
- 32 CDIMM slots per system node. There are four CDIMMs per memory feature.
- AME, which is assisted by the processor chip (#EM89).
- Eight PCIe Gen4 x16 I/O low-profile expansion slots per system node (maximum 32 in a 4-node system).
- Redundant 2+2 hot-swap AC power supplies in each system node drawer.
- Four HMC ports in the SCU.
- Optional PCIe I/O Expansion Drawer with PCIe slots:
  - Zero to four drawers per system node drawer (#EMX0).
  - Each I/O drawer holds one or two 6-slot PCIe FanOut Modules (#EMXH or #EMXG).
  - Each FanOut Module attaches to the system node through a PCIe Optical Cable Adapter (#EJ07).

Note: At initial availability in September 2018, zero, one, or two PCIe I/O Expansion Drawers are supported per system node. In November 2018, zero, one, two, three, or four expansion drawers are supported per system node.

1.4.1 Minimum configuration

The minimum configuration is a single system node with 8-core processors, 512 GB of memory, four power supplies and four power cords, an SCU, an operating system (OS) indicator, and Language Group Specify, as shown in Table 1-4.

Table 1-4 Minimum configuration of a Power E980 server

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Components</th>
<th>Feature code</th>
<th>Single drawer system</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single drawer system</td>
<td>#EFN1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Base unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processors (8-core)</td>
<td>#EFP0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Four processors per #EFB0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(One feature code (FC) = four processors)</td>
<td>#EF0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDIMM (minimum size is 32 GB.)</td>
<td>#EF20</td>
<td>Four #EF20 FCs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1.4.2 Power supply features

Here are the key power supply features:

- **AC power supply - 1950 W for Server (200 - 240 V AC):**
  
  Each system drawer has four 1950 W bulk power supplies, which provide N+2 redundancy for system bulk power. The system can continue to operate at full function in nominal mode with any two of the power supplies functioning. Power supplies are hot-swappable so that you can replace a failed unit without system interruption.

- **AC power supply Conduit for optional PCIe3 Expansion Drawer (#EMXA):**
  
  Provides two 320-C14 inlet electrical connections for two separately ordered AC power cords with C13 connector plugs. The conduit provides electrical power connection between two power supplies at the front of a PCIe Gen3 I/O Expansion Drawer (#EMX0) and two power cords that connect at the rear of the PCIe Gen3 I/O Expansion Drawer.

- **Specify AC power supply for optional EXP12SX/EXP24SX Storage Enclosure (#ESLA):**
  
  The power supply has a 320-C14 inlet electrical connection for a separately ordered power cord.

1.4.3 Processor module features

There are 1 - 5 processor features per system with four SCMs per feature:

- **Typical 3.58 - 3.9 GHz 24-core POWER9 processor (#EFP0)**
- **Typical 3.9 - 4.0 GHz 32-core POWER9 processor (#EFP1)**
- **Typical 3.7 - 3.9 GHz, 40-core POWER9 processor (#EFP2)**
- **Typical 3.58 - 3.9 GHz, 44-core POWER9 processor (#EFP4)**
- **Typical 3.55 - 3.9 GHz, 48-core POWER9 processor (#EFP3)**

CoD processor core activation features are available on a per-core basis. Each Power E980 system requires a minimum number of permanent processor core activations by using either

---

**Components** | **Feature code** | **Single drawer system** | **Comments**
--- | --- | --- | ---

| 16 x 32 GB = 152 GB | Four CDIMMs per #EF20, and four CDIMMs per socket |  |  |
| Power supply |  | 4 |  |
| Power power cords |  | 4 |  |
| SCU |  | 1 | Base unit |
| Service processor (SP) | #EFFP | 2 |  |
| Cable group for single drawer | #EFCA | 1 | FSI/PSI, UPIC cables |
| Language Group Specify |  |  |  |
| AIX, Linux, or IBM i |  |  |  |

---
static activations or Linux on Power activations that match the number of processor cores per processor feature. This minimum is per system, not per node. The rest of the cores can be permanently or temporary activated or remain inactive (dark) until needed.

No matter the core count per socket (8 or 12), the minimum active cores is 8 for the entire system.

The activations are not specific to hardware cores, SCMs, or nodes. They are known to the system as a total number of activations of different types, and used or assigned by the Power Hypervisor.

Various activations fit different usage and pricing options. Static activations are permanent and support any type of application environment on this server. Mobile activations are ordered against a specific server, but can be moved to any server within the IBM Power Enterprise Pool and support any type of application. Mobile-enabled activations are technically static, but can be converted to mobile at no charge when logistically or administratively eligible. Linux on Power activations can run only Linux workloads. Temporary activations are used for Elastic Capacity on Demand (Temporary) (Elastic CoD), Utility Capacity on Demand (Utility CoD), and Trial Capacity on Demand (Trial CoD).

1.4.4 POWER9 processor highlights

Here are some highlights of the POWER9 processor:

- Four processor offerings available (SMT8 cores) and offered through both GAs:
  - 12-core or 11-core processor (maximum throughput)
  - 10-core processor
  - 8-core processor (maximum core performance)
  - 6-core processor
- Processor frequencies dynamic for maximum performance
- CoD support
- Increased processor to processor fabric interconnect:
  - 16 Gbps X-Bus Fully connected fabric within a central electronics complex drawer
  - 4x increase in O-Bus fabric for Drawer to Drawer interconnect or Accelerator

Figure 1-7 shows the POWER9 processor to processor fabric interconnect.

Figure 1-7  O-Bus and X-Bus fabric for Drawer to Drawer interconnect or Accelerator.
1.4.5 Memory features

IBM CDIMMs are high-performance, high-reliability, and high-function memory cards that contain L4 cache, intelligence, and 1600 MHz DRAM memory. Both DDR3 and DDR4 technology is employed, and both provide the same 1600 MHz performance. CDIMMs are placed in CDIMM slots in the system node.

Here are some of the characteristics of CDIMMs:

- Each system node has 32 memory CDIMM slots and at least half of the memory slots must be physically filled.
- Eight CDIMM slots are local to each of the four SCMs in the server, but SCMs and their cores have access to all the other memory in the server.
- At least half of the eight memory slots for each SCM must physically be filled.
- When filling the other four memory slots in the SCM, a quantity of four CDIMMs must be used. Thus, the CDIMM slots of the SCMs are either 50% or 100% filled.
- The system node (each with four SCMs) CDIMM slots can have 16, 20, 24, 28, or 32 CDIMMs physically installed (quad-plugging rules). For the DDR4 1600 MHz CDIMM memory cards, the options are:
  - 128 GB (4 x 32 GB) (#EF20)
  - 256 GB (4 x 64 GB) (#EF21)
  - 512 GB (4 x 128 GB) (#EF22)
  - 1024 GB (4 x 256 GB) (#EF23)
  - 2048 GB (4 x 512 GB) (#EF24)

To assist with the quad-plugging rules above, four CDIMMs are ordered by using one memory FC.

All CDIMMs must be identical when on the same SCM. If you use eight CDIMMs, both memory FCs on an SCM must be identical. A different SCM in the same system node can use a different memory FC. For example, one system node can technically use 128 GB, 256 GB, 512 GB, 1024 GB, and 2048 GB memory FCs. DDR3 and DDR4 memory cannot be mixed on the same system node. DDR3 memory is available only when transferred from a Power E870, Power E870C, Power E880, or Power E880C system as part of an upgrade.

To provide more flexible pricing, memory activations are ordered separately from the physical memory and can be permanent or temporary. Activation features can be used on DDR4 memory FCs and used on any size memory FC. Activations are not specific to a CDIMM, but are known as a total quantity to the server. The Power Hypervisor determines what physical memory to use.

CoD memory activation FCs include:

- 1 GB (static) Memory Activations (#EMAT)
- 100 GB (static) Memory Activations (#EMAU)
- 100 GB Mobile Memory Activations (#EMAV)
- 100 GB Mobile Enabled Memory Activations (#EMAD)
- 512 GB Memory Activations for Linux (#ELMD)
- 8 TB activations (#EMBA) ordered with 8 TB memory by using #EM8Y CDIMMs
- 4 TB activations (#EMB7) ordered with 4 TB memory by using the #EMB6 package

Table 1-5 on page 15 lists the following memory activation feature codes have been announced for Enterprise Pools 2.0
Table 1-5  Available memory activation for Enterprise Pools 2.0

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EPPQ</td>
<td>1 GB Base Memory activation (Pools 2.0) from Static/Mobile-enabled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPPR</td>
<td>100 GB Base Memory activation (Pools 2.0) from Static/Mobile-enabled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPPS</td>
<td>512 GB Base Memory activation (Pools 2.0) from Static/Mobile-enabled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPPT</td>
<td>500 GB Base Memory activation (Pools 2.0) from Static/Mobile-enabled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPPU</td>
<td>1 GB Base Memory activation (Pools 2.0) MES only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPPV</td>
<td>100 GB Base Memory activation (Pools 2.0) MES only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPPW</td>
<td>100 GB Base Memory Activation (Pools 2.0) from Mobile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPPX</td>
<td>500 GB Base Memory Activation (Pools 2.0) from Mobile</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A minimum of 50% of the total physical memory capacity of a server must have permanent memory activations that are ordered for that server. For example, a server with a total of 8 TB of physical memory must have at least 4 TB of permanent memory activations that are ordered for that server.

These activations can be static, mobile-enabled, mobile, or Linux on Power. At least 25% must be static activations or Linux on Power activations. For example, a server with a total of 8 TB physical memory must have at least 2 TB of static activations or Linux on Power activations. The 50% minimum cannot be fulfilled by using mobile activations that are ordered on a different server.

The minimum activations that are ordered with MES orders of extra physical memory features depend on the existing total installed physical memory capacity and the existing total installed memory activation features. If you already installed more than 50% activations for your existing system, then you can order fewer than 50% activations for the MES ordered memory. The resulting configuration after the MES order of physical memory and any MES activations must meet the same 50% and 25% minimum rules.

For the best possible performance, install memory evenly across all system node drawers and all SCMs in the system. Balancing memory across the installed system board cards enables memory access in a consistent manner and typically results in better performance for your configuration.

Though maximum memory bandwidth is achieved by filling all the memory slots, plans for future memory additions should be accounted for when deciding which memory FC to use at the time of initial system order.

AME is an option that can increase the effective memory capacity of the system. For more information about AME, see 3.2, *Active Memory Expansion* on page 117.

Here are the memory subsystem highlights:

- 230 GBps memory bandwidth and up to 4 TB per socket.
- Eight DIMM slots per socket with 32 DIMMs per drawer. Uses the same CDIMM technology as POWER8 processors.
- Quad DIMM granularity with the same plug rules as the POWER8 processor.
- Supports 32, 64, 128, 256, and 512 GB DDR4 CDIMMs (16 GB DDR4 CDIMM migrate support).
- Memory buffer on CDIMM to improve performance.
- Support for migrating POWER8 DDR3 (16 GB, 32 GB, 64 GB, and 128 GB) and DDR4 CDIMMs
- Mixing DDR3 and DDR4 is supported, but the drawers must be homogeneous.
- CoD support.
Figure 1-8 shows an example of DRAM access by using a memory buffer.

![Figure 1-8 Buffered memory](image)

Figure 1-9 shows the memory buffer chip on a CDIMM.

![Figure 1-9 Memory buffer on a CDIMM](image)

### 1.4.6 System node PCIe slots

Each system node has eight PCIe Gen4 x16 hot-plug slots, for a total of 32 slots for a 4-node system. They have the following characteristics:

- All adapter slots in the system node are half-height and half length. The slots are labeled C1 - C8.
- These PCIe slots can be used for either low-profile PCIe adapters or for attaching a PCIe I/O drawer.
A blind-swap cassette (BSC) is used to house the low-profile adapters that go into these slots. The server includes a full set of BSCs, even if the BSCs are empty. An FC to order more low-profile BSCs is not required or announced. BSCs enable hot (system running) replace, removal, and addition for an adapter without having to place a server in a service position or open the drawer. The server BSCs are not the same as the ones that are used in the I/O drawers.

If more PCIe slots beyond the system node slots are required, a system node x16 slot is used to attach a six-slot expansion module in the I/O drawer. An I/O drawer holds two expansion modules that are attached to any two x16 PCIe slots in the same system node or in different system nodes.

PCIe Gen1, Gen2, and Gen3 adapters are supported in these Gen4 slots. The set of PCIe adapters that is supported is described in 2.5, “PCIe adapters” on page 88.

Concurrent repair and add/removal of PCIe adapters is done by HMC-guided menus or by OS support utilities.

The system nodes sense which IBM PCIe adapters are installed in the PCIe slots. If an adapter requires higher levels of cooling, fans automatically speed up to increase airflow across these PCIe adapters.

Each system node supports CAPI 2.0 adapters in all slots. At initial availability in September 2018, no IBM developed or IBM Part Number CAPI adapters are supported. The ports have been tested and adapters are available from IBM Business Partner, such as:
- Nallatech 250SP
- Flyslice FX609
- Semptian NSA241
- ReflexCES XpressVUP LP9P

Here are some system node PCIe slots highlights:

- PCIe Gen4:
  - Double the I/O rates of Gen3 slots
  - Gen4 for next generation adapters that require link speeds in excess of 40 Gbps

Initially, most adapters are Gen3:

- Fast enough for current adapter speed requirements
- Can use in Gen3 or Gen4 adapters slots

1.4.7 USB

The first system node provides three USB 3.0 ports at the rear. One of the three ports is rerouted to the USB port on the front of the system control unit. This port is primarily intended for connecting a USB DVD drive. The remaining USB 3.0 ports are for general use by the LPAR or VIOS to which they are assigned. If a second system node is installed, it provides an additional three USB 3.0 general use ports at the rear. No additional USB ports are made available on if a third and forth system node are installed.

Table 1-9 on page 23 lists the options for USB-attached media that are available for the Power E980 server.
The Power E980 server can support up to four 800 GB hot-plug mainstream NVMe SSDs (EC5J) in each system node. The NMCe drives are intended for boot purposes and not as general-purpose storage devices. Each NVMe device contains its own controller and connects to the system b using PCIe ports.

Figure 1-10 shows a picture of two NVMe devices.

More direct attached storage is supported in external disk and media drawers.

Table 1-7 lists the available disk and SSD features for the Power E980 server.

### Table 1-6  USB-attached external media

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature code</th>
<th>CCIN</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>OS support</th>
<th>Order type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#EUA5</td>
<td>63BD</td>
<td>Stand-alone USB DVD drive w/cable</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>AIX and Linux</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#EUA4</td>
<td>RDX USB External Docking Station(^b)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>AIX and Linux</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) For more information about order types, see 1.4, “System features” on page 10.
\(^b\) Feature #EUA4 is only orderable in the following countries/regions: Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Canada, Caribbean North, Croatia, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, Mexico, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, United Kingdom, United States

### 1.4.8 Disk and media features

The Power E980 server can support up to four 800 GB hot-plug mainstream NVMe SSDs (EC5J) in each system node. The NMCe drives are intended for boot purposes and not as general-purpose storage devices. Each NVMe device contains its own controller and connects to the system b using PCIe ports.

Table 1-7 lists the available disk and SSD features for the Power E980 server.

### Table 1-7  Disk features available on the Power E980

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature code</th>
<th>CCIN</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>OS support</th>
<th>Order type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ESNM</td>
<td>5B43</td>
<td>300 GB 15 K RPM SAS SFF-2 4 K Block Cached Disk Drive (AIX/Linux)</td>
<td>4032</td>
<td>AIX and Linux</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feature code</td>
<td>CCIN</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>OS support</td>
<td>Order type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1953</td>
<td>19B1</td>
<td>300 GB 15 K RPM SAS SFF-2 Disk Drive (AIX/Linux)</td>
<td>4032</td>
<td>AIX and Linux</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ES94</td>
<td>5B10</td>
<td>387 GB Enterprise SAS 4k SFF-2 SSD for AIX/Linux</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>AIX and Linux</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ES95</td>
<td>5B10</td>
<td>387 GB Enterprise SAS 4k SFF-2 SSD for IBM i</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>IBM i</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESGV</td>
<td>5B16</td>
<td>387 GB Enterprise SAS 5xx SFF-2 SSD for AIX/Linux</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>AIX and Linux</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESG6</td>
<td>5B16</td>
<td>387 GB Enterprise SAS 5xx SFF-2 SSD for IBM i</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>IBM i</td>
<td>Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESB2</td>
<td>5B16</td>
<td>387 GB Enterprise SAS 5xx SFF-2 SSD for AIX/Linux</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>AIX and Linux</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESBA</td>
<td>5B10</td>
<td>387 GB Enterprise SAS 4k SFF-2 SSD for AIX/Linux</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>AIX and Linux</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESBB</td>
<td>5B10</td>
<td>387 GB Enterprise SAS 4k SFF-2 SSD for IBM i</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>IBM i</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1962</td>
<td>19B3</td>
<td>571 GB 10 K RPM SAS SFF-2 Disk Drive (IBM i)</td>
<td>4032</td>
<td>IBM i</td>
<td>Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESEU</td>
<td>59D2</td>
<td>571 GB 10K RPM SAS SFF-2 Disk Drive 4 K Block - 4224</td>
<td>4032</td>
<td>IBM i</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESNQ</td>
<td>5B47</td>
<td>571 GB 15 K RPM SAS SFF-2 4 K Block Cached Disk Drive (IBM i)</td>
<td>4032</td>
<td>IBM i</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESDN</td>
<td>59CF</td>
<td>571 GB 15 K RPM SAS SFF-2 Disk Drive - 528 Block (IBM i)</td>
<td>4032</td>
<td>IBM i</td>
<td>Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1964</td>
<td>19B3</td>
<td>600 GB 10 K RPM SAS SFF-2 Disk Drive (AIX/Linux)</td>
<td>4032</td>
<td>AIX and Linux</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESEV</td>
<td>59D2</td>
<td>600 GB 10K RPM SAS SFF-2 Disk Drive 4 K Block - 4096</td>
<td>4032</td>
<td>IBM i</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESNR</td>
<td>5B47</td>
<td>600 GB 15 K RPM SAS SFF-2 4 K Block Cached Disk Drive (AIX/Linux)</td>
<td>4032</td>
<td>AIX and Linux</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESDP</td>
<td>59CF</td>
<td>600 GB 15 K RPM SAS SFF-2 Disk Drive - 5xx Block (AIX/Linux)</td>
<td>4032</td>
<td>AIX and Linux</td>
<td>Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESNA</td>
<td>5B11</td>
<td>775 GB Enterprise SAS 4k SFF-2 SSD for AIX/Linux</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>AIX and Linux</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESNB</td>
<td>5B11</td>
<td>775 GB Enterprise SAS 4k SFF-2 SSD for IBM i</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>IBM i</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESGZ</td>
<td>5B17</td>
<td>775 GB Enterprise SAS 5xx SFF-2 SSD for AIX/Linux</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>AIX and Linux</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESGG</td>
<td>5B17</td>
<td>775 GB Enterprise SAS 5xx SFF-2 SSD for IBM i</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>IBM i</td>
<td>Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESB6</td>
<td>5B17</td>
<td>775 GB Enterprise SAS 5xx SFF-2 SSD for AIX/Linux</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>AIX and Linux</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESBG</td>
<td>5B11</td>
<td>775 GB Enterprise SAS 4k SFF-2 SSD for AIX/Linux</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>AIX and Linux</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESBH</td>
<td>5B11</td>
<td>775 GB Enterprise SAS 4k SFF-2 SSD for IBM i</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>IBM i</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feature code</td>
<td>CCIN</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>OS support</td>
<td>Order type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESJ0</td>
<td>5B29</td>
<td>931 GB Mainstream SAS 4k SFF-2 SSD for AIX/Linux</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>AIX and Linux</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESJ1</td>
<td>5B29</td>
<td>931 GB Mainstream SAS 4k SFF-2 SSD for IBM i</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>IBM i</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESD2</td>
<td>59CD</td>
<td>1.1 TB 10K RPM SAS SFF-2 Disk Drive (IBM i)</td>
<td>4032</td>
<td>IBM i</td>
<td>Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESF2</td>
<td>59DA</td>
<td>1.1 TB 10K RPM SAS SFF-2 Disk Drive 4 K Block - 4224</td>
<td>4032</td>
<td>IBM i</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESD3</td>
<td>59CD</td>
<td>1.2 TB 10K RPM SAS SFF-2 Disk Drive (AIX/Linux)</td>
<td>4032</td>
<td>AIX and Linux</td>
<td>Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESF3</td>
<td>59DA</td>
<td>1.2 TB 10K RPM SAS SFF-2 Disk Drive 4 K Block - 4096</td>
<td>4032</td>
<td>AIX and Linux</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESNE</td>
<td>5B12</td>
<td>1.55 TB Enterprise SAS 4k SFF-2 SSD for AIX/Linux</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>AIX and Linux</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESNF</td>
<td>5B12</td>
<td>1.55 TB Enterprise SAS 4k SFF-2 SSD for IBM i</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>IBM i</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESBL</td>
<td>5B12</td>
<td>1.55 TB Enterprise SAS 4k SFF-2 SSD for AIX/Linux</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>AIX and Linux</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESBM</td>
<td>5B12</td>
<td>1.55 TB Enterprise SAS 4k SFF-2 SSD for IBM i</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>IBM i</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESFS</td>
<td>59DD</td>
<td>1.7 TB 10K RPM SAS SFF-2 Disk Drive 4 K Block - 4224</td>
<td>4032</td>
<td>IBM i</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESFT</td>
<td>59DD</td>
<td>1.8 TB 10K RPM SAS SFF-2 Disk Drive 4 K Block - 4096</td>
<td>4032</td>
<td>AIX and Linux</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESJ2</td>
<td>5B21</td>
<td>1.86 TB Mainstream SAS 4k SFF-2 SSD for AIX/Linux</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>AIX and Linux</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESJ3</td>
<td>5B21</td>
<td>1.86 TB Mainstream SAS 4k SFF-2 SSD for IBM i</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>IBM i</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESNL</td>
<td>5B43</td>
<td>283 GB 15 K RPM SAS SFF-2 4 K Block Cached Disk Drive (IBM i)</td>
<td>4032</td>
<td>IBM i</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1948</td>
<td>19B1</td>
<td>283 GB 15 K RPM SAS SFF-2 Disk Drive (IBM i)</td>
<td>4032</td>
<td>IBM i</td>
<td>Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESJ4</td>
<td>5B2D</td>
<td>3.72 TB Mainstream SAS 4k SFF-2 SSD for AIX/Linux</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>AIX and Linux</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESJ5</td>
<td>5B2D</td>
<td>3.72 TB Mainstream SAS 4k SFF-2 SSD for IBM i</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>IBM i</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ES62</td>
<td>5B1D</td>
<td>3.86 - 4.0 TB 7200 RPM 4 K SAS LFF-1 Nearline Disk Drive (AIX/Linux)</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>AIX and Linux</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESJ6</td>
<td>5B2F</td>
<td>7.45 TB Mainstream SAS 4k SFF-2 SSD for AIX/Linux</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>AIX and Linux</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESJ7</td>
<td>5B2F</td>
<td>7.45 TB Mainstream SAS 4k SFF-2 SSD for IBM i</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>IBM i</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ES64</td>
<td>5B1F</td>
<td>7.72 - 8.0 TB 7200 RPM 4 K SAS LFF-1 Nearline Disk Drive (AIX/Linux)</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>AIX and Linux</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. For more information about order types, see 1.4, “System features” on page 10.

Table 1-8 on page 22 shows the disk and SSD features that are available for bulk ordering.
Table 1-8  Bulk disk and SSD features

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature code</th>
<th>CCIN</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>OS support</th>
<th>Order type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1927</td>
<td>19B1</td>
<td>Quantity 150 of 1948</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>IBM i</td>
<td>Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1929</td>
<td>19B1</td>
<td>Quantity 150 of 1953</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>AIX and Linux</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1817</td>
<td>19B3</td>
<td>Quantity 150 of 1962</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>IBM i</td>
<td>Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1818</td>
<td>19B3</td>
<td>Quantity 150 of 1964</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>IBM i</td>
<td>Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EQ62</td>
<td>5B1D</td>
<td>Quantity 150 of ES62 3.86 - 4.0 TB 7200 RPM 4K LFF-1 Disk</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>AIX and Linux</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EQ64</td>
<td>5B1F</td>
<td>Quantity 150 of ES64 7.72 - 8.0 TB 7200 RPM 4K LFF-1 Disk</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>AIX and Linux</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ER94</td>
<td>5B10</td>
<td>Quantity 150 of ES94 387 GB SAS 4k</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ER95</td>
<td>5B10</td>
<td>Quantity 150 of ES95 387 GB SAS 4k</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EQD2</td>
<td>59CD</td>
<td>Quantity 150 of ESD2 (1.1 TB 10K SFF-2)</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>IBM i</td>
<td>Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EQD3</td>
<td>59CD</td>
<td>Quantity 150 of ESD3 (1.2 TB 10K SFF-2)</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>AIX and Linux</td>
<td>Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EQDN</td>
<td>59CF</td>
<td>Quantity 150 of ESDN (571 GB 15K RPM SAS SFF-2 for IBM i)</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>IBM i</td>
<td>Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EQDP</td>
<td>59CF</td>
<td>Quantity 150 of ESDP (600 GB 15K RPM SAS SFF-2 for AIX/LINUX)</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>AIX and Linux</td>
<td>Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EQEU</td>
<td>59D2</td>
<td>Quantity 150 of ESEU (571 GB 10K SFF-2)</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>IBM i</td>
<td>MES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EQEV</td>
<td>59D2</td>
<td>Quantity 150 of ESEV (600 GB 10K SFF-2)</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>AIX and Linux</td>
<td>MES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EQF2</td>
<td>59DA</td>
<td>Quantity 150 of ESF2 (1.1 TB 10K SFF-2)</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>IBM i</td>
<td>MES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EQF3</td>
<td>59DA</td>
<td>Quantity 150 of ESF3 (1.2 TB 10K SFF-2)</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>AIX and Linux</td>
<td>MES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EQFS</td>
<td>59DD</td>
<td>Quantity 150 of ESFS (1.7 TB 10K SFF-2)</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>IBM i</td>
<td>MES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EQFT</td>
<td>59DD</td>
<td>Quantity 150 of ESFT (1.8 TB 10K SFF-2)</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>AIX and Linux</td>
<td>MES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EQG6</td>
<td>5B16</td>
<td>Quantity 150 of ESG6 (387 GB SAS 5xx)</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>AIX and IBM i</td>
<td>Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EQGG</td>
<td>5B17</td>
<td>Quantity 150 of ESGG (775 GB SAS 5xx)</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>AIX and IBM i</td>
<td>Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERGV</td>
<td>5B16</td>
<td>Quantity 150 of ESGV 387 GB SSD 4k</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERGZ</td>
<td>5B17</td>
<td>Quantity 150 of ESGZ 775 GB SSD 4k</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERJ0</td>
<td>5B29</td>
<td>Quantity 150 of ESJ0 931 GB SAS 4k</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERJ1</td>
<td>5B29</td>
<td>Quantity 150 of ESJ1 931 GB SAS 4k</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERJ2</td>
<td>5B21</td>
<td>Quantity 150 of ESJ2 1.86 TB SAS 4k</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1-9 lists the options for USB-attached media that are available for the Power E980 server.

### Table 1-9   USB-attached external media

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature code</th>
<th>CCIN</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>OS support</th>
<th>Order type&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ERJ3</td>
<td>5B21</td>
<td>Quantity 150 of ESJ3 1.86 TB SAS 4k</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERJ4</td>
<td>5B2D</td>
<td>Quantity 150 of ESJ4 3.72 TB SAS 4k</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERJ5</td>
<td>5B2D</td>
<td>Quantity 150 of ESJ5 3.72 TB SAS 4k</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERJ6</td>
<td>5B2F</td>
<td>Quantity 150 of ESJ6 7.45 TB SAS 4k</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERJ7</td>
<td>5B2F</td>
<td>Quantity 150 of ESJ7 7.45 TB SAS 4k</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERNA</td>
<td>5B11</td>
<td>Quantity 150 of ESNA 775 GB SSD 4k</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERNB</td>
<td>5B11</td>
<td>Quantity 150 of ESNB 775 GB SSD 4k</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERNE</td>
<td>5B12</td>
<td>Quantity 150 of ESNE 1.55 TB SSD 4k</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERNF</td>
<td>5B12</td>
<td>Quantity 150 of ESNF 1.55 TB SSD 4k</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESPL</td>
<td>5B43</td>
<td>Quantity 150 of ESNL (283 GB 15 K SFF-2)</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>IBM i</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESPM</td>
<td>5B43</td>
<td>Quantity 150 of ESNM (300 GB 15 K SFF-2)</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>Linux</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESPQ</td>
<td>5B47</td>
<td>Quantity 150 of ESNQ (571 GB 15 K SFF-2)</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>IBM i</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESPR</td>
<td>5B47</td>
<td>Quantity 150 of ESNR (600 GB 15 K SFF-2)</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>Linux</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESQ2</td>
<td>5B16</td>
<td>Quantity 150 of ESB2 387 GB SAS 4k</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>AIX and Linux</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESQ6</td>
<td>5B17</td>
<td>Quantity 150 of ESB6 775 GB SAS 4k</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>AIX and Linux</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESQA</td>
<td>5B10</td>
<td>Quantity 150 of ESBA 387 GB SAS 4k</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>AIX and Linux</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESQB</td>
<td>5B10</td>
<td>Quantity 150 of ESBB 387 GB SAS 4k</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>IBM i</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESQG</td>
<td>5B11</td>
<td>Quantity 150 of ESBG 775 GB SAS 4k</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>AIX and Linux</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESQH</td>
<td>5B11</td>
<td>Quantity 150 of ESBH 775 GB SAS 4k</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>IBM i</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESQI</td>
<td>5B12</td>
<td>Quantity 150 of ESBL 1.55 TB SAS 4k</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>AIX and Linux</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESQM</td>
<td>5B12</td>
<td>Quantity 150 of ESBM 1.55 TB SAS 4k</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>IBM i</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> See 1.4, “System features” on page 10 for information about order types.

---

Table 1-9 lists the options for USB-attached media that are available for the Power E980 server.

### Table 1-9   USB-attached external media

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature code</th>
<th>CCIN</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>OS support</th>
<th>Order type&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EUA5</td>
<td>63BD</td>
<td>Stand-alone USB DVD drive w/cable</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>AIX and Linux</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EUA4</td>
<td></td>
<td>RDX USB External Docking Station&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>AIX and Linux</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
If more PCIe slots beyond the system node slots are required, the Power E980 server supports the addition of I/O expansion drawers.

At initial availability in September 2018, the Power E980 server supports the attachment of zero, one, or two PCIe Gen3 I/O Expansion Drawers to each system node.

In November 2018, zero, one, two, three, or four PCIe Gen3 I/O Expansion Drawers per system node will be supported. To connect an I/O expansion drawer, a PCIe slot is used to attach a 6-slot expansion module in the I/O drawer. A PCIe Gen3 I/O Expansion Drawer (#EMX0) holds two expansion modules that are attached to any two PCIe slots in the same system node or in different system nodes.

For the connection of SAS disks, disk-only I/O drawers are available. The EXP24S, EXP24SX, and EXP12SX drawers are supported.

### 1.5.1 PCIe Gen3 I/O Expansion Drawer

The 19-inch 4 EIA (4U) PCIe Gen3 I/O Expansion Drawer (#EMX0) and two PCIe FanOut Modules (#EMXG or #EMXH) provide 12 PCIe I/O full-length, full-height slots. One FanOut Module provides six PCIe slots that are labeled C1 - C6. C1 and C4 are x16 slots, and C2, C3®, C5, and C6 are x8 slots. PCIe Gen1, Gen2, and Gen3 full-high adapters are supported.

A BSC is used to house the full-high adapters that go into these slots. The BSC is the same BSC that is used with the previous generation server's 12X attached I/O drawers (#5802, #5803, #5877, and #5873). The drawer is shipped with a full set of BSCs, even if the BSCs are empty.

Concurrent repair and add/removal of PCIe adapters is done through HMC-guided menus or by OS support utilities.

A PCIe CXP converter adapter and Active Optical Cables (AOCs) connect the system node to a PCIe FanOut module in the I/O expansion drawer. Each PCIe Gen3 I/O Expansion Drawer has two power supplies.

Drawers can be added to the server later, but system downtime must be scheduled for adding a PCIe3 Optical Cable Adapter or a PCIe Gen3 I/O drawer (#EMX0) or fan-out module.
Figure 1-11 shows a PCIe Gen3 I/O Expansion Drawer.

1.5.2 I/O drawers and usable PCI slots

Figure 1-12 shows the rear view of the PCIe Gen3 I/O Expansion Drawer with the location codes for the PCIe adapter slots in the PCIe3 6-slot fan-out module.
Table 1-10 provides details about the PCI slots in the PCIe Gen3 I/O Expansion Drawer.

**Table 1-10  PCIe slot locations and descriptions for the PCIe Gen3 I/O Expansion Drawer**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Slot</th>
<th>Location code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Slot 1</td>
<td>P1-C1</td>
<td>PCIe3, x16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slot 2</td>
<td>P1-C2</td>
<td>PCIe3, x8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slot 3</td>
<td>P1-C3</td>
<td>PCIe3, x8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slot 4</td>
<td>P1-C4</td>
<td>PCIe3, x16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slot 5</td>
<td>P1-C5</td>
<td>PCIe3, x8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slot 6</td>
<td>P1-C6</td>
<td>PCIe3, x8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slot 7</td>
<td>P2-C1</td>
<td>PCIe3, x16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slot 8</td>
<td>P2-C2</td>
<td>PCIe3, x8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slot 9</td>
<td>P2-C3</td>
<td>PCIe3, x8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slot 10</td>
<td>P2-C4</td>
<td>PCIe3, x16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slot 11</td>
<td>P2-C5</td>
<td>PCIe3, x8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slot 12</td>
<td>P2-C6</td>
<td>PCIe3, x8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Table 1-10:
- All slots support full-length, regular-height adapters or short (low-profile) adapters with a regular-height tailstock in single-wide, Gen3 BSCs.
- Slots C1 and C4 in each PCIe3 6-slot fan-out module are x16 PCIe3 buses, and slots C2, C3, C5, and C6 are x8 PCIe buses.
- All slots support enhanced error handling (EEH).
- All PCIe slots are hot-swappable and support concurrent maintenance.

Table 1-11 summarizes the maximum number of I/O drawers that is supported and the total number of PCI slots that is available when the expansion drawer consists of a single drawer type.

**Table 1-11  Maximum number of I/O drawers that are supported and the total number of PCI slots**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System nodes</th>
<th>Maximum #EMX0 drawers</th>
<th>Total number of slots</th>
<th>Total PCIe3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PCIe3, x16</td>
<td>PCIe3, x8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One system node</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two system nodes</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three system nodes</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Four system nodes</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Availability:** At initial availability in September 2018, a maximum of two I/O drawers are supported per system node, and a maximum of two system nodes is supported. In November 2018, four system nodes and four I/O drawers per node will be supported.
1.5.3 EXP24SX and EXP12SX SAS Storage Enclosures

If you need more disks than are available with the internal disk bays, you can attach more external disk subsystems, such as an EXP24SX SAS Storage Enclosure (#ESLS) or EXP12SX SAS Storage Enclosure (#ESLL).

The EXP24SX drawer is a storage expansion enclosure with twenty-four 2.5-inch SFF SAS bays. It supports up to 24 hot-plug HDDs or SSDs in only 2 EIA of space in a 19-inch rack. The EXP24SX SFF bays use SFF Gen2 (SFF-2) carriers or trays.

The EXP12SX drawer is a storage expansion enclosure with twelve 3.5-inch large form factor (LFF) SAS bays. It supports up to 12 hot-plug HDDs in only 2 EIA of space in a 19-inch rack. The EXP12SX SFF bays use LFF Gen1 (LFF-1) carriers/trays. The 4 KB sector drives (#4096 or #4224) are supported. SSDs are not supported.

With AIX, Linux, and VIOS, the EXP24SX and EXP12SX drawers can be ordered with four sets of six bays (mode 4), two sets of 12 bays (mode 2), or one set of 24-four bays (mode 1). IBM i supports the EXP24SX drawer with one set of 24 bays (mode 1). It is possible to change the mode setting in the field by using software commands along with a specifically documented procedure.

**Important:** When changing modes, a skilled, technically qualified person should follow the special documented procedures. Improperly changing modes can potentially destroy existing RAID sets, prevent access to existing data, or allow other partitions to access another partition's existing data.

The attachment between the EXP24SX and EXP12SX drawers and the PCIe3 SAS adapters or integrated SAS controllers is through SAS YO12 or X12 cables. All ends of the YO12 and X12 cables have mini-SAS HD narrow connectors. The PCIe Gen3 SAS adapters support 6 Gb throughput. The EXP24SX and EXP12SX drawers may support up to 12 Gb throughput if future SAS adapters support that capability.

The EXP24SX and EXP12SX drawers include redundant AC power supplies and two power cords.

Figure 1-13 shows the EXP24SX drawer.
Figure 1-14 shows the EXP12SX drawer.

![The EXP12SX drawer](image)

**Note:**

- For the EXP24SX drawer, a maximum of twenty-four 2.5-inch SSDs or 2.5-inch HDDs are supported in the #ESLS 24 SAS bays. There can be no mixing of HDDs and SSDs in the same mode-1 drawer. HDDs and SSDs can be mixed in a mode-2 or mode-4 drawer, but they cannot be mixed within a logical split of the drawer. For example, in a mode-2 drawer with two sets of 12 bays, one set can hold SSDs and one set can hold HDDs, but you cannot mix SSDs and HDDs in the same set of 12 bays.
- The EXP24S, EXP24SX, and EXP12SX drawers can be mixed on the same server and on the same PCIe3 adapters.
- The EXP12SX drawer does not support SSD.
- IBM i does not support the EXP12SX drawer.

For more information about SAS cabling and cabling configurations, search for “Planning for serial-attached SCSI cables” in the following IBM Knowledge Center website:

http://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/TI0003M/p8had/p8had_sascabling.htm

### 1.6 System racks

The Power E980 server fits a standard 19-inch rack. The server is certified and tested in the IBM Enterprise racks (7014-T42, 7965-S42, #0551, or #0553). Clients can choose to place the server in other racks if they are confident that those racks have the strength, rigidity, depth, and hole pattern characteristics that are needed. Clients should work with IBM Support to determine the appropriateness of other racks. The Power E980 rails can adjust their depth to fit a rack that is 59.06 - 77.3 cm (23.25 - 30.4375 inches) in depth.
If a system is installed in a rack or cabinet that is not from IBM, ensure that the rack meets the requirements that are described in 1.6.11, “Original equipment manufacturer racks” on page 41.

Responsibility: The client is responsible for ensuring that the installation of the drawer in the preferred rack or cabinet results in a configuration that is stable, serviceable, safe, and compatible with the drawer requirements for power, cooling, cable management, weight, and rail security.

1.6.1 New rack considerations

Here are two items to consider when ordering racks:

- The new IBM Enterprise 42U Slim Rack 7965-S42 (or #ER05) offers 42 EIA units (U) of space in a slim footprint.
- The T00 rack is no longer available to purchase with a Power E980 server. Installing a Power E980 server in an existing T00 rack is still supported.

1.6.2 IBM 7014 Model T42 rack

The 2.0-meter (79.3-inch) Model T42 is compatible with past and present IBM Power Systems servers. The features of the T42 rack are as follows:

- Has 42U (EIA units) of usable space.
- Has optional removable side panels.
- Has optional side-to-side mounting hardware for joining multiple racks.
- Has increased power distribution and weight capacity.
- Supports AC power only.
- Up to four power distribution units (PDUs) can be mounted in the PDU bays (see Figure 1-16 on page 35), but others can fit inside the rack. For more information, see 1.6.7, “The AC power distribution unit and rack content” on page 33.
- Ruggedized Rack Feature

For enhanced rigidity and stability of the rack, the optional Ruggedized Rack Feature (#6080) provides more hardware that reinforces the rack and anchors it to the floor. This hardware is primarily for use in locations where earthquakes are a concern. The feature includes a large steel brace or truss that bolts into the rear of the rack.

It is hinged on the left side so it can swing out of the way for easy access to the rack drawers when necessary. The Ruggedized Rack Feature also includes hardware for bolting the rack to a concrete floor or a similar surface, and bolt-in steel filler panels for any unoccupied spaces in the rack.

- Weights are as follows:
  - T42 base empty rack: 261 kg (575 lb)
  - T42 full rack: 930 kg (2045 lb)
**Vertical PDUs**: All PDUs that are installed in a rack containing an E980 server must be installed horizontally to allow for cable routing in the sides of the rack.
Some of the available door options for the T42 rack are shown in Figure 1-15.

The door options are explained in the following list:

- The 2.0 m Rack Trim Kit (#6272) is used if no front door is used in the rack.
- The Front Door for a 2.0 m Rack (#6069) is made of steel, with a perforated flat front surface. The perforation pattern extends from the bottom to the top of the door to enhance ventilation and provide some visibility into the rack. This door is non-acoustic and has a depth of about 25 mm (1 in.).
- The 2.0 m Rack Acoustic Door (#6249) consists of a front and rear door to reduce noise by approximately 6 dB (A). It has a depth of approximately 191 mm (7.5 in.).
- The #ERG7 provides an attractive black full-height rack door. The door is steel, with a perforated flat front surface. The perforation pattern extends from the bottom to the top of the door to enhance ventilation and provide some visibility into the rack. The non-acoustic door has a depth of about 134 mm (5.3 in.).

Rear Door Heat Exchanger

A Rear Door Heat Exchanger (#6858) is available to provide more efficient heat removal. This door replaces the standard rear door on the rack. Copper tubes that are attached to the rear door circulate chilled water, which is provided by the customer. The chilled water removes heat from the exhaust air being blown through the servers and attachments that are mounted in the rack. With industry-standard quick couplings, the water lines in the door attach to the customer-supplied secondary water loop.

For more information about planning for the installation of the IBM Rear Door Heat Exchanger, see the IBM Knowledge Center at:

1.6.3 IBM Enterprise 42U Slim Rack 7965-S42

The 2.0-meter (79-inch) Model 7965-S42 is compatible with past and present IBM Power Systems servers and provides an excellent 19-inch rack enclosure for your data center. Its 600 mm (23.6 in.) width combined with its 1100 mm (43.3 in.) depth plus its 42 EIA enclosure capacity provides great footprint efficiency for your systems. It can be placed easily on standard 24-inch floor tiles.

Compared to the 7965-94Y Slim Rack, the Enterprise Slim Rack provides extra strength and shipping/installation flexibility.

The 7965-S42 rack has space for up to four PDUs in side pockets. Extra PDUs beyond four are mounted horizontally and each uses 1U of rack space.

Vertical PDUs: All PDUs that are installed in a rack containing a Power E980 server must be installed horizontally to enable cable routing in the sides of the rack.

The Enterprise Slim Rack front door, which can be Basic Black/Flat (#ECRM), High-End appearance (#ECRF), or original equipment manufacturer (OEM) black (#ECRE), has perforated steel, which provides ventilation, physical security, and visibility of indicator lights in the installed equipment within. It comes standard with a lock that is identical to the locks in the rear doors. The door (#ECRG and #ECRE only) can be hinged on either the left or right side.

Orientation: #ECRF should not be flipped because the IBM logo would be upside down.

1.6.4 1.8 Meter Rack (#0551)

The 1.8 Meter Rack (#0551) is a 36 EIA unit rack. The rack that is delivered as #0551 is the same rack that is delivered when you order the 7014-T00 rack. The included features might vary. Certain features that are delivered as part of the 7014-T00 must be ordered separately with #0551.

Order availability: The #0551 rack is available only when ordered as an MES order. It is not available as an initial order.

1.6.5 2.0 Meter Rack (#0553)

The 2.0 Meter Rack (#0553) is a 42 EIA unit rack. The rack that is delivered as #0553 is the same rack that is delivered when you order the 7014-T42 rack. The included features might vary. Certain features that are delivered as part of the 7014-T42 must be ordered separately with #0553.

Order availability: The #0551 rack is available only when ordered as an MES order. It is not available as an initial order.
1.6.6 Rack (#ER05)

This feature provides a 19-inch, 2.0-meter high rack with 42 EIA units of total space for installing a rack-mounted central electronics complex or expansion units. The 600 mm wide rack fits within a data center’s 24-inch floor tiles and provides better thermal and cable management capabilities. The following features are required on #ER05:

- Front door (#EC01)
- Rear door (#EC02) or Rear Door Heat Exchanger (RDHX) indicator (#EC05)

PDUs on the rack are optional. Each #7196 and #7189 PDU uses one of six vertical mounting bays. Each PDU beyond four uses 1U of rack space.

If ordering Power Systems equipment in an MES order, use the equivalent rack #ER05 instead of 7965-94Y so that IBM Manufacturing can include the hardware in the rack.

1.6.7 The AC power distribution unit and rack content

Power E980 systems that are integrated into a rack at the factory have PDUs mounted horizontally in the rack. Each PDU takes 1U of space in the rack. Mounting the PDUs vertically in the side of the rack can cause cable routing issues and interfere with optimal service access.

Two possible PDU ratings are supported: 60A/63A (orderable in most countries) and 30A/32A.

- The 60A/63A PDU supports four system node power supplies and one I/O expansion drawer or eight I/O expansion drawers.
- The 30A/32A PDU supports two system node power supplies and one I/O expansion drawer or four I/O expansion drawer

Rack-integrated system orders require at least two of either #7109, #7188, or #7196:

- Intelligent PDU (iPDU) with Universal UTG0247 Connector (#7109) is for an intelligent AC PDU that enables users to monitor the amount of power that is used by the devices that are plugged into this PDU. This PDU provides 12 C13 power outlets. It receives power through a UTG0247 connector. It can be used for many different countries and applications by varying the PDU to Wall Power Cord, which must be ordered separately. Each iPDU requires one PDU to Wall Power Cord. Supported power cords include #6489, #6491, #6492, #6653, #6654, #6655, #6656, #6657, and #6658.

- Power Distribution Unit (#7188) mounts in a 19-inch rack and provides 12 C13 power outlets. The PDU has six 16 A circuit breakers, with two power outlets per circuit breaker. System units and expansion units must use a power cord with a C14 plug to connect to #7188. One of the following power cords must be used to distribute power from a wall outlet to #7188: #6489, #6491, #6492, #6653, #6654, #6655, #6656, #6657, or #6658.

- The Three-phase Power Distribution Unit (#7196) provides six C19 power outlets and is rated up to 48 A. It has a 4.3 m (14 ft) fixed power cord to attach to the power source (IEC309 60A plug (3P+G)). A separate “to-the-wall” power cord is not required or orderable. Use the Power Cord 2.8 m (9.2 ft), Drawer to Wall/IBM PDU (250V/10A) (#6665) to connect devices to this PDU. These power cords are different than the ones that are used for the #7188 and #7109 PDUs. Supported countries for the #7196 PDU are Antigua and Barbuda, Aruba, Bahamas, Barbados, Belize, Bermuda, Bolivia, Brazil, Canada, Cayman Islands, Colombia, Costa Rica, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, El Salvador, Guam, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, Indonesia, Japan, Korea, Mexico, Netherlands Antilles, Nicaragua, Panama, Peru, Puerto Rico, Surinam, Taiwan, Trinidad and Tobago, United States, and Venezuela.
High-function PDUs provide more electrical power per PDU and offer better “PDU footprint” efficiency. In addition, they are intelligent PDUs that provide insight to actual power usage by receptacle and also provide remote power on/off capability for easier support by individual receptacle. The new PDUs are orderable as #EPTJ, #EPTL, #EPTN, and #EPTQ.

High-function PDU FCs are shown in Table 1-12.

Table 1-12  Available high-function PDUs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PDUs</th>
<th>1-phase or 3-phase depending on country wiring standards</th>
<th>3-phase 208 V depending on country wiring standards</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nine C19 receptacles</td>
<td>EPTJ</td>
<td>EPTL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twelve C13 receptacles</td>
<td>EPTN</td>
<td>EPTQ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition, the following high-function PDUs were announced in October 2019:

- **High Function 9xC19 PDU plus (#ECJJ):**
  This is an intelligent, switched 200-240 volt AC Power Distribution Unit (PDU) plus with nine C19 receptacles on the front of the PDU. The PDU is mounted on the rear of the rack making the nine C19 receptacles easily accessible. For comparison, this is most similar to the earlier generation #EPTJ PDU.

- **High Function 9xC19 PDU plus 3-Phase (#ECJL):**
  This is an intelligent, switched 208 volt 3-phase AC Power Distribution Unit (PDU) plus with nine C19 receptacles on the front of the PDU. The PDU is mounted on the rear of the rack making the nine C19 receptacles easily accessible. For comparison, this is most similar to the earlier generation #EPTL PDU.

- **High Function 12xC13 PDU plus (#ECJN):**
  This is an intelligent, switched 200-240 volt AC Power Distribution Unit (PDU) plus with twelve C13 receptacles on the front of the PDU. The PDU is mounted on the rear of the rack making the twelve C13 receptacles easily accessible. For comparison, this is most similar to the earlier generation #EPTN PDU.

- **High Function 12xC13 PDU plus 3-Phase (#ECJQ):**
  This is an intelligent, switched 208 volt 3-phase AC Power Distribution Unit (PDU) plus with twelve C13 receptacles on the front of the PDU. The PDU is mounted on the rear of the rack making the twelve C13 receptacles easily accessible. For comparison, this is most similar to the earlier generation #EPTQ PDU.

Table 1-13 lists the feature codes for the high-function PDUs announced in October 2019.

Table 1-13  High-function PDUs available after October 2019

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PDUs</th>
<th>1-phase or 3-phase depending on country wiring standards</th>
<th>3-phase 208 V depending on country wiring standards</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nine C19 receptacles</td>
<td>ECJJ</td>
<td>ECJL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twelve C13 receptacles</td>
<td>ECJN</td>
<td>ECJQ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Four PDUs can be mounted vertically in the back of the T00 and T42 racks.

Figure 1-16 shows the placement of the four vertically mounted PDUs.

In the rear of the rack, two more PDUs can be installed horizontally in the T00 rack and three more PDUs in the T42 rack. The four vertical mounting locations are filled first in the T00 and T42 racks. Mounting PDUs horizontally uses 1U per PDU and reduces the space that is available for other racked components. When mounting PDUs horizontally, the preferred approach is to use fillers in the EIA units that are occupied by these PDUs to facilitate proper air-flow and ventilation in the rack.

The PDU receives power through a UTG0247 power-line connector. Each PDU requires one PDU-to-wall power cord. Various power cord features are available for various countries and applications by varying the PDU-to-wall power cord, which must be ordered separately. Each power cord provides the unique design characteristics for the specific power requirements. To match new power requirements and save previous investments, these power cords can be requested with an initial order of the rack or with a later upgrade of the rack features.
Table 1-14 shows the available wall power cord options for the PDU and iPDU features, which must be ordered separately.

**Table 1-14  Wall power cord options for the PDU and iPDU features**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature code</th>
<th>Wall plug</th>
<th>Rated voltage (V AC)</th>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Rated amperage</th>
<th>Geography</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6653</td>
<td>IEC 309, 3P+N+G, 16 A</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>16 amps/phase</td>
<td>Internationally available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6489</td>
<td>IEC309 3P+N+G, 32 A</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>32 amps/phase</td>
<td>EMEA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6654</td>
<td>NEMA L6-30</td>
<td>200 - 208, 240</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>24 amps</td>
<td>US, Canada, LA, and Japan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6655</td>
<td>RS 3750DP (watertight)</td>
<td>200 - 208, 240</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>24 amps</td>
<td>US, Canada, LA, and Japan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6656</td>
<td>IEC 309, P+N+G, 32 A</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>24 amps</td>
<td>EMEA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6657</td>
<td>PDL</td>
<td>230-240</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>32 amps</td>
<td>Australia, New Zealand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6658</td>
<td>Korean plug</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>30 amps</td>
<td>North and South Korea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6492</td>
<td>IEC 309, 2P+G, 60 A</td>
<td>200 - 208, 240</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>48 amps</td>
<td>US, Canada, LA, and Japan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6491</td>
<td>IEC309, P+N+G, 63 A</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>63 amps</td>
<td>EMEA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:** Ensure that the appropriate power cord feature is configured to support the power that is being supplied. Based on the power cord that is used, the PDU can supply 4.8 - 19.2 kVA. The power of all the drawers plugged into the PDU must not exceed the power cord limitation.

The Universal PDUs are compatible with previous models.

To better enable electrical redundancy, each server has four power supplies that must be connected to separate PDUs, which are not included in the base order.

For maximum availability, a preferred approach is to connect power cords from the same system to two separate PDUs in the rack, and to connect each PDU to independent power sources.

For detailed power requirements and power cord details about the 7014 and 7965-94Y racks, see the IBM Knowledge Center at:

### 1.6.8 PDU connection limits

Two possible PDU ratings are supported: 60/63 amps and 30/32 amps. The PDU rating is determined by the power cord that is used to connect the PDU to the electricity supply. The number of system nodes and I/O expansion drawers that are supported by each power cord is shown in Table 1-15.

**Table 1-15 Maximum supported enclosures by power cord**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature code</th>
<th>Wall plug description</th>
<th>PDU Rating</th>
<th>Maximum supported system nodes per PDU pair</th>
<th>Maximum supported I/O drawers with no system nodes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6653</td>
<td>IEC 309, 3P+N+G, 16 A</td>
<td>60 Amps</td>
<td>Two system nodes and 1 I/O expansion drawer</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6489</td>
<td>IEC309 3P+N+G, 32 A</td>
<td>60 Amps</td>
<td>Two system nodes and 1 I/O expansion drawer</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6654</td>
<td>NEMA L6-30</td>
<td>30 Amps</td>
<td>One system node and 1 I/O expansion drawer</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6655</td>
<td>RS 3750DP (watertight)</td>
<td>30 Amps</td>
<td>One system node and 1 I/O expansion drawer</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6656</td>
<td>IEC 309, P+N+G, 32 A</td>
<td>30 Amps</td>
<td>One system node and 1 I/O expansion drawer</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6657</td>
<td>PDL</td>
<td>30 Amps</td>
<td>One system node and 1 I/O expansion drawer</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6658</td>
<td>Korean plug</td>
<td>30 Amps</td>
<td>One system node and 1 I/O expansion drawer</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6492</td>
<td>IEC 309, 2P+G, 60 A</td>
<td>60 Amps</td>
<td>Two system node and 1 I/O expansion drawer</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6491</td>
<td>IEC 309, P+N+G, 63 A</td>
<td>60 Amps</td>
<td>Two system nodes and 1 I/O expansion drawer</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1.6.9 Rack-mounting rules

Consider the following primary rules when you mount the system into a rack:

- The system can be placed at any location in the rack. For rack stability, start filling the rack from the bottom. For more information, see the Ordering information note.
- Any remaining space in the rack can be used to install other systems or peripheral devices. Ensure that the maximum permissible weight of the rack is not exceeded and the installation rules for these devices are followed.
- Before placing the system into the service position, follow the rack manufacturer’s safety instructions regarding rack stability.

Order information: The racking approach for the initial order must be either a 7014-T42 or 7965-S42. If an extra rack is required for I/O expansion drawers as an MES to an existing system, either an #0551, #0553, or #ER05 rack must be ordered.

If you install the Power E980 server into a T42 rack, 2U of space must be left for cable routing. For a bottom cable exit, the 2U must be left at the bottom of the rack. For a top cable exit, the 2U must be left at the top of the rack.

If you install the Power E980 server into an S42 rack, no space is required for cable routing.

1.6.10 Useful rack additions

This section highlights several rack addition solutions for IBM Power Systems rack-based systems.

IBM System Storage 7226 Model 1U3 Multi-Media Enclosure

The IBM System Storage 7226 Model 1U3 Multi-Media Enclosure can accommodate up to two tape drives, two RDX removable disk drive docking stations, or up to four DVD-RAM drives.

The IBM System Storage 7226 Multi-Media Enclosure supports LTO Ultrium and DAT160 Tape technology, DVD-RAM, and RDX removable storage requirements on the following IBM systems:

- IBM POWER6™ processor-based systems
- IBM POWER7® processor-based systems
- IBM POWER8 processor-based systems
- IBM POWER9 processor-based systems

The IBM System Storage 7226 Multi-Media Enclosure offers an expansive list of drive feature options, as shown in Table 1-16.

Table 1-16  Supported drive features for the 7226-1U3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5619</td>
<td>DAT160 SAS Tape Drive</td>
<td>Available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU16</td>
<td>DAT160 USB Tape Drive</td>
<td>Available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1420</td>
<td>DVD-RAM SAS Optical Drive</td>
<td>Available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1422</td>
<td>DVD-RAM Slim SAS Optical Drive</td>
<td>Available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5762</td>
<td>DVD-RAM USB Optical Drive</td>
<td>Available</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Here are the option descriptions:

- **DAT160 GB Tape Drives:** With SAS or USB interface options and a data transfer rate up to 12 MBps (assumes 2:1 compression), the DAT160 drive is read/write compatible with DAT160 and DDS4 data cartridges.

- **LTO Ultrium 5 Half-High 1.5 TB SAS and FC Tape Drive:** With a data transfer rate up to 280 MBps (assuming a 2:1 compression), the LTO Ultrium 5 drive is read/write compatible with LTO Ultrium 5 and 4 data cartridges, and read-only compatible with Ultrium 3 data cartridges. By using data compression, an LTO-5 cartridge can store up to 3 TB of data.

- **LTO Ultrium 6 Half-High 2.5 TB SAS and FC Tape Drive:** With a data transfer rate up to 320 MBps (assuming a 2.5:1 compression), the LTO Ultrium 6 drive is read/write compatible with LTO Ultrium 6 and 5 media, and read-only compatibility with LTO Ultrium 4. By using data compression, an LTO-6 cartridge can store up to 6.25 TB of data.

- **DVD-RAM:** The 9.4 GB SAS Slim Optical Drive with an SAS and USB interface option is compatible with most standard DVD disks.

- **RDX removable disk drives:** The RDX USB docking station is compatible with most RDX removable disk drive cartridges when it is used in the same OS. The 7226 offers the following RDX removable drive capacity options:
  - 500 GB (#1107)
  - 1.0 TB (#EU01)
  - 2.0 TB (#EU2T)

Removable RDX drives are in a rugged cartridge that inserts in to an RDX removable (USB) disk docking station (#1103 or #EU03). RDX drives are compatible with docking stations, which are installed internally in IBM POWER6, IBM POWER6+, POWER7, IBM POWER7+, POWER8, and POWER9 processor-based servers, where applicable.

Media that is used in the 7226 DAT160 SAS and USB tape drive features are compatible with DAT160 tape drives that are installed internally in IBM POWER6, POWER6+, POWER7, POWER7+, POWER8, and POWER9 processor-based servers.
Media that is used in LTO Ultrium 5 Half High 1.5 TB tape drives are compatible with Half High LTO5 tape drives that are installed in the IBM TS2250 and TS2350 external tape drives, IBM LTO5 tape libraries, and half-high LTO5 tape drives that are installed internally in IBM POWER6, POWER6+, POWER7, POWER7+, POWER8, and POWER9 processor-based servers.

Figure 1-17 shows the IBM System Storage 7226 Multi-Media Enclosure.

![IBM System Storage 7226 Multi-Media Enclosure](image)

The IBM System Storage 7226 Multi-Media Enclosure offers a customer-replaceable unit (CRU) maintenance service to help make the installation or replacement of new drives efficient. Other 7226 components are also designed for CRU maintenance.

The IBM System Storage 7226 Multi-Media Enclosure is compatible with most POWER6, POWER6+, POWER7, POWER7+, POWER8, and POWER9 processor-based systems that offer current level AIX, IBM i, and Linux operating systems.

**Unsupported:** IBM i does not support 7226 USB devices.

For a complete list of host software versions and release levels that support the IBM System Storage 7226 Multi-Media Enclosure, see System Storage Interoperation Center (SSIC).

**Note:** Any of the existing 7216-1U2, 7216-1U3, and 7214-1U2 multimedia drawers are also supported.

**Flat panel display options**

The IBM 7316 Model TF4 is a rack-mountable flat panel console kit that can also be configured with the tray pulled forward and the monitor folded up, providing full viewing and keying capability for the HMC operator.

The Model TF4 is a follow-on product to the Model TF3 and offers the following features:

- A slim, sleek, and lightweight monitor design that occupies only 1U (1.75 in.) in a 19-inch standard rack.
- A 18.5-inch (409.8 mm x 230.4 mm) flat panel TFT monitor with truly accurate images and virtually no distortion.
> The ability to mount the IBM Travel Keyboard in the 7316-TF4 rack keyboard tray.
> Support for the IBM 1x8 Rack Console Switch (#4283) IBM Keyboard/Video/Mouse (KVM) switches.

#4283 is a 1x8 Console Switch that fits in the 1U space behind the TF4. It is a CAT5-based switch containing eight analog rack interface (ARI) ports for connecting either PS/2 or USB console switch cables. It supports chaining of servers that use an IBM Conversion Options switch cable (#4269). This feature provides four cables that connect a KVM switch to a system, or can be used in a daisy-chain scenario to connect up to 128 systems to a single KVM switch. It also supports server-side USB attachments.

### 1.6.11 Original equipment manufacturer racks

The system can be installed in a suitable OEM rack if that the rack conforms to the EIA-310-D standard for 19-inch racks. This standard is published by the Electrical Industries Alliance. For more information, see the IBM Knowledge Center at:

https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/9080-M9S/p9had/p9had_oemrack.htm

The IBM Knowledge Center mentions the general rack specifications include the following specifications:

> The rack or cabinet must meet the EIA Standard EIA-310-D for 19-inch racks published August 24, 1992. The EIA-310-D standard specifies internal dimensions, for example, the width of the rack opening (width of the chassis), the width of the module mounting flanges, and the mounting hole spacing.

> The front rack opening must be a minimum of 450 mm (17.72 in.) wide, and the rail-mounting holes must be 465 mm plus or minus 1.6 mm (18.3 in. plus or minus 0.06 in.) apart on center (horizontal width between vertical columns of holes on the two front-mounting flanges and on the two rear-mounting flanges).

Figure 1-18 is a top view showing the rack specification dimensions.
The vertical distance between mounting holes must consist of sets of three holes spaced (from bottom to top) 15.9 mm (0.625 in.), 15.9 mm (0.625 in.), and 12.7 mm (0.5 in.) on center (making each three-hole set of vertical hole spacing 44.45 mm (1.75 in.) apart on center).

Figure 1-19 shows the vertical distances between the mounting holes:

![Figure 1-19 Vertical distances between mounting holes](image)

The following rack hole sizes are supported for racks where IBM hardware is mounted:
- 7.1 mm (0.28 in.) plus or minus 0.1 mm (round)
- 9.5 mm (0.37 in.) plus or minus 0.1 mm (square)

The rack or cabinet must be capable of supporting an average load of 20 kg (44 lb) of product weight per EIA unit. For example, a four EIA drawer has a maximum drawer weight of 80 kg (176 lb).

### 1.7 Hardware Management Console

This section describes the HMCs that are available for Power Systems servers.

#### 1.7.1 New Hardware Management Console features

The following features are now available for the HMC:
- New HMCs are now based on systems with POWER® processors.
- Intel x86-based HMCs are supported but no longer available.
- Virtual HMCs (vHMCs) are available for x86 and Power Systems virtual environments.
1.7.2 Hardware Management Console overview

Administrators can use the HMC, which is a dedicated appliance, to configure and manage system resources on IBM Power Systems servers. GUI, command-line interface (CLI), or REST API interfaces are available. The HMC provides basic virtualization management support for configuring LPARs and dynamic resource allocation, including processor and memory settings for selected Power Systems servers.

The HMC also supports advanced service functions, including guided repair and verification, concurrent firmware updates for managed systems, and around-the-clock error reporting through IBM Electronic Service Agent (ESA) for faster support.

The HMC management features help improve server usage, simplify systems management, and accelerate provisioning of server resources by using IBM PowerVM virtualization technology.

The HMC is available as a hardware appliance or as a virtual appliance (vHMC). The Power E980 servers support attachment to one or more HMCs or vHMCs. This is the default configuration for servers supporting multiple LPARs with dedicated resource or virtual I/O. The following environments are supported:

- X86-based HMCs: 7042-CR7, CR8, or CR9
- IBM POWER processor-based HMC: 7063-CR1
- vHMC on x86 or Power Systems LPARs

Hardware support for CRUs comes as standard with the HMC. In addition, users can upgrade this support level to IBM onsite support to be consistent with other Power Systems servers.

Note:

- An HMC or vHMC is required for the Power E980 server.
- Integrated Virtual Management (IVM) is no longer supported.

For more information about vHMC, see Virtual HMC Appliance (vHMC) Overview.

Figure 1-20 shows HMC model selections and tier updates.

Figure 1-20   HMC selections

Multiple Power Systems servers can be managed by a single HMC. Each server can be connected to multiple HMC consoles to build extra resiliency into the management platform.
Figure 1-21 shows several examples of HMC configurations.

![HMC configurations diagram](image)

**Figure 1-21  HMC configurations**

### 1.7.3 Hardware Management Console code level

The HMC code must be running at Version 9 Release 1 Modification 920 or later when you use the HMC with the Power E980 server.

See the following for supported combinations:


If you are attaching an HMC to a new server or adding a function to an existing server that requires a firmware update, the HMC machine code might need to be updated to support the firmware level of the server. In a dual-HMC configuration, both HMCs must be at the same version and release of the HMC code.

To determine the HMC machine code level that is required for the firmware level on any server, go to Fix Level Recommendation Tool (FLRT) on or after the planned availability date for this product.

FLRT identifies the correct HMC machine code for the selected system firmware level.
1.7.4 Two architectures of Hardware Management Console

There are now two options for the HMC hardware: The earlier Intel-based HMCs, and the newer HMCs that are based on a POWER8 processor. x86-based HMCs are no longer available to order but are supported as an option for managing the Power E980.

You may use either architecture to manage the servers. You also may use one Intel-based HMC and one POWER8 processor-based HMC if the software is at the same level.

As a preferred practice, use the new POWER8 processor-based consoles for server management.

Intel-based HMCs

HMCs that are based on Intel processors that support V9 code are:

- 7042-CR9
- 7042-CR8
- 7042-CR7

7042-CR6 and earlier HMCs are not supported for use with the Power E980 server.

The 7042-CR9 has the following specifications:

- 2.4 GHz Intel Xeon Processor E5-2620 V3
- 16 GB (1 x 16 GB) of 2.133 GHz DDR4 system memory
- 500 GB SATA SFF HDD
- SATA CD-RW - DVD-RAM
- Four Ethernet ports
- Six USB ports (two front and four rear)
- One PCIe slot

POWER8 processor-based HMC

The POWER processor-based HMC has machine type and model 7063-CR1. It has the following specifications:

- 1U base configuration
- IBM POWER8 120 W 6-core CPU
- 32 GB (4 x 8 GB) of DDR4 system memory

Notes:

- Access to firmware and machine code updates is conditional on entitlement and license validation in accordance with IBM policy and practices. IBM might verify entitlement through customer number, serial number electronic restrictions, or any other means or methods that are employed by IBM at its discretion.
- HMC V9 supports only the Enhanced+ version of the GUI. The Classic version is no longer available.
- HMC V9R1.911.0 added support for managing IBM OpenPOWER systems. The same HMC that is used to manage FSP-based enterprise systems can now manage the baseboard management controller (BMC)-based AC/LC servers. This provides a consistent and consolidated hardware management solution.
- HMC V9 supports connections to servers that are based on IBM servers that are based on POWER9, POWER8, and POWER7 processors. There is no support in this release for servers that are based on POWER6 processors or earlier.
Two 2 TB SATA LFF 3.5-inch HDD RAID 1
- Rail bracket option for round hole rack mounts
- Two USB 3.0 hub ports in the front of the server
- Two USB 3.0 hub ports in the rear of the server
- Redundant 1 kW power supplies
- Four 10 Gb Ethernet Ports (RJ-45) (10 Gb/1 Gb/100 Mb)
- One 1 Gb Ethernet Port for Management (baseboard management controller (BMC))

All future HMC development will be done for the POWER8 processor-based 7063-CR1 and its successors.

**Note:** System administrators can remotely start or stop a 7063-CR1 HMC by using the `ipmitool` command or the WebUI.

### 1.7.5 Connectivity to POWER9 processor-based systems

POWER9 processor-based servers and their predecessor systems that are managed by an HMC require Ethernet connectivity between the HMC and the server’s SP. Additionally, to perform an operation on an LPAR, initiate Live Partition Mobility (LPM), or do PowerVM Active Memory Sharing operations, an Ethernet link to the managed partitions is required. A minimum of two Ethernet ports are needed on the HMC to provide such connectivity.

For the HMC to communicate properly with the managed server, eth0 of the HMC must be connected to either the HMC1 or HMC2 ports of the managed server, although other network configurations are possible. You may attach a second HMC to the remaining HMC port of the server for redundancy. The two HMC ports must be addressed by two separate subnets.

Figure 1-22 shows a simple network configuration to enable the connection from the HMC to the server and to allow for dynamic LPAR operations. For more information about HMC and the possible network connections, see *IBM Power Systems HMC Implementation and Usage Guide*, SG24-7491.

![Network connections from the HMC to service processor and LPARs](image)

By default, the SP HMC ports are configured for dynamic IP address allocation. The HMC can be configured as a DHCP server, providing an IP address at the time that the managed server
is powered on. In this case, the FSP is allocated an IP address from a set of address ranges that is predefined in the HMC software.

If the SP of the managed server does not receive a DHCP reply before timeout, predefined IP addresses are set up on both ports. Static IP address allocation is also an option and can be configured by using the Advanced System Management Interface (ASMI) menus.

**Notes:** The two SP HMC ports have the following features:

- 1 Gbps connection speed.

- Visible only to the SP and can be used to attach the server to an HMC or to access the ASMI options from a client directly from a client web browser.

- Both Ethernet ports have a default IP address, as follows:
  - Service processor eth0 (HMC1 port) is configured as 169.254.2.147 with netmask 255.255.255.0
  - Service processor eth1 (HMC2 port) is configured as 169.254.3.147 with netmask 255.255.255.0

- When a redundant service processor is present, the default IP addresses are:
  - Service processor eth0 (HMC1 port) is configured as 169.254.2.146 with netmask 255.255.255.0
  - Service processor eth1 (HMC2 port) is configured as 169.254.3.146 with netmask 255.255.255.0

### 1.7.6 High availability Hardware Management Console configuration

The HMC is an important hardware component. Although Power Systems servers and their hosted partitions can continue to operate when the managing HMC becomes unavailable, certain operations, such as dynamic LPAR, partition migration that uses PowerVM LPM, or the creation of a partition, cannot be performed without the HMC. Power Systems servers support the capability to have two HMCs attached to a system. This provides redundancy in case one of the HMCs is unavailable.

To achieve HMC redundancy for a POWER9 processor-based server, the server must be connected to two HMCs:

- The HMCs must be running the same level of HMC code.
- The HMCs must use different subnets to connect to the SP.
- The HMCs must be able to communicate with the server’s partitions over a public network to allow for full synchronization and function.
Figure 1-23 shows one possible highly available HMC configuration that manages two servers. Each HMC is connected to one FSP port of each managed server.

For simplicity, only the hardware management networks (LAN1 and LAN2) are highly available. However, the open network (LAN3) can be made highly available by using a similar concept and adding a second network between the partitions and HMCs.

For more information about redundant HMCs, see IBM Power Systems HMC Implementation and Usage Guide, SG24-7491.
Architecture and technical overview

This chapter describes the overall system architecture for the IBM Power System E980 (9080-M9S) server. The bandwidths that are provided throughout the section are theoretical maximums that are used for reference.

The speeds that are shown are at an individual component level. Multiple components and application implementation are key to achieving the best performance.

Always do performance sizing at the application workload environment level and evaluate performance by using real-world performance measurements and production workloads.
Figure 2-1 shows the logical system architecture of the Power E980 server.
Figure 2-2 shows the symmetric multiprocessing (SMP) connections between nodes for 2-, 3-, and 4-drawer configurations.

Each connection shown in the diagram represents a pair of SMP cables.
2.1 The IBM POWER9 processor

This section introduces the latest processor in the IBM Power Systems product family, and describes its main characteristics and features in general.

2.1.1 POWER9 processor overview

The POWER9 processors are single-chip modules (SCMs) manufactured on the IBM 14-nm FinFET Silicon-On-Insulator (SOI) architecture. Each module is 68.5 mm x 68.5 mm and contains 8 billion transistors.

As shown in Figure 2-3, the chip contains 12 cores, two memory controllers, Peripheral Component Interconnect Express (PCIe) Gen4 I/O controllers, and an interconnection system that connects all components within the chip at 7 TBps. Each core has 512 KB of level 2 cache, and 10 MB of level 3 embedded DRAM (eDRAM) cache. The interconnect also extends through module and system board technology to other POWER9 processors in addition to memory and various I/O devices.

Figure 2-3   The POWER9 processor chip

The Power E980 server uses memory buffer chips to interface between the POWER9 processor and the DDR3 or DDR4 memory. Each buffer chip also includes an L4 cache to reduce the latency of local memory accesses.
The POWER9 chip provides an embedded algorithm for the following features:

- External Interrupt Virtualization Engine. Reduces the code impact/path length and improves performance compared to the previous architecture.
- Compression and decompression.
- PCIe Gen4 support.
- Two memory controllers that support buffered connection to DDR3 or DDR4 memory.
- Cryptography: Advanced encryption standard (AES) engine.
- Random number generator (RNG).
- Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA) engine: SHA-1, SHA-256, and SHA-512, and Message Digest 5 (MD5)
- IBM Data Mover Tool

Table 2-1 provides a summary of the POWER9 processor-based technology.

### Note:
The total values represent the maximum of 12 cores for the POWER9 processor-based architecture. The Power E980 server has options for 24, 32, 40, 44, and 48 cores per node.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technology</th>
<th>POWER9 processor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Die size</td>
<td>68.5 mm × 68.5 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fabrication technology</td>
<td>14-nm lithography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Copper interconnect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SOI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>eDRAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum processor cores</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum execution threads core/module</td>
<td>8/96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum L2 cache core/module</td>
<td>512 KB/6 MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum On-chip L3 cache core/module</td>
<td>10 MB/120 MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of transistors</td>
<td>8 billion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compatibility</td>
<td>With prior generation of POWER processor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 2.1.2 POWER9 processor core

The POWER9 processor core is a 64-bit implementation of the IBM Power Instruction Set Architecture (ISA) Version 3.0, and has the following features:

- Multi-threaded design, which is capable of up to eight-way simultaneous multithreading (SMT)
- 64 KB, eight-way set-associative L1 instruction cache
- 64 KB, eight-way set-associative L1 data cache
- Enhanced prefetch, with instruction speculation awareness and data prefetch depth awareness
- Enhanced branch prediction that uses both local and global prediction tables with a selector table to choose the best predictor
- Improved out-of-order execution
- Two symmetric fixed-point execution units
- Two symmetric load/store units and two load units, all four of which can also run simple fixed-point instructions
- An integrated, multi-pipeline vector-scalar floating point unit for running both scalar and SIMD-type instructions, including the Vector Multimedia eXtension (VMX) instruction set and the improved Vector Scalar eXtension (VSX) instruction set, which is capable of up to 16 floating point operations per cycle (eight double precision or 16 single precision)
- In-core AES encryption capability
- Hardware data prefetching with 16 independent data streams and software control
- Hardware decimal floating point (DFP) capability

For more information about Power ISA Version 3.0, see OpenPOWER: IBM Power ISA Version 3.0B.

Figure 2-4 shows a picture of the POWER9 core, with some of the functional units highlighted.

![Figure 2-4   POWER9 processor chip](image)

### 2.1.3 Simultaneous multithreading

POWER9 processor advancements in multi-core and multi-thread scaling are remarkable. A significant performance opportunity comes from parallelizing workloads to enable the full potential of the microprocessor, and the large memory bandwidth. Application scaling is influenced by both multi-core and multi-thread technology.

SMT enables a single physical processor core to simultaneously dispatch instructions from more than one hardware thread context. With SMT, each POWER9 core can present eight hardware threads. Because there are multiple hardware threads per physical processor core, more instructions can run at the same time.
SMT is primarily beneficial in commercial environments where the speed of an individual transaction is not as critical as the total number of transactions that are performed. SMT typically increases the throughput of workloads with large or frequently changing working sets, such as database servers and web servers.

Table 2-2 shows a comparison between the different POWER processors in terms of SMT capabilities that are supported by each processor architecture.

**Table 2-2  SMT levels that are supported by POWER processors**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technology</th>
<th>Cores/system</th>
<th>Maximum SMT mode</th>
<th>Maximum hardware threads per partition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IBM POWER4</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>Single thread</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBM POWER5</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>SMT2</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBM POWER6</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>SMT2</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBM POWER7</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>SMT4</td>
<td>1024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBM POWER8</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>SMT8</td>
<td>1536</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBM POWER9</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>SMT8</td>
<td>1536</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 2.1.4 POWER9 compatibility modes

The POWER9 processor can run in compatibility modes for previous POWER processor generations. This enables older operating systems (OSes) to run on POWER9 systems. Compatibility modes also allow for LPM from systems based on previous generations of POWER processors. The POWER9 processor can run in the following compatibility modes:

- POWER7
- POWER8
- POWER9 Base

### 2.1.5 Processor feature codes

Each system enclosure in a Power E980 server has four sockets for processor modules. All sockets must be populated with a matching processor module. In servers with multiple system enclosures, all sockets on all enclosures must be populated with matching processor modules.

Table 2-3 shows the processor feature codes that are available for the Power E980 server.

**Table 2-3  Power E980 processor features**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature code</th>
<th>CCIN</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EFB1</td>
<td>5C35</td>
<td>CBU for Power Enterprise Systems typical 3.9 to 4.0 GHz (max), 32-core POWER9 processor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EFB2</td>
<td>5C36</td>
<td>CBU for Power Enterprise Systems typical 3.7 to 3.9 GHz (max), 40-core POWER9 processor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EFB3</td>
<td>5C39</td>
<td>CBU for Power Enterprise Systems typical 3.55 to 3.9 GHz (max), 48-core POWER9 processor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EFB4</td>
<td>5C46</td>
<td>CBU for Power Enterprise Systems typical 3.58 to 3.9 GHz (max), 44-core POWER9 processor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Processors in the Power E980 system support Capacity on Demand (CoD). For more information about CoD, see 2.3, “Capacity on Demand” on page 78.

Processor-specific CoD features are shown in Table 2-4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Processor feature</th>
<th>Static activation feature</th>
<th>Mobile enabled activation feature</th>
<th>Static activation for Linux feature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EFP0 (3.58 - 3.9 GHz 24-core)</td>
<td>EFPQ</td>
<td>EFPR</td>
<td>ELBS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EFP1 (3.9 - 4.0 GHz 32-core)</td>
<td>EFPA</td>
<td>EFPE</td>
<td>ELBK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EFP2 (3.7 - 3.9 GHz 40-core)</td>
<td>EFPB</td>
<td>EFPF</td>
<td>ELBL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EFP3 (3.55 - 3.9 GHz 48-core)</td>
<td>EFPC</td>
<td>EFGP</td>
<td>ELBM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EFP4 (3.58 - 3.9 GHz 44-core)</td>
<td>EFP9</td>
<td>EFPN</td>
<td>ELBQ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CoD features that are independent of the processor feature are shown in Table 2-5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature code</th>
<th>Feature description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EF2R</td>
<td>Single 5250 Enterprise Enablement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EF30</td>
<td>Full 5250 Enterprise Enablement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EFPD</td>
<td>Mobile processor activation for M9S/80H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EFPD</td>
<td>Mobile processor activation for M9S/80H (Upgrade from POWER7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EP2W</td>
<td>Mobile Processor activation M9S/80H (Upgrade from POWER8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EP9T</td>
<td>90 Days Elastic CoD Processor Core Enablement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMC1</td>
<td>Elastic CoD Processor Day for IBM i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMCX</td>
<td>Elastic CoD Processor Day for AIX and Linux</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.1.6 Memory access

One POWER9 processor module of a Power E980 high-end system provides two integrated memory controllers to facilitate access to the main memory of the system. One memory controller drives four differential memory interface (DMI) channels with a maximum signaling rate of 9.6 GHz. This yields a peak memory bandwidth of up to 28.8 GBps per memory channel or 230.4 GBps per processor module. Every DMI channel connects to one dedicated memory buffer chip. Each memory buffer chip provides four DDR4 memory ports running at 1,600 MHz signal rate and one 16 MB L4 cache. A single memory buffer chip is mounted with the associated DRAM chips on one circuit board, which is referred to as custom DIMM (CDIMM) module.

With a new system order, the DDR4 technology-based CDIMMs are available with 32 GB, 64 GB, 128 GB, 256 GB, and 512 GB capacity. Also, the POWER9 memory channels support the same electrical signaling, transport layer characteristics, and high-level, neutral read/write protocol as the POWER8 counterparts on Power E870, Power E870C, Power E880, and Power E880C servers. This enables the option to reuse DDR3 and DDR4 CDIMMs when transferred as part of a model upgrade from the named POWER8 high-end servers to a Power E980 system.

The maximum supported memory capacity per processor module is 4 TB, which requires the use of 512 GB CDIMMs in all eight available CDIMM slots of a module. A maximum of 16 TB of main memory can be provided by the four processor modules that are available in one system node. A 4-node Power E980 system makes up to 64 TB of system memory accessible to configured logical partitions (LPARs).

Figure 2-5 shows the POWER9 hierarchical memory subsystem of a Power E980 system.

For more information about the CDIMM technology, memory placement rules, memory bandwidth, and other topics that are related to the memory subsystem of the Power E980 server, see 2.2, “Memory subsystem” on page 68.
2.1.7 On-chip L3 cache innovation and intelligent caching

Similar to the POWER8 processor, the POWER9 processor uses a breakthrough in material engineering and microprocessor fabrication to implement the L3 cache in eDRAM technology and place it on the processor die. The L3 cache is critical to a balanced design, as is the ability to provide good signaling between the L3 cache and other elements of the hierarchy, such as the L2 cache or SMP interconnect.

Like the POWER8 processor, the POWER9 processor supports the same L3 non-uniform cache access (NUCA) architecture that provides mechanisms to distribute and share cache footprints across the chip. The on-chip L3 cache is organized into separate areas with differing latency characteristics. Each processor core is associated with a fast 10 MB local region of L3 cache (FLR-L3), but also has access to other L3 cache regions as a shared L3 cache. Additionally, each core can negotiate to use the FLR-L3 cache that is associated with another core, depending on the reference patterns. Data can also be cloned and stored in more than one core’s FLR-L3 cache, again depending on the reference patterns.

This intelligent cache management enables the POWER9 processor to optimize the access to L3 cache lines and minimize overall cache latencies. Regarding the POWER8 L3 implementation, the POWER9 L3 introduces an enhanced replacement algorithm with data type and reuse awareness that uses information from the core and L2 cache to manage cache replacement states. The L3 cache supports an array of prefetch requests from the core, including both instruction and data, and for different levels of urgency. Prefetch requests for POWER9 cache include more information exchange between the core, cache, and the memory controller to manage memory bandwidth and to mitigate the prefetch-based cache pollution.

The following list provides an overview of the features that are offered by the POWER9 L3 cache:

- Private 10 MB L3.0 cache/shared L3.1:
  - Victim cache for local L2 cache (L3.0)
  - Victim cache for other on-chip L3 caches (L3.1)
- 20-way set associative.
- 128-byte cache lines with 64-byte sector support.
- Ten EDRAM banks (interleaved for access overlapping).
- 64-byte wide data bus to L2 for reads.
- 64-byte wide data bus from L2 for L2 castouts.
- Eighty 1 Mb EDRAM macros that are configured in 10 banks, with each bank having a 64-byte wide data bus.
- All cache accesses have the same latency.
- 20-way directory that is organized as four banks, with up to four reads or two reads and two writes every two processor clock cycles to differing banks.

The L3 cache architecture of the 12-core POWER9 processor is identical to the 24-core POWER9 implementation. For more information about the L3 cache technology, see POWER9 Processor User’s Manual.

For more information about the L3 cache in the context of the POWER9 core architecture, see H. Le, et al., IBM POWER9 processor core, IBM Journal of Research & Development Volume 62 Number 4/5, July/September 2018, which you can search for at IBM Journal of Research & Development.
2.1.8 Hardware transactional memory

Transactional memory is an alternative to lock-based synchronization. It attempts to simplify parallel programming by grouping read and write operations and running them like a single operation. Transactional memory is like database transactions where all shared memory accesses and their effects are either committed or discarded as a group. All threads can enter the critical region simultaneously. If there are conflicts in accessing the shared memory data, threads try accessing the shared memory data again or are stopped without updating the shared memory data. Therefore, transactional memory is also called a lock-free synchronization. Transactional memory can be a competitive alternative to lock-based synchronization.

Transactional memory provides a programming model that makes parallel programming easier. A programmer delimits regions of code that access shared data, and the hardware runs these regions atomically and in isolation, buffering the results of individual instructions and retrying execution if isolation is violated. Generally, transactional memory enables programs to use a programming style that is close to coarse-grained locking to achieve performance that is close to fine-grained locking.

Most implementations of transactional memory are based on software. The POWER9 processor-based systems provide a hardware-based implementation of transactional memory that is more efficient than the software implementations and requires no interaction with the processor core, therefore enabling the system to operate at maximum performance.

2.1.9 POWER9 accelerator processor interfaces

The POWER9 processor supports three dedicated interfaces and protocols to attach advanced accelerator and future memory technologies:

- Coherent Accelerator Processor Interface (CAPI)
- Open Coherent Accelerator Processor Interface (OpenCAPI)
- NVIDIA NVLink

The CAPI protocol uses the PCIe Gen4 bus, which is natively supported on the POWER9 processor die. CAPI-capable accelerators are implemented as adapters that are placed in a CAPI-enabled PCIe Gen3 or Gen4 slot. The maximum bandwidth of a CAPI accelerator is limited by the PCIe bandwidth, which is 64 GBps for a x16 PCIe Gen4 adapter slot in a POWER9 processor-based system.

All eight x16 PCIe Gen4 slots in a Power E980 system node are enabled for CAPI support, which yields a maximum of 32 CAPI-attached accelerators per 4-node system. The CAPI protocol has been developed and standardized since 2013 by the OpenPOWER Foundation. For more information about the CAPI protocol, see the OpenPOWER Foundation.

On Power E980 systems, OpenCAPI-attached accelerators and devices and NVLink graphics processing unit (GPU) connections are supported by two buses per POWER9 processor. They are using the same interconnect technology that facilitates the SMP communication between Power E980 nodes and provides a combined transfer capacity of 48 lanes running with a signaling rate of 25.78 Gbps. Each system node has four interconnect buses, which are referred to as O-buses O0, O1, O2, and O3, which are designed to support the SMP, OpenCAPI, or NVLink protocol.
On Power E980 system nodes, the buses are configured to support the following protocols:

- O0: SMP, NVLink, or OpenCAPI
- O1: SMP only
- O2: SMP only
- O3: SMP, NVLink, or OpenCAPI

The OpenCAPI technology is developed and standardized by the OpenCAPI Consortium. For more information about the consortium’s mission and the OpenCAPI protocol specification, see OpenCAPI Consortium.

The NVLink 2.0 protocol is natively supported by dedicated logic on the POWER9 processor die. By using it, you can coherently attach NVIDIA GPUs through a maximum of two O-buses per processor. Each NVLink O-bus is composed of two bricks, and each brick provides eight data lanes in NVLink mode running at 25 Gbps signaling rate. The maximum bandwidth of one O-bus that is used to attach a NVLink GPU is 103.12 GBps, as calculated by the following formula:

Two bricks x 8 lanes x 25.78 Gbps x 2 full duplex = 103.12 GBps

The NVLink technology is developed by the NVIDIA Corporation. For more information about the NVLink protocol, see NVIDIA NVLink.

**Note:** The Power E980 system supports the OpenCAPI and the NVLink protocol, but at the time of writing OpenCAPI-attached accelerators these technologies are included for future reference only.

### Coherent Accelerator Processor Interface 2.0

IBM CAPI 1.0, along with the related coherent accelerator interface architecture (CAIA), was introduced with POWER8 in 2014. By using CAPI 1.0, you may attach special processing devices or accelerators to the POWER8 processor bus through the native PCIe Gen3 interface. The attached devices exhibit the form factor of a standard PCIe adapter and typically use field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) or application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs) to provide a specific function with significantly enhanced performance. In the CAPI paradigm, the specific algorithm for acceleration is contained in a unit on the FPGA or ASIC and is called the accelerator function unit (AFU).

One of the key benefits of CAPI is that the devices gain coherent shared memory access with the processors in the server and share full virtual address translation with these processors by using the standard PCIe interconnect logic. In CAPI 1.0, the address translation logic of the attached devices or accelerators is implemented as POWER Service Layer (PSL) on the FPGA or ASIC. To ensure cache coherency, the PSL exchanges the relevant address information with the coherent accelerator processor proxy (CAPP) unit that is on the POWER8 processor chip.

Applications can have customized functions in FPGAs or ASICs and queue work requests directly into shared memory queues to the accelerator logic. Applications can also have customized functions by using the same effective addresses that they use for any threads running on a host processor. From a practical perspective, CAPI enables a specialized hardware accelerator to be seen as a dedicated processor (hollow core) in the system with access to the main system memory and coherent communication with other processors in the system.
CAPI 2.0 was introduced with the POWER9 processor-based technology and represents the next step in the evolutionary development to enhance the architecture and the protocol for the attachment of accelerators. CAPI 2.0 uses the standard PCIe Gen4 interface of the POWER9 processor, which provides twice the bandwidth compared to the previous PCIe Gen3 interconnect generation.

A key difference between CAPI 1.0 and CAPI 2.0 relies on the introduction of the Nest Memory Management Unit (NMMU) with POWER9. The NMMU replaces the address translation and page fault logic inside the PSL. CAPI 2.0 on POWER9 still requires a PSL to control the PCIe bus, provide the memory mapped I/O (MMIO) support, and generate AFU-specific interrupts. However, by taking the address translation and page fault logic out of the POWER9 PSL, it has become a “lighter” version of the POWER8 PSL, which potentially reduces the complexity of accelerator development.

Figure 2-6 shows a block diagram of the CAPI 2.0 POWER9 hardware architecture.

![Figure 2-6 CAPI 2.0 POWER9 system block diagram](image)

The POWER9 processor modules of the Power E980 server provide fault handling for the PSL.

The benefits of using CAPI include the ability to access shared memory blocks directly from the accelerator, perform memory transfers directly between the accelerator and processor cache, and reduce the code path length between the adapter and the processors. This reduction in the code path length might occur because the adapter is not operating as a traditional I/O device, and there is no device driver layer to perform processing. CAPI also presents a simpler programming model.
Figure 2-7 shows a comparison of the traditional model, where the accelerator must go through the processor to access memory with CAPI.

As mentioned before with CAPI 1.0 on POWER8, the PSL on the accelerator adapter provides address translation and system memory cache for the accelerator functions. The custom processors on the adapter board, consisting of an FPGA or an ASIC, use this layer to access shared memory regions and cache areas as though they were a processor in the system. This ability enhances the performance of the data access for the device and simplifies the programming effort to use the device. Instead of treating the hardware accelerator as an I/O device, it is treated as a processor, which eliminates the requirement of a device driver to perform communication. It also eliminates the need for direct memory access (DMA) that requires system calls to the OS kernel. By removing these layers, the data transfer operation requires fewer clock cycles in the processor, improving the I/O performance.

With CAPI 2.0 on POWER9, the address translation and page fault logic are moved to the native NMMU on the POWER9 processor module, but because the accelerator has direct access to this functional unit, the benefit of reduced path length in the programming model stays the same, and the cache coherency control of the unified address space is significantly enhanced.

The implementation of CAPI on the POWER9 processor enables hardware companies to develop solutions for specific application demands. Companies use the performance of the POWER9 processor for general applications and the custom acceleration of specific functions by using a hardware accelerator with a simplified programming model and efficient communication with the processor and memory resources.
Open Coherent Accelerator Processor Interface

In October 2016, the companies AMD, Google, IBM, Mellanox Technologies, and Micron formed the OpenCAPI not-for-profit organization to create an open, coherent, and high-performance bus interface that is based on a new bus standard that is called Open Coherent Accelerator Processor Interface (OpenCAPI), and to grow the infrastructure that uses this interface. This initiative is driven by the emerging accelerated computing and advanced memory/storage solutions that introduced significant system bottlenecks in today’s current open bus protocols, which requires a technical solution that is openly available.

Two major technology trends heavily impact the industry currently:

- Hardware acceleration becomes commonplace as microprocessor technology and design continues to deliver far less than the historical rate of cost/performance improvement per generation.
- New advanced memory technologies change the economics of computing.

Existing system interfaces are insufficient to address these disruptive forces. Traditional I/O architecture results in high processor impact when applications communicate with I/O or accelerator devices at the necessary performance levels. Also, they cannot integrate multiple memory technologies with different access methods and performance attributes.

These challenges are addressed by the OpenCAPI architecture in a way that allows full industry participation. Embracing an open architecture is fundamental to establish sufficient volume base to lower costs and ensure the support of a broad infrastructure of software products and attached devices.

OpenCAPI is an open interface architecture that allows any microprocessor to attach to the following items:

- Coherent user-level accelerators and I/O devices
- Advanced memories accessible through read/write or user-level DMA semantics

OpenCAPI is neutral to processor architecture and exhibits the following key attributes:

- High-bandwidth, low latency interface that is optimized to enable streamlined implementations of attached devices.
- A 25 Gbps signaling and protocol that enables a low latency interface on processors and attached devices.
- Complexities of coherence and virtual addressing that is implemented on a host microprocessor to simplify attached devices and facilitate interoperability across multiple CPU architectures.
- Attached devices operate natively within an application’s user space and coherently with processors, enabling attached devices to fully participate in applications without kernel involvement/impact.
- Supports a wide range of use cases and access semantics:
  - Hardware accelerators
  - High-performance I/O devices
  - Advanced memories
2.1.10 Power and performance management

POWER9 processor-based scale-out and scale-up servers implement Workload Optimized Frequency (WOF) as a new feature of the power management EnergyScale technology. With POWER9 EnergyScale, the POWER8 dynamic power saver (DPS) modes that either favor lower power consumption (DPS) or favor performance (dynamic power saver favors performance (DPS-FP)) are replaced by two new power saver modes:

- Dynamic performance mode (DPM)
- Maximum performance mode (MPM)

Every POWER9 processor-based scale-out or scale-up system has either DPM or MPM enabled by default. Both modes dynamically adjust processor frequency to maximize performance and enable a much higher processor frequency range in comparison to POWER8 servers. Each of the new power saver modes delivers consistent system performance without any variation if the nominal operating environment limits are met.

For POWER9 processor-based systems that are under control of the PowerVM hypervisor, the DPM and MPM are a system-wide configuration setting, but each processor module frequency is optimized separately.

Several factors determine the maximum frequency that a processor module can run at:

- Processor utilization: Lighter workloads run at higher frequencies.
- Number of active cores: Fewer active cores run at higher frequencies.
- Environmental conditions: At lower ambient temperatures, cores are enabled to run at higher frequencies.

The new power saver modes are defined as follows:

Dynamic performance mode (DPM)

In DPM, the workload is run at the highest frequency possible if the nominal power consumption limit of the processor modules is not exceeded. The frequency of the processor modules is always at the nominal frequency of the POWER9 processor-based system or above the nominal frequency up to the upper limit of the DPM frequency range. This DPM typical frequency range (DTFR) is published as part of the system specifications of a particular POWER9 system if it is running by default in the DPM.

The system performance is deterministic within the allowed operating environmental limits and as such does not depend on the ambient temperature if the temperature stays within the supported range. The idle power saver (IPS) function can be enabled or disabled. If IPS is enabled and all cores in a processor module are idle for hundreds of milliseconds, the frequency of the cores in the respective module drop to the predefined power save frequency.

Maximum performance mode (MPM)

In MPM, the workload is run at the highest frequency possible, but unlike in the DPM the processor module may operate at a higher power consumption level. The higher power draw enables the processor modules to run in an MPM typical frequency range (MTFR), where the lower limit is well above the nominal frequency and the upper limit is given by the system’s maximum frequency.
The MTFR is published as part of the system specifications of a particular POWER9 system if it is running by default in MPM. The higher power draw potentially increase the fan speed of the respective system node to meet the higher cooling requirements, which in turn cause a higher noise emission level of up to 15 decibels.

The processor frequency typically stays within the limits that are set by the MTFR, but may be lowered to frequencies between the MTFR lower limit and the nominal frequency at high ambient temperatures above 22 °C (71.1 °F). If the data center ambient environment is less than 22 °C, the frequency in MPM consistently is in the upper range of the MTFR (roughly 10% to 20% better than nominal). At lower ambient temperatures (below 25 °C), MPM mode also provides deterministic performance. As the ambient temperature increases above 25 °C, determinism can no longer be guaranteed.

The IPS function can be enabled or disabled. If IPS is enabled, the frequency is dropped to the static power saver level if the entire system meets the configured idle conditions.

Figure 2-8 shows the frequency ranges for the POWER9 static nominal mode (all modes disabled), the DPM, and the MPM. The frequency adjustments for different workload characteristic, ambient conditions, and idle states are also indicated.
Table 2-6 shows the static nominal and the static power saver mode frequencies, and the frequency ranges of the DPM and the MPM for all four processor module types that are available for the Power E980 system.

**Table 2-6  Characteristic frequencies and frequency ranges for Power E980 server**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature code</th>
<th>Cores per single-chip module</th>
<th>Static nominal frequency [GHz]</th>
<th>Static power saver mode frequency [GHz]</th>
<th>Dynamic performance mode frequency range [GHz]</th>
<th>Maximum performance mode frequency range [GHz]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EFP1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>3.4 - 4.0</td>
<td>3.9 - 4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EFP2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3.15</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>3.15 - 3.9</td>
<td>3.7 - 3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EFP3</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2.90</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>2.9 - 3.9</td>
<td>3.55 - 3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EFP4</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>3.0 - 3.9</td>
<td>3.58 - 3.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2-9 shows the POWER9 processor frequency as a function of power management mode and system utilization.

![POWER9 EnergyScale Modes](image)

**Figure 2-9  POWER9 processor frequency as a function of power management mode and system load**

The default performance mode depends on the POWER9 processor-based server model. For Power E980 systems, the MPM is enabled by default.

The controls for all power saver modes are available on the Advanced System Management Interface (ASMI) and can be dynamically modified. This includes to enable or to disable the IPS function and change the EnergyScale tunable parameters. A system administrator may also use the Hardware Management Console (HMC) to disable all power saver modes or to enable one of the three available power and performance modes: static power saver mode, DPM, or MPM.
Figure 2-10 shows the ASMI menu for Power and Performance Mode Setup on a Power E980 server.

For more information about the POWER9 EnergyScale technology, see POWER9 EnergyScale Introduction.

2.1.11 Comparison of the POWER9, POWER8, and POWER7+ processors

The Power E980 and the Power E950 Enterprise systems use exclusively processor modules with 12 cores that are SMT8 capable. These scale-up processor modules are performance optimized and for the usage in scale-up multi-sockets systems.

The Power S914, Power S922, Power H922, Power L922, Power S924, and Power H924 systems can be ordered with processor modules with 12-cores that are SMT8 capable. These scale-out processor modules are performance optimized in scale-out two socket systems.

The Power LC921, Power LC922, and Power AC922 systems use 24-core modules and are SMT4 capable. These scale-out processor modules are Linux Ecosystem optimized in scale-out two socket systems.
Table 2-7 shows key features and characteristics in comparison between the POWER9 scale-up, POWER9 scale-out, POWER8, and POWER7+ processor implementations.

Table 2-7  Comparison of technology for the POWER9 processor and prior processor generations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>POWER9 performance optimized</th>
<th>POWER9 Linux Ecosystems optimized</th>
<th>POWER8</th>
<th>POWER7+</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Technology</td>
<td>14 nm</td>
<td>14 nm</td>
<td>22 nm</td>
<td>32 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Die size</td>
<td>68.5 mm x 68.5 mm</td>
<td>68.5 mm x 68.5 mm</td>
<td>649 mm²</td>
<td>567 mm²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of transistors</td>
<td>8 billion</td>
<td>8 billion</td>
<td>4.2 billion</td>
<td>2.1 billion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum cores</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum SMT threads per core</td>
<td>Eight threads</td>
<td>Four threads</td>
<td>Eight threads</td>
<td>Four threads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum frequency</td>
<td>3.9 - 4.0 GHz</td>
<td>3.8 - 4.0 GHz</td>
<td>4.15 GHz</td>
<td>4.4 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2 Cache</td>
<td>512 KB per core</td>
<td>512 KB per core</td>
<td>512 KB per core</td>
<td>256 KB per core</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L3 Cache</td>
<td>10 MB of L3 cache per core with each core having access to the full 120 MB of L3 cache, on-chip eDRAM</td>
<td>10 MB of L3 cache that is shared by two cores with each core having access to the full 120 MB of L3 cache, on-chip eDRAM</td>
<td>8 MB of L3 cache per core with each core having access to the full 96 MB of L3 cache, on-chip eDRAM</td>
<td>10 MB of L3 cache per core with each core having access to the full 80 MB of L3 cache, on-chip eDRAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory support</td>
<td>DDR4 and DDR3³</td>
<td>DDR4</td>
<td>DDR3 and DDR4</td>
<td>DDR3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I/O bus</td>
<td>PCIe Gen4</td>
<td>PCIe Gen4</td>
<td>PCIe Gen3</td>
<td>GX++</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. Only DDR3 memory CDIMMs, which are transferred in the context of a model upgrade from Power E870, Power E870C, Power E880, or Power E880C systems to a Power E980 server, are supported.

2.2 Memory subsystem

The Power E980 server uses the same CDIMM technology that is found in POWER8 processor-based systems. Each system node has 32 CDIMM slots that can support 16 GB, 32 GB, 64 GB, 128 GB, 256 GB, and 512 GB CDIMMs running at a speed of 1600 MHz.

The Power E980 system supports both DDR3 and DDR4 versions of the CDIMM. Mixing of DDR3 and DDR4 CDIMMs is not supported in the same system node, but DDR3 CDIMMs in one system node and DDR4 CDIMMs in another system node is supported in the same Power E980 server.

New orders of Power E980 servers can be configured only with DDR4 CDIMMs of 32 GB, 64 GB, 128 GB, 256 GB, and 512 GB capacities.

To provide significant investment protection, the 16 GB, 32 GB, 64 GB, 128 GB, 256 GB DDR4 CDIMMs and the 16 GB, 32 GB, 64 GB, 128 GB, DDR3 CDIMMs of the Power E870, Power E870C, Power E880, and Power E880C servers are supported in the context of model upgrades to Power E980 systems.
The memory subsystem of the Power E980 server enables a maximum system memory of 16 TB per system node. A 4-node system can support up to 64 TB of system memory.

The memory of Power E980 systems is CoD-capable, allowing for the purchase of extra physical memory capacity that can then be dynamically activated when needed. 50% of the installed memory capacity must be active.

The Power E980 server supports an optional feature called Active Memory Expansion (AME) (#EM89). This allows the effective maximum memory capacity to be much larger than the true physical memory. This feature uses a dedicated coprocessor on the POWER9 processor to compress memory pages as they are written to and decompress them as they are read from memory. This can deliver memory expansion of up to 125%, depending on the workload type and its memory usage.

2.2.1 Custom DIMM

CDIMMs are innovative memory DIMMs that house industry-standard DRAM memory chips and a set of components that allows for higher bandwidth, lower latency communications, and increased availability. These components include:

- Memory Scheduler
- Memory Management (reliability, availability, and serviceability (RAS) decisions and energy management)
- Memory Buffer

By adopting this architecture for the memory DIMMs, several decisions and processes regarding memory optimizations are run internally in the CDIMM, which saves bandwidth and allows for faster processor-to-memory communications. This also allows for a more robust RAS. For more information, see Chapter 4, “Reliability, availability, serviceability, and manageability” on page 125.

Depending on the memory capacity, the CDIMMs are manufactured in a Tall CDIMM or a Short CDIMM form factor. The 16 GB, 32 GB, and 64 GB CDIMMs are Short CDIMMs and the 128 GB, 256 GB, and 512 GB CDIMMs are the Tall CDIMMs. Each design is composed of a varying number of 4 Gb or 8 Gb SDRAM chips depending on the total capacity of the CDIMM. The large capacity 256 GB and 512 GB CDIMMs are based on two-high (2H) and four-high (4H) 3D-stacked (3DS) DRAM technology.

The CDIMM slots for the Power E980 server are Tall CDIMM slots. A filler is added to a Short CDIMM allowing it to properly latch into the same physical location of a Tall CDIMM and ensure proper airflow and ease of handling. Tall CDIMMs slots allow for larger DIMM sizes and potentially a more seamless adoption of future technologies.
A detailed diagram of the CDIMMs that are available for the Power E980 server is shown in Figure 2-11.

The memory buffer is a L4 cache and is built on eDRAM technology (same as the L3 cache), which has a lower latency than regular SRAM. Each CDIMM has 16 MB of L4 cache, and a fully populated Power E980 server has 2 GB of L4 cache. The L4 cache performs several functions that have direct impact on performance and bring a series of benefits to the Power E980 server:

- Reduces energy consumption by reducing the number of memory requests.
- Increases memory write performance by acting as a cache and by grouping several random writes into larger transactions.
- Partial write operations that target the same cache block are gathered within the L4 cache before being written to memory, becoming a single write operation.
- Reduces latency on memory access. Memory access for cached blocks has up to 55% lower latency than non-cached blocks.

### 2.2.2 Memory placement rules

For a Power E980 system, each memory FC provides four CDIMMs. Therefore, a maximum of eight memory FCs per system node are allowed to fill all 32 CDIMM slots. Populating all 128 CDIMM slots of a 4-node Power E980 server requires 32 memory features.
All the memory CDIMMs are capable of Capacity Upgrade on Demand (CUoD) and must have a minimum of 50% of their physical capacity activated. For example, the minimum installed memory for a Power E980 server is 512 GB, which requires a minimum of 256 GB memory activations.

For the Power E980 server, the following 1600 MHz DDR4 DRAM memory options are available when placing an initial order:

- 128 GB (4 x 32 GB) (#EF20)
- 256 GB (4 x 64 GB) (#EF21)
- 512 GB (4 x 128 GB) (#EF22)
- 1024 GB (4 x 256 GB) (#EF23)
- 2048 GB (4 x 512 GB) (#EF24)

Each processor module has two memory controllers. These memory controllers must have at least a pair of CDIMMs that are attached to it. This set of mandatory four CDIMMs is called a memory quad.

A logical diagram of a POWER9 processor with its two memory quads attached to the memory controllers MC0 and MC1 is shown in Figure 2-12.

The basic rules for memory placement are:

- Each FC designates a set of four physically identical CDIMMs, which is also referred to as a memory quad.
- One memory quad must be allocated to each installed processor module, which equals at least one memory FC per installed processor module.
- Of the 32 CDIMM slots in any system node, a minimum of 16 must be populated.
- A processor can have only four or eight CDIMMs that are attached to it.
- Not all CDIMMs connected to the same POWER9 processor module must be identical. You may configure two memory features of different CDIMM capacity per POWER9 processor module. However, for best performance results, the CDIMM size is ideally the same.
- At least 50% of the installed memory must be activated through memory activation features.

The suggested approach is to install memory evenly across all processors and across all system nodes in the server and the chosen CDIMM size is consistently equal for all memory slots. Balancing memory across the installed processors allows memory access in a consistent manner and typically results in the best possible performance for your configuration. You should account for any plans for future memory upgrades when you decide which memory feature size to use at the time of the initial system order.
A physical diagram with the location codes of the memory CDIMMs of a system node and heir grouping as memory quads is shown in Figure 2-13. Each system node has eight memory quads that are attached to the memory controllers MC0 and MC1 of the respective processor modules. The quads are identified by individually assigned color codes in Figure 2-13.

Figure 2-13  System node physical diagram with location codes for CDIMMs

Each Power E980 system node requires four memory quads to populate the required minimum of 16 CDIMM slots. The location codes of the slots for the memory quads 1 - 4 are shown in the following list. There is no specific ordering sequence that is implied because all four quads must be present in a valid configuration.

- Quad 1: P1-C46, P1-C47, P1-C52, and P1-C53 (slots connected to Processor P0)
- Quad 4: P1-C22, P1-C23, P1-C28, and P1-C29 (slots connected to Processor P1)
- Quad 2: P1-C38, P1-C39, P1-C44, and P1-C45 (slots connected to Processor P2)
- Quad 3: P1-C30, P1-C31, P1-C36, and P1-C37 (slots connected to Processor P3)
No mandatory plugging sequence must be adhered to for the population of any of the remaining open CDIMM slots. The locations codes for memory quads 5 - 8 are shown in the following list:

- Quad 5: P1-C48, P1-C49, P1-C50, and P1-C51 (slots connected to Processor P0)
- Quad 8: P1-C24, P1-C25, P1-C26, and P1-C27 (slots connected to Processor P1)
- Quad 6: P1-C40, P1-C41, P1-C42, and P1-C43 (slots connected to Processor P2)
- Quad 7: P1-C32, P1-C33, P1-C34, and P1-C35 (slots connected to Processor P3)

The numbering of quads 5 - 8 does not indicate any ordinal sequence, and any quad can be assigned to any processor module. The solution designer has the flexibility to assign the extra memory quads to any processor module if the minimum memory configuration is established. Furthermore, in multi-system node Power E980 servers, the solution designer can either fully populate one drawer and have the other drawers partially populated or have all the drawers symmetrically populated. For example, consider a 2-node Power E980 server with six extra quads of memory beyond the eight quads that are needed to fulfill the minimum memory configuration requirement. One option is to install four quads in one node and two quads in the other node. In an alternative configuration, both system nodes can be expanded by three quads each.

### 2.2.3 Memory activation

All the memory CDIMMs are capable of CUoD and must have a minimum of 50% of their physical capacity activated. For example, the minimum physical installed memory for the Power E980 system is 512 GB, which requires a minimum of 256 GB activated.

There are two activation types that can be used to accomplish this:

- Static memory activations: Memory activations that are exclusive for a single server.
- Mobile memory activations: Memory activations that can be moved from server to server in an IBM Power Enterprise Pool.

Both types of memory activations can be in the same system if at least 25% of the memory activations are static. This leads to a maximum of 75% of the memory activations as mobile.

Figure 2-14 shows an example of the minimum required activations for a system with 1 TB of installed memory.

![Figure 2-14 Example of the minimum required activations for a system with 1 TB of installed memory](image-url)
The granularity for static memory activation is 1 GB, and for mobile memory activation the granularity is 100 GB.

Specific FCs support memory activations for DDR3 or DDR4 memory CDIMMs that were transferred from Power E880 or Power E880C systems in the context of a model upgrade to a Power E980 server.

Table 2-8 lists the FCs that can be used to achieve the wanted number of activations.

### Table 2-8 Static and mobile memory activation feature codes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature code</th>
<th>Feature description</th>
<th>Amount of memory</th>
<th>Type of activation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EMAT</td>
<td>1 GB Memory activation for M9S</td>
<td>1 GB</td>
<td>Static</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMAU</td>
<td>100 GB Memory activation for M9S</td>
<td>100 GB</td>
<td>Static</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMAV</td>
<td>100 GB Mobile memory activation for M9S</td>
<td>100 GB</td>
<td>Mobile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EFA1</td>
<td>1 GB Memory Activation (Upgrade from POWER8)</td>
<td>1 GB</td>
<td>Static</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EFA2</td>
<td>100 GB Memory Activation (Upgrade from POWER8)</td>
<td>100 GB</td>
<td>Static</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Static memory activations can be converted to mobile memory activations after system installation. To enable mobile memory activations, the systems must be part of an IBM Power Enterprise Pool and have #EB35 configured. For more information about IBM Power Enterprise Pools, see 2.3.5, “IBM Power Enterprise Pools and Mobile Capacity on Demand” on page 83.

### 2.2.4 Memory throughput

The Power E980 system can be configured with up to 16 processor modules. Each processor module drives eight memory channels at 9.6 GTps. Any transaction can provide 2-byte data read and 1-byte data write simultaneously. Memory bandwidth certainly varies with the workload, but the maximum theoretical memory bandwidth when using CDIMM at 1600 Mbps frequency in all eight slots of a processor module is approximately 230 GBps, which is calculated as follows:

$$9.6 \text{ GTps} \times 3 \text{ bytes/channel} \times 8 \text{ channels} = 230.4 \text{ GBps}$$

The total maximum theoretical memory bandwidth per Power E980 system node is 921.6 GBps, and the total maximum theoretical memory bandwidth per 4-node Power E980 system is 3686.4 GBps.

As data flows from main memory towards the execution units of the POWER9 processor, they pass through the 512 KB L2 and the 64 KB L1 cache. In many cases, the 10 MB L3 victim cache may also provide the data that is needed for the instruction execution.

Table 2-9 on page 75 shows the maximum cache bandwidth for a single core as defined by the width of the relevant channels and the related transaction rates on the Power E980 system.
Table 2-9  Power E980 single core architectural maximum cache bandwidth

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cache level of the POWER9 core</th>
<th>Power E980 cache bandwidtha</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.58 - 3.9 GHz core (#EFP0) [GBps]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1 64 KB data cache</td>
<td>344 - 374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2 512 KB cache</td>
<td>344 - 374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L3 10 MB cache</td>
<td>229 - 250</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. Values are rounded to the nearest integer.

The bandwidth figures for the caches are calculated as follows:

- **L1 data cache**: In one clock cycle, four 16-byte load operations and two 16-byte store operations can be accomplished. The values vary depending on the core frequency and are computed as follows:
  - Core running at 3.55 GHz: \((4 \times 16\text{ B} + 2 \times 16\text{ B}) \times 3.55\text{ GHz} = 340.80\text{ GBps}\)
  - Core running at 3.58 GHz: \((4 \times 16\text{ B} + 2 \times 16\text{ B}) \times 3.58\text{ GHz} = 343.68\text{ GBps}\)
  - Core running at 3.70 GHz: \((4 \times 16\text{ B} + 2 \times 16\text{ B}) \times 3.70\text{ GHz} = 355.20\text{ GBps}\)
  - Core running at 3.90 GHz: \((4 \times 16\text{ B} + 2 \times 16\text{ B}) \times 3.90\text{ GHz} = 374.40\text{ GBps}\)
  - Core running at 4.00 GHz: \((4 \times 16\text{ B} + 2 \times 16\text{ B}) \times 4.00\text{ GHz} = 384.00\text{ GBps}\)

- **L2 cache**: In one clock cycle, one 64 byte read operation to the core and two 16-byte store operations from the core can be accomplished. The values vary depending on the core frequency and are computed as follows:
  - Core running at 3.55 GHz: \((1 \times 64\text{ B} + 2 \times 16\text{ B}) \times 3.55\text{ GHz} = 340.80\text{ GBps}\)
  - Core running at 3.58 GHz: \((1 \times 64\text{ B} + 2 \times 16\text{ B}) \times 3.58\text{ GHz} = 343.68\text{ GBps}\)
  - Core running at 3.70 GHz: \((1 \times 64\text{ B} + 2 \times 16\text{ B}) \times 3.70\text{ GHz} = 355.20\text{ GBps}\)
  - Core running at 3.90 GHz: \((1 \times 64\text{ B} + 2 \times 16\text{ B}) \times 3.90\text{ GHz} = 374.40\text{ GBps}\)
  - Core running at 4.00 GHz: \((1 \times 64\text{ B} + 2 \times 16\text{ B}) \times 4.00\text{ GHz} = 384.00\text{ GBps}\)

- **L3 cache**: With two clock cycles, one 64 byte read operation to the L2 cache and one 64-byte store operation from the L2 cache can be accomplished. The values vary depending on the core frequency and are computed as follows:
  - Core running at 3.55 GHz: \((1 \times 64\text{ B} + 1 \times 64\text{ B}) \times 3.55\text{ GHz} / 2 = 227.10\text{ GBps}\)
  - Core running at 3.58 GHz: \((1 \times 64\text{ B} + 1 \times 64\text{ B}) \times 3.58\text{ GHz} / 2 = 229.12\text{ GBps}\)
  - Core running at 3.70 GHz: \((1 \times 64\text{ B} + 1 \times 64\text{ B}) \times 3.70\text{ GHz} / 2 = 236.80\text{ GBps}\)
  - Core running at 3.90 GHz: \((1 \times 64\text{ B} + 1 \times 64\text{ B}) \times 3.90\text{ GHz} / 2 = 249.60\text{ GBps}\)
  - Core running at 4.00 GHz: \((1 \times 64\text{ B} + 1 \times 64\text{ B}) \times 4.00\text{ GHz} / 2 = 256.00\text{ GBps}\)

For each system node of a Power E980 server that is populated with four processor modules and all its memory CDIMMs filled, the overall bandwidths as defined by the width of the relevant channels and the related transaction rates are shown in Table 2-10.

Table 2-10  Power E980 system node architectural maximum cache and memory bandwidth

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Memory architecture entity</th>
<th>Power E980 cache and system memory bandwidth per nodea</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>24 cores (#EFP0) @ 3.58 - 3.9 GHz [GBps]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1 64 KB data cache</td>
<td>8,248 - 8,986</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
For the entire Power E980 system configured with four system nodes, the accumulated bandwidth values are shown in Table 2-11.

Table 2-11 Power E980 4-node server total architectural maximum cache and memory bandwidth

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Memory architecture entity</th>
<th>Power E980 cache and system memory bandwidth per node&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>24 cores (#EFP0) @ 3.58 - 3.9 GHz [GBps]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>32 cores (#EFP1) @ 3.9 - 4.0 GHz [GBps]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>40 cores (#EFP2) @ 3.7 - 3.9 GHz [GBps]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>44 cores (#EFP4) @ 3.58 - 3.9 GHz [GBps]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>48 cores (#EFP3) @ 3.55 - 3.9 GHz [GBps]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2 512 KB cache</td>
<td>8,248 - 8,986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L3 10 MB cache</td>
<td>5,499 - 5,990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System memory</td>
<td>922</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> Values are rounded to the nearest integer.

Table 2-11 Power E980 4-node server total architectural maximum cache and memory bandwidth

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Memory architecture entity</th>
<th>Power E980 cache and system memory bandwidth for 4-node system&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>96 cores (#EFP0) @ 3.58 - 3.90 GHz [GBps]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>128 cores (#EFP1) @ 3.9 - 4.0 GHz [GBps]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>160 cores (#EFP2) @ 3.7 - 3.9 GHz [GBps]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>176 cores (#EFP4) @ 3.58 - 3.9 GHz [GBps]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>192 cores (#EFP3) @ 3.55 - 3.9 GHz [GBps]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1 64 KB data cache</td>
<td>32,993 - 35,942</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2 512 KB cache</td>
<td>32,993 - 35,942</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L3 10 MB cache</td>
<td>21,996 - 23,962</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System memory</td>
<td>3,686</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> Values are rounded to the nearest integer.

### 2.2.5 Active Memory Mirroring

The Power E980 systems can mirror the Power Hypervisor code across multiple memory CDIMMs. If a CDIMM that contains the hypervisor code develops an uncorrectable error, its mirrored partner enables the system to continue to operating uninterrupted.

Active Memory Mirroring (AMM) is included with all Power E980 systems at no extra charge. It can be enabled, disabled, or reenabled depending on the user’s requirements.

The hypervisor code logical memory blocks are mirrored on distinct CDIMMs to allow for more usable memory. There is no specific CDIMM that hosts the Hypervisor memory blocks, so the mirroring is done at the logical memory block level, not at the CDIMM level. To enable the AMM feature, the server must have enough free memory to accommodate the mirrored memory blocks.

Besides the hypervisor code itself, other components that are vital to the server operation are also mirrored:

- Hardware page tables (HPTs), which are responsible for tracking the state of the memory pages that are assigned to partitions
Translation control entities (TCEs), which are responsible for providing I/O buffers for the partition’s communications

Memory that is used by the hypervisor to maintain partition configuration, I/O states, virtual I/O information, and the partition state

It is possible to check whether the AMM option is enabled and change its status through the classical GUI of the HMC by clicking the Advanced tab of the CEC Properties panel. If you are using the enhanced GUI of the HMC, you find the relevant information and controls in the Memory Mirroring section of the General Settings panel of the selected Power E980 system (Figure 2-15).

![Figure 2-15 Memory Mirroring section in the General Settings panel on the HMC enhanced GUI](image)

After a failure on one of the CDIMMs containing hypervisor data occurs, all the server operations remain active and the Flexible Service Processor (FSP) isolates the failing CDIMMs. Systems stay in the partially mirrored state until the failing CDIMMs are replaced.

There are components that are not mirrored because they are not vital to the regular server operations and require a larger amount of memory to accommodate its data:

- Advanced Memory Sharing Pool
- Memory that is used to hold the contents of platform memory dumps

Partition data: AMM will not mirror partition data. It mirrors only the hypervisor code and its components, allowing this data to be protected against a DIMM failure.

With AMM, uncorrectable errors in data that is owned by a partition or application are handled by the existing Special Uncorrectable Error (SUE) handling methods in the hardware, firmware, and OS.
2.2.6 Memory Error Correction and Recovery

The memory error detection and correction circuitry are designed such that the failure of any one specific memory module within an error correction code (ECC) word can be corrected without any other fault.

In addition, a spare DRAM per rank on each memory port provides for dynamic DRAM device replacement during runtime operation. Also, dynamic lane sparing on the memory channel’s DMI link allows for repair of a faulty data lane.

Other memory protection features include retry capabilities for certain faults that are detected at both the memory controller and the memory buffer.

Memory is also periodically scrubbed so that soft errors can be corrected and solid single-cell errors can be reported to the hypervisor, which supports OS deallocation of a page that is associated with a hard single-cell fault.

For more information about memory RAS, see 4.4, “Memory RAS details” on page 135.

2.2.7 Special Uncorrectable Error handling

SUE handling prevents an uncorrectable error in memory or cache from immediately causing the system to stop. The system tags the data and determines whether it will ever be used. If the error is irrelevant, it does not force a checkstop. If the data will be used, the stoppage can be limited to the program/kernel or hypervisor that owns the data, or a “freeze” of the I/O adapters that are controlled by an I/O hub controller may occur if the data will be transferred to an I/O device.

2.3 Capacity on Demand

Several types of CoD offerings are available on the Power E980 server to help meet changing resource requirements in an on-demand environment by using resources that are installed on the system but that are not activated. Activation codes are published at Power Systems Capacity on Demand.

The following convention is used in the Order type column in all tables in this section:

| Initial | Only available when ordered as part of a new system |
| MES     | Only available as a Miscellaneous Equipment Specification (MES) upgrade |
| Both    | Available with a new system or as part of an upgrade |
| Supported | Unavailable as a new purchase, but supported when migrated from another system or as part of a model conversion |

2.3.1 New Capacity on Demand features

CoD for the Power E980 server is similar to capabilities that are offered for the Power E880 server:

- There is a minimum number of static processor activations or PowerLinux activations per system that is equal to the number of cores per processor feature. As few as 8 cores in the system can be activated or up to 100% of the cores in the system can be activated.
> A minimum of 50% of installed memory capacity must have permanent activations. These activations can be static, mobile-enabled, mobile, or Linux on Power.

> At least 25% of memory capacity must have static activations or Linux on Power activations.

> The Power E980 serve can participate in the same IBM Power Enterprise Pool as other Power E980 servers and with previous generation Power E870, Power E870C, Power E880, and Power E880C servers.

> CUoD, Elastic Capacity on Demand (Temporary) (Elastic CoD), Utility Capacity on Demand (Utility CoD), and Trial Capacity on Demand (Trial CoD) are all available with the Power E980 server.

### 2.3.2 Capacity Upgrade on Demand

The Power E980 system includes a number of active processor cores and memory units. It can also include inactive processor cores and memory units. Active processor cores or memory units are processor cores or memory units that are already available for use on your server when it comes from the manufacturer. Inactive processor cores or memory units are processor cores or memory units that are included with your server, but not available for use until you activate them. Inactive processor cores and memory units can be permanently activated by purchasing an activation feature that is called CUoD and entering the provided activation code on the HMC for the server.

With the CUoD offering, you can purchase more static processors or memory capacity and dynamically activate them when without restarting your server or interrupting your business. All the static processor or memory activations are restricted to a single server.

CUoD has several benefits that enable a more flexible environment. One of its benefits is reducing the initial investment in a system. Traditional projects that use other technologies means that a system must be acquired with all the resources available to support the whole lifecycle of the project. As a result, you pay up front for capacity that you do not need until the later stages of the project or possible at all, which impacts software licensing costs and software maintenance.

By using CUoD, a company starts with a system with enough installed resources to support the whole project lifecycle, but uses only active resources that are necessary for the initial project phases. More resources can be added as the project proceeds by activating resources as they are needed. Therefore, a company can reduce the initial investment in hardware and acquire software licenses only when they are needed for each project phase, which reduces the total cost of ownership (TCO) and total cost of acquisition (TCA) of the solution.
Figure 2-16 shows a comparison between two scenarios: a fully activated system versus a system with CUoD resources being activated along the project timeline.

2.3.3 Static activations

Static processor and memory activations are restricted to a single system. They are enabled by entering a code into the HMC that manages the system. The extra cores or memory are immediately available for use by workloads on the system.

Static activations are available in three varieties:

- **Static activations**: This is a standard processor/memory activation that can run AIX, IBM i, and Linux workloads.
- **Static activations for Linux**: This is a processor/memory activation that can run only Linux workloads.
- **Mobile-enabled activations**: This is a standard processor/memory activation that can run AIX, IBM i, and Linux workloads. Mobile-enabled activations can be converted to mobile activations at no charge. Mobile-enabled activations can be purchased with an initial order or an MES upgrade.
Table 2-12 lists the static processor activation features that are available for initial order on the Power E980 server.

**Table 2-12  Static processor activation features**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Processor feature</th>
<th>Static activation feature</th>
<th>Mobile-enabled activation feature</th>
<th>Static activation for Linux feature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EFP0 (3.58 - 3.9 GHz 24-core)</td>
<td>EFPQ</td>
<td>EFPR</td>
<td>ELBS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EFP1 (3.9 - 4.0 GHz 32-core)</td>
<td>EFPA</td>
<td>EFPE</td>
<td>ELBK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EFP2 (3.7 - 3.9 GHz 40-core)</td>
<td>EFPB</td>
<td>EFPF</td>
<td>ELBL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EFP3 (3.55 - 3.9 GHz 48-core)</td>
<td>EFPC</td>
<td>EFPG</td>
<td>ELBM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EFP4 (3.58 - 3.9 GHz 44-core)</td>
<td>EFP9</td>
<td>EFPN</td>
<td>ELBQ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2-13 lists the static memory activation features that are available for initial order on the Power E980 server.

**Table 2-13  Static memory activation features**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ELMD</td>
<td>512 GB PowerLinux Memory Activations for M9S/80H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMAD</td>
<td>100 GB Mobile Enabled Memory Activations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMAS</td>
<td>Base Memory activation (512) for EHC6&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMAT</td>
<td>1 GB Memory activation for M9S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMAU</td>
<td>100 GB Memory activation for M9S</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> This feature is available only with the Power E980 Solution Edition for Health care system. This feature is available only in the US and Canada.

### 2.3.4 Elastic Capacity on Demand (Temporary)

**Change of name:** Some websites or documents still refer to Elastic CoD as On/Off Capacity on Demand (On/Off CoD).

With the Elastic CoD offering, you can temporarily activate and deactivate processor cores and memory units to help meet the demands of business peaks, such as seasonal activity, period-end, or special promotions. Elastic CoD was previously called On/Off CoD. When you order an Elastic CoD feature, you receive an enablement code that a system operator uses to make requests for more processor and memory capacity in increments of one processor day or 1 GB memory day. The system monitors the amount and duration of the activations. Both prepaid and post-pay options are available.

Charges are based on usage reporting that is collected monthly. Processors and memory may be activated and turned off an unlimited number of times when more processing resources are needed.

This offering provides a system administrator an interface at the HMC to manage the activation and deactivation of resources. A monitor that is on the server records the usage activity. This usage data must be sent to IBM monthly. A bill is then generated that is based on
the total amount of processor and memory resources that are used, in increments of processor and memory (1 GB) Days.

The Power E980 serve supports the 90-day temporary Elastic CoD processor and memory enablement features. These features allow the system to activate processor days and GB days equal to the number of inactive resources multiplied by 90 days. Thus, if all resources are activated by using Elastic CoD, a new enablement code must be ordered every 90 days. If only half of the inactive resources are activated by using Elastic CoD, a new enablement code must be ordered every 180 days.

Before using temporary capacity on your server, you must enable your server. To enable your server, an enablement feature (MES only) must be ordered and the required contracts must be in place. The 90-day enablement feature for the Power E980 processors is #EP9T. For memory, the enablement feature is #EM9V.

If a Power E980 server uses the IBM i OS in addition to any other supported OS on the same server, the client must inform IBM which OS used the temporary Elastic CoD processors so that the correct feature can be used for billing.

The Elastic CoD process consists of three steps: enablement, activation, and billing.

- **Enablement**

  Before requesting temporary capacity on a server, you must enable it for Elastic CoD. To do this, order an enablement feature and sign the required contracts. IBM generates an enablement code, mails it to you, and posts it on the web for you to retrieve and enter into the target server.

- **Activation requests**

  When Elastic CoD temporary capacity is needed, use the HMC menu for On/Off CoD. Specify how many inactive processors or gigabytes of memory must be temporarily activated for a specific number of days. You are billed for the days that are requested, whether the capacity is assigned to partitions or remains in the shared processor pool (SPP).

  At the end of the temporary period (days that were requested), you must ensure that the temporarily activated capacity is available to be reclaimed by the server (not assigned to partitions), or you are billed for any unreturned processor days.

- **Billing**

  The contract, signed by the client before receiving the enablement code, requires the Elastic CoD user to report billing data at least once a month (whether or not activity occurs). This data is used to determine the proper amount to bill at the end of each billing period (calendar quarter). Failure to report billing data for use of temporary processor or memory capacity during a billing quarter can result in default billing that is equivalent to 90 processor days of temporary capacity.

For more information about registration, enablement, and usage of Elastic CoD, see Power Systems Capacity on Demand.
Table 2-14 lists the Elastic CoD features that are available for the Power E980 server.

Table 2-14  Elastic CoD features

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Order type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EP9T</td>
<td>90 Days Elastic CoD Processor Core Enablement</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>MES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMC1</td>
<td>ECOD Processor day - IBM i</td>
<td>9999</td>
<td>MES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMCB</td>
<td>ECOD GB Memory Day - AIX/Linux</td>
<td>9999</td>
<td>MES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMCX</td>
<td>ECOD Processor day - AIX/Linux</td>
<td>9999</td>
<td>MES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. For more information about order types, see 2.3, “Capacity on Demand” on page 78.

### 2.3.5 IBM Power Enterprise Pools and Mobile Capacity on Demand

Although static activations are valid for a single system, some customers might benefit from moving processor and memory activations to different servers due to workload rebalance or disaster recovery.

IBM Power Enterprise Pools is a technology for dynamically sharing processor and memory activations among a group (or pool) of IBM Power Systems servers. By using Mobile Capacity on Demand (CoD) activation codes, the systems administrator can perform tasks without contacting IBM.

With this capability, you can move resources between Power E980, Power E870, Power E870C, Power E880, and Power E880C systems, and have unsurpassed flexibility for workload balancing and system maintenance.

**Note:** POWER7 technology-based systems supporting enterprise pools cannot be mixed with POWER9 systems. Therefore, each line in Table 2-15 are systems that can co-exist in a pool.

Table 2-15  Supported Enterprise Pool Members by pool type

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Power Enterprise Pool type</th>
<th>Pool members</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Midrange Power Enterprise Pool</td>
<td>770+, E870, E870C, E880C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-end Power Enterprise Pool</td>
<td>780+, 795, E880, E870C, E880C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Enterprise Pool</td>
<td>E870, E880, E870C, E880C, E980</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A pool can support systems with different clock speeds or processor generations.

The basic rules for Mobile Capacity on Demand (Mobile CoD) are as follows:

- The Power E980 server requires a minimum of eight static processor activations.
- The Power 870, Power 870C, Power E880, and Power 880C servers require a minimum of eight static processor activations.
- For all systems, 25% of the active memory capacity must have static activations.

All the systems in a pool must be managed by the same HMC or by the same pair of redundant HMCs. If redundant HMCs are used, the HMCs must be connected to a network so that they can communicate with each other. The HMCs must have at least 2 GB of memory.
An HMC can manage multiple IBM Power Enterprise Pools and systems that are not part of an IBM Power Enterprise Pool. Systems can belong to only one IBM Power Enterprise Pool at a time. Powering down an HMC does not limit the assigned resources of participating systems in a pool, but does limit the ability to perform pool change operations.

After an IBM Power Enterprise Pool is created, the HMC can be used to perform the following functions:

- Mobile CoD processor and memory resources can be assigned to systems with inactive resources. Mobile CoD resources remain on the system to which they are assigned until they are removed from the system.
- New systems can be added to the pool and existing systems can be removed from the pool.
- New resources can be added to the pool or existing resources can be removed from the pool.
- Pool information can be viewed, including pool resource assignments, compliance, and history logs.

In order for the mobile activation features to be configured, an IBM Power Enterprise Pool and the systems that are going to be included as members of the pool must be registered with IBM. Also, the systems must have #EB35 for mobile enablement configured, and the required contracts must be in place.

Table 2-16 lists the mobile processor and memory activation features that are available for the Power E980 server.

![Table 2-16 Mobile activation features](image)

For more information about IBM Power Enterprise Pools, see *Power Enterprise Pools on IBM Power Systems*, REDP-5101.

### 2.3.6 Utility Capacity on Demand

Utility CoD automatically provides more processor performance on a temporary basis within the SPP.

With Utility CoD, you can place a quantity of inactive processors into the server’s SPP, which then become available to the pool’s resource manager. When the server recognizes that the combined processor utilization within the SPP exceeds 100% of the level of base (purchased and active) processors that are assigned across uncapped partitions, then a Utility CoD processor minute is charged and this level of performance is available for the next minute of use.

If an extra workload requires a higher level of performance, the system automatically allows the more Utility CoD processors to be used, and the system automatically and continuously monitors and charges for the performance that is needed above the base (permanent) level.
Registration and usage reporting for utility CoD is made by using a website and payment is based on reported usage. Utility CoD requires PowerVM Standard Edition or PowerVM Enterprise Edition to be active.

If a Power E980 server uses the IBM i OS in addition to any other supported OS on the same server, the client must inform IBM which OS caused the temporary Utility CoD processor usage so that the correct feature can be used for billing.

For more information regarding registration, enablement, and use of Utility CoD, see IBM Support Planning.

2.3.7 Trial Capacity on Demand

A standard request for Trial CoD requires you to complete a form that includes contact information and vital product data (VPD) from your Power E980 system with inactive CoD resources.

A standard request activates two processors or 64 GB of memory (or eight processor cores and 64 GB of memory) for 30 days. Subsequent standard requests can be made after each purchase of a permanent processor activation. An HMC is required to manage Trial CoD activations.

An exception request for Trial CoD requires you to complete a form that includes contact information and VPD from your Power E980 system with inactive CoD resources. An exception request activates all inactive processors or all inactive memory (or all inactive processor and memory) for 30 days. An exception request can be made only one time over the life of the machine. An HMC is required to manage Trial CoD activations.

To request either a Standard or an Exception Trial, see Power Systems Capacity on Demand: Trial Capacity on Demand.

2.3.8 Software licensing and CoD

For software licensing considerations for the various CoD offerings, see the most recent revision of the Power Systems Capacity on Demand User’s Guide.

2.4 System bus

This section provides more information that is related to the internal buses.

2.4.1 PCI Express Gen4

The internal I/O subsystem on the Power E980 serve is connected to the PCIe controllers on a POWER9 processor in the system. Each POWER9 processor-based module has three PCIe host bridges (PHBs). Two of the PHBs (PHB0 and PHB2) have 16 PCIe lanes each. In the Power E980 system, the PHBs connect directly to two PCIe Gen4 x16 slots to provide eight PCIe Gen4 x16 slots per system node. The third PHB on each POWER9 processor is used for other I/O connections:

- Four Internal Non-Volatile Memory Express (NVMe) SSDs, each using a PCIe Gen4 x4 connection
- Three USB ports that share a PCIe Gen4 x1 connection
Bandwidths for the connections are shown in Table 2-17.

### Table 2-17 Internal I/O connection speeds

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Connection</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Speed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PCIe adapter slot</td>
<td>PCIe Gen4 x16</td>
<td>64 GBps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NVMe slot</td>
<td>PCIe Gen3 x4</td>
<td>8 GBps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USB controller</td>
<td>PCIe Gen2 x1</td>
<td>1.25 GBps</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A diagram showing the connections is shown in Figure 2-17.

The system nodes allow for eight PCIe Gen4 x16 slots. More slots can be added by attaching PCIe Expansion Drawers, and SAS disks can be attached to EXP24S SFF Gen2 Expansion Drawers. The PCIe Expansion Drawer is connected by using an #EJ07 adapter. The EXP24S drawer can be either attached to SAS adapters on the system nodes or on the PCIe Expansion Drawer.
The theoretical maximum bandwidth is as follows:

- Eight PCIe Gen4 slots at 64 GBps = 512 GBps
- Four NVMe slots at 8 GBps = 32 GBps
- One USB controller at 1.25 GBps
- \(545.25 = 512 + 32 + 1.25\)

For a list of adapters and their supported slots, see 2.5, “PCIe adapters” on page 88.

**Disk support:** There is no support for SAS disks that are directly installed on the system nodes and PCIe Expansion Drawers. If directly attached SAS disks are required, they must be installed in a SAS disk drawer and connected to a supported SAS controller in one of the PCIe slots.

For more information about PCIe Expansion Drawers, see 2.7.1, “PCIe Gen3 I/O Expansion Drawer” on page 97.

### 2.4.2 Service processor bus

The redundant service processor (SP) bus connectors are at on the rear of the control unit and the system nodes. All of the SP communication between the control unit and the system nodes flows through these cables.

Similar to the previous generation Power E870 and Power E880 systems, the redundant SPs are housed in the system control unit (SCU). However, the SCU no longer hosts the system clock. Each system node hosts its own redundant clocks. The cables that are used to provide communications between the control units and system nodes depend on the number of system nodes that is installed. When a system node is added, a new set of cables is also added.

The cables that are necessary for each system node are grouped under a single FC, allowing for an easier configuration. Each cable set includes a pair of FSP cables, and when applicable SMP cables and Universal Power Interconnect Cables (UPIC) cables.

Table 2-18 shows a list of the available FCs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EFCA</td>
<td>System node to SCU cable set for drawer 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EFCB</td>
<td>System node to SCU cable set for drawer 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EFCC</td>
<td>System node to SCU cable set for drawer 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EFCD</td>
<td>System node to SCU cable set for drawer 4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cable sets FCs are incremental and depend on the number of installed drawers as follows:

- One system node: #EFCA
- Two system nodes: #EFCA and #EFCB
- Three system nodes: #EFCA, #EFCB, and #EFCC
- Four system nodes: #EFCA, #EFCB, #EFCC, and #EFCD
2.5 PCIe adapters

This section covers the type and functions of the PCIe adapter that are supported by the Power E980 system.

The following convention is used in the Order type column in all tables in this section:

- **Initial**: Only available when ordered as part of a new system
- **MES**: Only available as an MES upgrade
- **Both**: Available with a new system or as part of an upgrade
- **Supported**: Unavailable as a new purchase, but supported when migrated from another system or as part of a model conversion

**Important**: There is no FCoE support on POWER9 systems.

### 2.5.1 New PCIe adapter features

The following list describes the new PCIe adapter features:

- The Power E980 server supports PCIe Gen4 adapters in internal slots.
- PCIe Gen3 adapters are supported both internally and in the PCIe Gen3 I/O Expansion Drawer.
- USB ports are integrated on the first two system nodes; no PCIe adapter is required.

### 2.5.2 PCI Express

PCIe uses a serial interface and allows for point-to-point interconnections between devices (by using a directly wired interface between these connection points). A single PCIe serial link is a dual-simplex connection that uses two pairs of wires, one pair for transmit and one pair for receive, and can transmit only 1 bit per cycle. These two pairs of wires are called a lane. A PCIe link can consist of multiple lanes. In such configurations, the connection is labeled as x1, x2, x8, x12, x16, or x32, where the number is effectively the number of lanes.

The PCIe interfaces that are supported on the system nodes are PCIe Gen4, and are capable of 32 GBps simplex (64 GBps duplex) speeds on a single x16 interface. PCIe Gen4 slots also support previous generations (Gen3, Gen2, and Gen1) adapters, which operate at lower speeds, according to the following rules:

- Place x1, x4, x8, and x16 speed adapters in same connector size slots first before mixing adapter speeds with connector slot sizes.
- Adapters with smaller speeds are allowed in larger-sized PCIe connectors, but larger speed adapters are not compatible in smaller connector sizes (for example, a x16 adapter cannot go in an x8 PCIe slot connector).

The Power E980 server also supports expansion beyond the slots that are available in the system nodes by attaching one or more PCIe Gen3 I/O Expansion Drawers (#EMX0).

IBM POWER9 processor-based servers can support two different form factors of PCIe adapters:

- PCIe low-profile (LP) cards, which are used with system node PCIe slots.
- PCIe full-height and full-high cards are used in the PCIe Gen3 I/O Expansion Drawer (#EMX0).
Low-profile PCIe adapters are supported only in low-profile PCIe slots, and full-height and full-high cards are supported only in full-high slots. Adapters that are low-profile have “LP” in the adapter description.

Before adding or rearranging adapters, use the IBM System Planning Tool (SPT) to validate the new adapter configuration.

If you are installing a new feature, ensure that you have the software that is required to support the new feature and determine whether there are any existing update prerequisites to install. To do this, see IBM Prerequisites.

The following sections describe the supported adapters and provide tables of orderable feature numbers. The tables indicate OS support (AIX, IBM i, and Linux) for each of the adapters.

### 2.5.3 LAN adapters

Table 2-19 lists available local area network (LAN) adapters that are supported in the Power E980 server.

**Table 2-19 Available LAN adapters**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature code</th>
<th>CCIN</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>OS support</th>
<th>Ordera type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EN0W</td>
<td>2CC4</td>
<td>PCIe2 2-port 10/1 GbE BaseT RJ45 Adapter</td>
<td>AIX, IBM i, and Linux</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN0U</td>
<td>2CC3</td>
<td>PCIe2 4-port (10 Gb+1 GbE) Copper SFP+RJ45 Adapter</td>
<td>AIX, IBM i, and Linux</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN0S</td>
<td>2CC3</td>
<td>PCIe2 4-Port (10 Gb+1 GbE) SR+RJ45 Adapter</td>
<td>AIX, IBM i, and Linux</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5899</td>
<td>576F</td>
<td>PCIe2 4-port 1 GbE Adapter</td>
<td>AIX, IBM i, and Linux</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN0X</td>
<td>2CC4</td>
<td>PCIe2 LP 2-port 10/1 GbE BaseT RJ45 Adapter</td>
<td>AIX, IBM i, and Linux</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN0V</td>
<td>2CC3</td>
<td>PCIe2 LP 4-port (10 Gb+1 GbE) Copper SFP+RJ45 Adapter</td>
<td>AIX, IBM i, and Linux</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN0T</td>
<td>2CC3</td>
<td>PCIe2 LP 4-Port (10 Gb+1 GbE) SR+RJ45 Adapter</td>
<td>AIX, IBM i, and Linux</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5260</td>
<td>576F</td>
<td>PCIe2 LP 4-port 1 GbE Adapter</td>
<td>AIX, IBM i, and Linux</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC2S</td>
<td>58FA</td>
<td>PCIe3 2-Port 10 Gb NIC &amp; RoCE SR/Cu Adapter</td>
<td>IBM i and Linux</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC38</td>
<td>57BC</td>
<td>PCIe3 2-port 10 GbE NIC&amp;RoCE SFP+ Copper Adapter</td>
<td>AIX, IBM i, and Linux</td>
<td>Support ed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC2N</td>
<td>57BE</td>
<td>PCIe3 2-port 10 GbE NIC&amp;RoCE SR Adapter</td>
<td>AIX and Linux</td>
<td>Support ed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC2U</td>
<td>58FB</td>
<td>PCIe3 2-Port 25/10 Gb NIC &amp; RoCE SR/Cu Adapter</td>
<td>IBM i and Linux</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### 2.5.4 Graphics adapters

Table 2-20 lists graphics adapters that are supported for the Power E980 server.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature code</th>
<th>CCIN</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>OS support</th>
<th>Ordera type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EC3B</td>
<td>57BD</td>
<td>PCIe3 2-Port 40 GbE NIC RoCE QSFP+ Adapter</td>
<td>AIX, IBM i, and Linux</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN0K</td>
<td>2CC1</td>
<td>PCIe3 4-port (10 Gb FCoE &amp; 1 GbE) SFP+Copper &amp; RJ45</td>
<td>AIX, IBM i, and Linux</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN0H</td>
<td>2B93</td>
<td>PCIe3 4-port (10 Gb FCoE &amp; 1 GbE) SR &amp; RJ45</td>
<td>AIX, IBM i, and Linux</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN17</td>
<td>2CE4</td>
<td>PCIe3 4-port 10 GbE SFP+ Copper Adapter</td>
<td>AIX, IBM i, and Linux</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN15</td>
<td>2CE3</td>
<td>PCIe3 4-port 10 GbE SR Adapter</td>
<td>AIX, IBM i, and Linux</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC2R</td>
<td>58FA</td>
<td>PCIe3 LP 2-Port 10 Gb NIC &amp; RoCE SR/Cu Adapter</td>
<td>IBM i and Linux</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC37</td>
<td>57BC</td>
<td>PCIe3 LP 2-port 10 GbE NIC&amp;RoCE SFP+ Copper Adapter</td>
<td>AIX, IBM i, and Linux</td>
<td>Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC2M</td>
<td>57BE</td>
<td>PCIe3 LP 2-port 10 GbE NIC&amp;RoCE SR Adapter</td>
<td>AIX, IBM i, and Linux</td>
<td>Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC3L</td>
<td>2CEC</td>
<td>PCIe3 LP 2-port 100 GbE (NIC&amp; RoCE) QSFP28 Adapter x16</td>
<td>AIX and IBM i</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC2T</td>
<td>58FB</td>
<td>PCIe3 LP 2-Port 25/10 Gb NIC &amp; RoCE SR/Cu Adapter</td>
<td>IBM i and Linux</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC3A</td>
<td>57BD</td>
<td>PCIe3 LP 2-Port 40 GbE NIC RoCE QSFP+ Adapter</td>
<td>AIX, IBM i, and Linux</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN0L</td>
<td>2CC1</td>
<td>PCIe3 LP 4-port (10 Gb FCoE &amp; 1 GbE) SFP+Copper &amp; RJ45</td>
<td>AIX, IBM i, and Linux</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN0J</td>
<td>2B93</td>
<td>PCIe3 LP 4-port (10 Gb FCoE &amp; 1 GbE) SR &amp; RJ45</td>
<td>AIX, IBM i, and Linux</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN18</td>
<td>2CE4</td>
<td>PCIe3 LPX 4-port 10 GbE SFP+ Copper Adapter</td>
<td>AIX, IBM i, and Linux</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN16</td>
<td>2CE3</td>
<td>PCIe3 LPX 4-port 10 GbE SR Adapter</td>
<td>AIX, IBM i, and Linux</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC67</td>
<td>2CF3</td>
<td>PCIe4 LP 2-port 100 Gb RoCE EN LP adapter</td>
<td>IBM i and Linux</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. For more information about order types, see 2.5, “PCIe adapters” on page 88.
2.5.5 SAS adapters

Table 2-21 lists the SAS adapters that are available for the Power E980 server.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature code</th>
<th>CCIN</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>OS support</th>
<th>Order type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EJ1N</td>
<td>57B3</td>
<td>PCIe1 LP SAS Tape/DVD Dual-port 3 Gb x8 Adapter</td>
<td>AIX, IBM i, and Linux</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EJ1P</td>
<td>57B3</td>
<td>PCIe1 SAS Tape/DVD Dual-port 3 Gb x8 Adapter</td>
<td>AIX, IBM i, and Linux</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EJ14</td>
<td>57B1</td>
<td>PCIe3 12 GB Cache RAID PLUS SAS AdapterQuad-port 6 Gb x8</td>
<td>AIX, IBM i, and Linux</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EJ0L</td>
<td>57CE</td>
<td>PCIe3 12 GB Cache RAID SAS Adapter Quad-port 6 Gb x8</td>
<td>AIX, IBM i, and Linux</td>
<td>Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EJ0M</td>
<td>57B4</td>
<td>PCIe3 LP RAID SAS Adapter Quad-Port 6 Gb x8</td>
<td>AIX, IBM i, and Linux</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EJ11</td>
<td>57B4</td>
<td>PCIe3 LP SAS Tape/DVD Adapter Quad-port 6 Gb x8</td>
<td>AIX, IBM i, and Linux</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EJ0J</td>
<td>57B4</td>
<td>PCIe3 RAID SAS Adapter Quad-port 6 Gb x8</td>
<td>AIX, IBM i, and Linux</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EJ10</td>
<td>57B4</td>
<td>PCIe3 SAS Tape/DVD Adapter Quad-port 6 Gb x8</td>
<td>AIX, IBM i, and Linux</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2-21  Available SAS adapters

a. For more information about order types, see 2.5, “PCIe adapters” on page 88.
2.5.6 Fibre Channel adapters

Table 2-22 lists the Fibre Channel adapters that are available for the Power E980 server.

**Table 2-22  Available Fibre Channel adapters**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature code</th>
<th>CCIN</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>OS support</th>
<th>Order type&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EN0G</td>
<td>578D</td>
<td>PCIe2 8 Gb 2-Port Fibre Channel Adapter</td>
<td>AIX, IBM i, and Linux</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN12</td>
<td></td>
<td>PCIe2 8 Gb 4-port Fibre Channel Adapter</td>
<td>AIX, IBM i, and Linux</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN0F</td>
<td>578D</td>
<td>PCIe2 LP 8 Gb 2-Port Fibre Channel Adapter</td>
<td>AIX, IBM i, and Linux</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN0Y</td>
<td></td>
<td>PCIe2 LP 8 Gb 4-port Fibre Channel Adapter</td>
<td>AIX, IBM i, and Linux</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN0A</td>
<td>577F</td>
<td>PCIe3 16 Gb 2-port Fibre Channel Adapter</td>
<td>AIX, IBM i, and Linux</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN1C</td>
<td>578E</td>
<td>PCIe3 16 Gb 4-port Fibre Channel Adapter</td>
<td>AIX, IBM i, and Linux</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN1A</td>
<td>578F</td>
<td>PCIe3 32 Gb 2-port Fibre Channel Adapter</td>
<td>AIX, IBM i, and Linux</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN0B</td>
<td>577F</td>
<td>PCIe3 LP 16 Gb 2-port Fibre Channel Adapter</td>
<td>AIX, IBM i, and Linux</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN1D</td>
<td>578E</td>
<td>PCIe3 LP 16 Gb 4-port Fibre Channel Adapter</td>
<td>AIX, IBM i, and Linux</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN1B</td>
<td>578F</td>
<td>PCIe3 LP 32 Gb 2-port Fibre Channel Adapter</td>
<td>AIX, IBM i, and Linux</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> For more information about order types, see 2.5, “PCIe adapters” on page 88.

**Note:** The usage of N_Port ID Virtualization (NPIV) through the Virtual I/O Server (VIOS) requires an NPIV-capable Fibre Channel adapter, such as EN0A.

2.5.7 USB adapters

The first and second nodes in any Power E980 system have three built-in USB 3.0 type A ports. If a third or forth node is installed, no USB ports are included on these nodes.
The ports are found at the rear of the system enclosures, as shown in Figure 2-18.

One of the ports on the first system node is connected to a port on the rear of the SCU, which is then routed to a front-accessible USB port.

All USB ports on the system nodes and on the front of the SCU can function with any USB device that is supported by the client OS to which the adapter is assigned.

Table 2-23 lists the USB PCIe adapters that are supported in the Power E980 server.

### Table 2-23  Available USB adapters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature code</th>
<th>CCIN</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>OS support</th>
<th>Order type(^a)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EC45</td>
<td>58F9</td>
<td>PCIe2 LP 4-Port USB 3.0 Adapter</td>
<td>AIX, IBM i, and Linux</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC46</td>
<td>58F9</td>
<td>PCIe2 4-Port USB 3.0 Adapter</td>
<td>AIX, IBM i, and Linux</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) For more information about order types, see 2.5, “PCIe adapters” on page 88.

#### 2.5.8 InfiniBand host channel adapters

Table 2-24 lists the InfiniBand adapters that are supported in the Power E980 server.

### Table 2-24  Available InfiniBand adapters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature code</th>
<th>CCIN</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>OS support</th>
<th>Order type(^a)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EC3T</td>
<td>2CEB</td>
<td>PCIe3 LP 1-port 100 Gb EDR IB Adapter x16</td>
<td>Linux</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC3E</td>
<td>2CEA</td>
<td>PCIe3 LP 2-port 100 Gb EDR IB Adapter x16</td>
<td>Linux</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC62</td>
<td>2CF1</td>
<td>PCIe4 LP 1-port 100 Gb EDR IB CAPI adapter</td>
<td>Linux</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Cryptographic Coprocessor cards provide both cryptographic coprocessor and cryptographic accelerator functions in a single card.

The IBM PCIe Cryptographic Coprocessor adapter has the following features:

- Integrated Dual processors that operate in parallel for higher reliability
- Supports IBM Common Cryptographic Architecture or PKCS#11 standards
- Ability to configure an adapter as a coprocessor or accelerator
- Support for smart card applications by using Europay, MasterCard, and Visa
- Cryptographic key generation and random number generation
- PIN processing: Generation, verification, and translation
- Encrypt and decrypt by using AES and DES keys

For the most recent firmware and software updates, see IBM CryptoCards.

Table 2-25 lists the cryptographic adapter that is available for the server.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature code</th>
<th>CCIN</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>OS support</th>
<th>Order typea</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EJ33</td>
<td>4767</td>
<td>PCIe3 Crypto Coprocessor BSC-Gen3 4767</td>
<td>AIX, IBM i, and Linux</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature code</th>
<th>CCIN</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>OS support</th>
<th>Order typea</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EC64</td>
<td>2CF2</td>
<td>PCIe4 LP 2-port 100 Gb EDR IB CAPI adapter</td>
<td>Linux</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- For more information about order types, see 2.5, “PCIe adapters” on page 88.

2.5.10 CAPI adapters

The CAPI slots have been tested with adapters that are available from the following vendors:

- Nallatech 250SP
- Flyslice FX609
- Semptian NSA241
- ReflexCES XpressVUP LP9Ps

See 2.5.8, “InfiniBand host channel adapters” on page 93 for the supported Infiniband CAPI adapters.

2.5.11 ASYNC adapters

Table 2-26 on page 95 lists the ASYNC adapters that are supported in the Power E980 server.
2.6 Internal NVMe storage

Each Power E980 system node supports up to four internal NVMe U.2 (2.5 inch 7 mm form factor) solid-state drives (SSDs). The SSDs are accessible from the rear of the system node and are in the middle of the PCIe adapter slots, as shown in Figure 2-19.

![Figure 2-19  Power E980 system node with SSD location highlighted](image)

The internal SSD drives are intended for boot purposes only and not as general-purpose drives.

Table 2-27 shows the available internal SSD drives.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature code</th>
<th>CCIN</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>OS support</th>
<th>Order typea</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EC5J</td>
<td>59B4</td>
<td>Mainstream 800 GB SSD NVMe U.2 module</td>
<td>AIX and Linux</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. For more information about order types, see 2.5, “PCIe adapters” on page 88.
Table 2-28 shows the available internal NVMe adapters.

### Table 2-28  Available internal NVMe adapters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature code</th>
<th>CCIN</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>OS support</th>
<th>Order type¹</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EC5C</td>
<td>58FD</td>
<td>PCIe3 LP 3.2 TB SSD NVMe adapter</td>
<td></td>
<td>AIX and Linux</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC5E</td>
<td>58FE</td>
<td>PCIe3 LP 6.4 TB SSD NVMe adapter</td>
<td></td>
<td>AIX and Linux</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC5G</td>
<td>58FC</td>
<td>PCIe3 LP 1.6 TB SSD NVMe Adapter</td>
<td></td>
<td>AIX and Linux</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC6U</td>
<td>58FC</td>
<td>PCIe3 x8 LP 1.6 TB NVMe Flash Adapter for IBM i</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>IBM i</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC6W</td>
<td>58FD</td>
<td>PCIe3 x8 LP 3.2 TB NVMe Flash Adapter for IBM i</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>IBM i</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC6Y</td>
<td>58FE</td>
<td>PCIe3 x8 LP 6.4 TB NVMe Flash Adapter for IBM i</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>IBM i</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹. For more information about order types, see 2.5, “PCIe adapters” on page 88.

**Internal SSD plug order**

For redundancy purposes, it is a preferred practice to distribute the NVMe drives across the system nodes if they are present as follows:

1. Populate slot C1 in each system node starting with node 1 and then other C1 slots if other nodes are present.
2. Populate slot C3 in each system node starting with node 1 and then other C3 slots if other nodes are present.
3. Populate slot C2 in each system node starting with node 1 and then other C2 slots if other nodes are present.
4. Populate slot C4 in each system node starting with node 1 and then other C4 slots if other nodes are present.

### 2.7 External I/O subsystems

This section describes the PCIe Gen3 I/O Expansion Drawer (#EMX0) that can be attached to the Power E980 system.

At the initial availability date of 21 September 2018, the Power E980 system supports two PCIe Gen3 I/O drawer per system node, which yields a maximum of four I/O drawers per 2-node Power E980 system configuration. One I/O drawer supports two fan-out modules that offer six PCIe Gen3 adapter slots each. This delivers an extra 24 PCIe Gen3 slot capacity per system node and a maximum of 48 PCIe Gen3 slots per 2-node server.

Eight slots in a system node are used to cable the four I/O drawers for a total of 56 available slots for a 2-node system.

With the availability of 3-node and 4-node Power E980 configurations in 16 November 2018, the number of supported PCIe Gen3 I/O drawers is raised to four per system node with a
maximum of 16 per 4-node Power E980 system. A maximum of 48 PCIe Gen3 slots per system node and a maximum of 192 PCIe Gen3 slots per 4-node Power E980 server are available at that date.

Each fan-out module is attached by one optical cable adapter, which occupies one x16 PCIe Gen4 slot of a system node. Therefore, at the initial availability date, a 1-node Power E980 system configuration with two I/O drawers that are attached provides a maximum of 28. With the enhanced configurations options that are available in November 2018, these numbers will increase to a maximum of 48 for a 1-node configuration because all node slots must cable the drawers, and to a maximum of 192 available PCIe slots for a 4-node Power E980 server with 16 I/O drawers.

### 2.7.1 PCIe Gen3 I/O Expansion Drawer

The PCIe Gen3 I/O Expansion Drawer (#EMX0) is a 4U high, PCI Gen3-based and rack-mountable I/O drawer. It offers two PCIe FanOut Modules (#EMXG or #EMXH) each of them providing six PCIe Gen3 full-high, full-length slots (two x16 and four x8). The older FanOut Modules (#EMXF) that are used by Power E870, Power E870C, Power E880, and Power E880C systems are supported, but are now longer available for a new Power E980 system order.

For the dimensions of the drawer, see 1.3, “Physical package” on page 10.

PCIe3 x16 to optical cable adapter (#EJ07) and 2.0 m (#ECC6), 10.0 m (#ECC8), or 20.0 m (#ECC9) CXP 16X Active Optical Cables (AOCs) connect the system node to a PCIe FanOut Module in the I/O expansion drawer. One #ECC6, one #ECC8, or one #ECC9 includes two AOC cables.

Concurrent repair and add/removal of PCIe adapters is done by HMC-guided menus or by OS support utilities.

A blind-swap cassette (BSC) is used to house the full-high adapters that go into these slots. The BSC is the same BSC that was used with the previous generation server's #5802, #5803, #5877, and #5873 12X attached I/O drawers.
Figure 2-20 shows the back view of the PCIe Gen3 I/O Expansion Drawer.

### 2.7.2 PCIe Gen3 I/O Expansion Drawer optical cabling

I/O drawers are connected to the adapters in the system node by any of the following data transfer cables:

- 2.0 m Optical Cable Pair for PCIe3 Expansion Drawer (#ECC6)
- 10.0 m Optical Cable Pair for PCIe3 Expansion Drawer (#ECC8)
- 20.0 m Optical Cable Pair for PCIe3 Expansion Drawer (#ECC9)

**Cable lengths:** Use the 2.0 m cables for intra-rack installations. Use the 10.0 m or 20.0 m cables for inter-rack installations.

A minimum of one PCIe3 Optical Cable Adapter for PCIe3 Expansion Drawer (#EJ07) is required to connect to the PCIe3 6-slot fan-out module in the I/O expansion drawer. The top port of the fan-out module must be cabled to the top port of the #EJ07 port. Also, the bottom two ports must be cabled together.

To perform the cabling correctly, follow these steps:

1. Connect an AOC to connector T1 on the PCIe3 optical cable adapter in your server.
2. Connect the other end of the optical cable to connector T1 on one of the PCIe3 6-slot fan-out modules in your expansion drawer.
3. Connect another cable to connector T2 on the PCIe3 optical cable adapter in your server.

---

1 Cabling rules and considerations apply to both supported fan-out modules #EMXH and #EMXG.
4. Connect the other end of the cable to connector T2 on the PCIe3 6-slot FanOut module in your expansion drawer.

5. Repeat the steps 1 on page 98 - 4 for the other PCIe3 6-slot FanOut module in the expansion drawer, if required.

**Drawer connections:** Each fan-out module in a PCIe3 Expansion Drawer can be connected to only a single PCIe3 Optical Cable Adapter for PCIe3 Expansion Drawer (#EJ07). However, the two fan-out modules in a single I/O expansion drawer can be connected to different system nodes in the same server.

Figure 2-21 shows the connector locations for the PCIe Gen3 I/O Expansion Drawer.
Figure 2-22 shows typical optical cable connections.

![Diagram of optical cable connections](image)

**General rules for the PCI Gen3 I/O Expansion Drawer configuration**

The PCIe3 Optical Cable Adapter (#EJ07) can be in any of the PCIe adapter slots in a Power E980 system node. However, we advise that you first populate the PCIe adapter slots with odd locations codes (P1-C1, P1-C3, P1-C5, and P1-C7) and then populate the adapter slots with even location codes (P1-C2, P1-C4, P1-C6, and P1-C8).

Each processor module drives two PCIe Gen4 slots, and all slots are equal regarding their bandwidth characteristics. If you first use the slots with odd location codes, you ensure that one PCIe Gen4 slot per processor module is populated before you use the second PCIe Gen4 slot of the processor modules. There is no preference for the order that you use to populate the odd or even sequence locations.

Table 2-29 shows the PCIe adapter slot priorities in the Power E980 system. If the sequence within the odd location codes and the sequence within the even locations codes is chosen as shown in the slot priority column, the adapters are assigned to the SCM in alignment with the internal enumeration order: SCM0, SCM1, SCM2, and SCM3.

**Table 2-29 PCIe adapter slot priorities**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Slot priorities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EJ07</td>
<td>PCIe3 Optical Cable Adapter for PCIe3 Expansion Drawer</td>
<td>1, 7, 3, 5, 2, 8, 4, and 6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The following figures show several examples of supported configurations. For simplification, we have not shown every possible combination of the I/O expansion drawer to server attachments.

Figure 2-23 shows an example of a single system node and two PCI Gen3 I/O Expansion Drawers.
Figure 2-24 shows an example of two system nodes and two PCI Gen3 I/O expansion drawers.
Figure 2-25 shows an example of two system nodes and four PCI Gen3 I/O expansion drawers.

2.7.3 PCIe Gen3 I/O Expansion Drawer SPCN cabling

There is no system power control network (SPCN) that is used to control and monitor the status of power and cooling within the I/O drawer. SPCN capabilities are integrated into the optical cables.
2.8 External disk subsystems

This section describes the following external disk subsystems that can be attached to the Power E980 server:

- EXP24SX and EXP12SX SAS Storage Enclosures (#ESLS)
- EXP12SX SAS Storage Enclosures (#ESLL)
- IBM System Storage

2.8.1 EXP24SX and EXP12SX SAS Storage Enclosures

The EXP24SX drawer is a storage expansion enclosure with twenty-four 2.5-inch small form factor (SFF) SAS bays. It supports HDDs or SSDs. The EXP12SX drawer is a storage expansion enclosure with twelve 3.5-inch large form factor (LFF) SAS bays. The EXP12SX drawer supports HDD only.

The following PCIe3 SAS adapters support the EXP24SX and EXP 12SX drawers:

- PCIe3 RAID SAS Adapter Quad-port 6 Gb x8 (#EJ0J)
- PCIe3 LP RAID SAS Adapter Quad-Port 6 Gb x8 (#EJ0M)
- PCIe3 RAID SAS quad-port 6 Gb LP Adapter (#EL3B)
- PCIe3 12 GB Cache RAID Plus SAS Adapter Quad-port 6 Gb x8 (#EJ14)

IBM i configurations require the drives to be protected (RAID or mirroring). Protecting the drives is highly advised, but not required for other OSes. All Power Systems OS environments that are using SAS adapters with write cache require the cache to be protected by using pairs of adapters.

The EXP24SX and EXP12SX drawers have many high-reliability design points:

- SAS bays that support hot-swap.
- Redundant and hot-plug power and fan assemblies.
- Dual power cords.
- Redundant and hot-plug Enclosure Services Managers (ESMs).
- Redundant data paths to all drives.
- LED indicators on drives, bays, ESMs, and power supplies that support problem identification.
- Through the SAS adapters/controllers, drives that can be protected with RAID and mirroring and hot-spare capability.

**Notes:**

- For the EXP24SX drawer, a maximum of twenty-four 2.5-inch SSDs or 2.5-inch HDDs are supported in the #ESLS 24 SAS bays. There can be no mixing of HDDs and SSDs in the same mode 1 drawer. HDDs and SSDs can be mixed in a mode 2 or mode 4 drawer, but they cannot be mixed within a logical split of the drawer. For example, in a mode 2 drawer with two sets of 12 bays, one set can hold SSDs and one set can hold HDDs, but you cannot mix SSDs and HDDs in the same set of 12-bays.
- The EXP24S, EXP24SX, and EXP12SX drawers can be mixed on the same server and on the same PCIe3 adapters.
- The EXP12SX drawer does not support SSD.
The cables that are used to connect an #ESLL or #ESLS storage enclosure to a server are
different from the cables that are used with the 5887 disk drive enclosure. Attachment
between the SAS controller and the storage enclosure SAS ports is through the appropriate
SAS YO12 or X12 cables. The PCIe Gen3 SAS adapters support 6 Gb throughput. The
EXP12SX drawer supports up to 12 Gb throughput if future SAS adapters support that
capability.
The cable options are:
- 3.0M SAS X12 Cable (Two Adapter to Enclosure (#ECDJ)
- 4.5M SAS X12 Active Optical Cable (Two Adapter to Enclosure (#ECDK)
- 10M SAS X12 Active Optical Cable (Two Adapter to Enclosure (#ECDL)
- 1.5M SAS YO12 Cable (Adapter to Enclosure (#ECDT)
- 3.0M SAS YO12 Cable (Adapter to Enclosure (#ECDU)
- 4.5M SAS YO12 Active Optical Cable (Adapter to Enclosure (#ECDV)
- 10M SAS YO12 Active Optical Cable (Adapter to Enclosure (#ECDW)

There are six SAS connectors at the rear of the EXP24SX and EXP12SX drawers to which SAS adapters or controllers are attached. They are labeled T1, T2, and T3; there are two T1, two T2, and two T3 connectors.

- In mode 1, two or four of the six ports are used. Two T2 ports are used for a single SAS adapter, and two T2 and two T3 ports are used with a paired set of two adapters or a dual adapters configuration.
- In mode 2 or mode 4, four ports are used, two T2s and two T3 connectors, to access all the SAS bays.

Figure 2-26 shows the connector locations for the EXP24SX and EXP12SX storage enclosures.

Mode setting is done by IBM Manufacturing. If you need to change the mode after installation, ask your IBM System Services Representative (IBM SSR) for support and direct them Mode Change on Power EXP24SX and EXP12SX SAS Storage Enclosures (Features #ESLL, #ESLS, #ELLL, #ELLS).

For more information about SAS cabling and cabling configurations, see “Connecting an #ESLL or #ESLS storage enclosure to your system” in IBM Knowledge Center.
2.8.2 IBM System Storage

The IBM System Storage Disk Systems products and offerings provide compelling storage solutions with superior value for all levels of business, from entry-level to high-end storage systems. For more information about the various offerings, see Hybrid Storage Solutions:

The following section highlights a few of the offerings.

**IBM Storwize Family**

IBM Storwize® is part of the IBM Spectrum® Virtualize family, and is the ideal solution to optimize the data architecture for business flexibility and data storage efficiency. Different models, such as the IBM Storwize V3700, IBM Storwize V5000, and IBM Storwize V7000, offer storage virtualization, IBM Real-time Compression, Easy Tier®, and many more functions. For more information, see IBM Storwize Family.

**IBM FlashSystem Family**

The IBM FlashSystem® family delivers extreme performance to derive measurable economic value across the data architecture (servers, software, applications, and storage). IBM offers a comprehensive flash portfolio with the IBM FlashSystem family. For more information, see IBM FlashSystem.

**IBM XIV Storage System**

The IBM XIV® Storage System hardware is part of the IBM Spectrum Accelerate family and is a high-end disk storage system, helping thousands of enterprises meet the challenge of data growth with hotspot-free performance and ease of use. Simple scaling, high service levels for dynamic, heterogeneous workloads, and tight integration with hypervisors and the OpenStack platform enable optimal storage agility for cloud environments.

XIV Storage Systems extend ease of use with integrated management for large and multi-site XIV deployments, reducing operational complexity and enhancing capacity planning. For more information, see IBM XIV Storage System.

**IBM System Storage DS8000**

The IBM System Storage DS8000® storage subsystem is a high-performance, high-capacity, and secure storage system that is designed to deliver the highest levels of performance, flexibility, scalability, resiliency, and total overall value for the most demanding, heterogeneous storage environments. The system is designed to manage a broad scope of storage workloads that exist in today’s complex data center, doing it effectively and efficiently.

Additionally, the IBM System Storage DS8000 includes a range of features that automate performance optimization and application quality of service, and also provide the highest levels of reliability and system uptime. For more information, see IBM Knowledge Center.

2.9 Operating system support

The Power E980 server supports the following OSes:

- AIX
- IBM i
- Linux
In addition, the VIOS can be installed in special partitions that provide support to other partitions running AIX or Linux OSes for using features such as virtualized I/O devices, PowerVM Live Partition Mobility (LPM), or PowerVM Active Memory Sharing.

For more information about the software that is available on Power Systems, see IBM Power Systems Software.

### 2.9.1 AIX operating system

The following sections describe the various levels of AIX operating system support.

IBM periodically releases maintenance packages (service packs or technology levels) for the AIX operating system. Information about these packages, downloading, and obtaining the CD-ROM can be found at Fix Central.

The Fix Central website also provides information about how to obtain the fixes that are included on the CD-ROM.

The Service Update Management Assistant (SUMA), which can help you automate the task of checking and downloading operating system downloads, is part of the base operating system. For more information about the `suma` command, see IBM Knowledge Center.

Table 2-30 shows minimum supported AIX levels when using any I/O configuration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Version</th>
<th>Technology level</th>
<th>Service pack</th>
<th>Planned availability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>7 August 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>January 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>14 December 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7 August 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>January 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.1(^a)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>7 August 2018</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) AIX 6.1 service extension is required.

Table 2-31 shows the minimum supported AIX levels when using virtual I/O only.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Version</th>
<th>Technology level</th>
<th>Service pack</th>
<th>Planned availability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7 August 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7 August 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7 August 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7 August 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7 August 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.1(^a)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7 August 2018</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) AIX 6.1 service extension is required.
For compatibility information for hardware features and the corresponding AIX Technology Levels, see IBM Prerequisites.

### 2.9.2 IBM i

IBM i is supported on the Power E980 server by the following minimum required levels:

- IBM i 7.2 TR9 or later
- IBM i 7.3 TR5 or later

For compatibility information for hardware features and the corresponding IBM i Technology Levels, see IBM Prerequisites.

### 2.9.3 Linux operating system

Linux is an open source, cross-platform OS that runs on numerous platforms from embedded systems to mainframe computers. It provides an UNIX like implementation across many computer architectures.

The supported versions of Linux on the Power E980 server are as follows:

- Red Hat Enterprise Linux 7.5 for Power LE (p8compat) or later
- SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 12 Service Pack 3 or later
- SUSE Linux Enterprise Server for SAP with SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 12 Service Pack 3 or later
- SUSE Linux Enterprise Server for SAP with SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 11 Service Pack 4
- SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 15
- Ubuntu 16.04.4

**Service and productivity tools**

Service and productivity tools are available in a YUM repository that you can use to download, and then install all recommended packages for your Red Hat, SUSE Linux, or Fedora distribution. You can find the repository at Service and productivity tools.

Learn about developing on the IBM Power Architecture®, find packages, get access to cloud resources, and discover tools and technologies by going to the Linux on IBM Power Systems Developer Portal.

The IBM Advance Toolchain for Linux on Power is a set of open source compilers, runtime libraries, and development tools that you can use to take leading-edge advantage of POWER hardware features on Linux. For more information, see Advance toolchain for Linux on Power.

For more information about SUSE Linux Enterprise Server, see SUSE Linux Enterprise Server.

For more information about Red Hat Enterprise Linux, see Red Hat Enterprise Linux.

### 2.9.4 Virtual I/O Server

The minimum required level of VIOS for the Power E980 server is VIOS 2.2.6.31 or later.

IBM regularly updates the VIOS code. For more information, see Fix Central.
Virtualization

Virtualization is a key factor for productive and efficient use of IBM Power Systems servers. In this chapter, you find a brief description of virtualization technologies that are available for POWER9 processor-based systems. The following IBM Redbooks publications provide more information about the virtualization features:

- *IBM PowerVM Best Practices*, SG24-8062
- *IBM PowerVM Virtualization Introduction and Configuration*, SG24-7940
- *IBM PowerVM Virtualization Active Memory Sharing*, REDP-4470
- *IBM PowerVM Virtualization Managing and Monitoring*, SG24-7590
3.1 IBM POWER Hypervisor

Power Systems servers that are combined with PowerVM technology offer key capabilities that can help you consolidate and simplify your IT environment:

- Improve server usage and share I/O resources to reduce the total cost of ownership (TCO) and better use IT assets.
- Improve business responsiveness and operational speed by dynamically reallocating resources to applications as needed to better match changing business needs or handle unexpected changes in demand.
- Simplify IT infrastructure management by making workloads independent of hardware resources so that you can make business-driven policies to deliver resources that are based on time, cost, and service-level requirements.

Combined with features in the POWER9 processors, the IBM POWER Hypervisor delivers functions that enable other system technologies, including logical partitioning (LPAR) technology, virtualized processors, IEEE virtual local area network (VLAN)-compatible virtual switch, virtual SCSI adapters, virtual Fibre Channel adapters, and virtual consoles. The POWER Hypervisor is a basic component of the system's firmware and offers the following functions:

- Provides an abstraction between the physical hardware resources and the LPARs that use them.
- Enforces partition integrity by providing a security layer between LPARs.
- Controls the dispatch of virtual processors to physical processors.
- Saves and restores all processor state information during a logical processor context switch.
- Controls hardware I/O interrupt management facilities for LPARs.
- Provides VLAN channels between LPARs that help reduce the need for physical Ethernet adapters for inter-partition communication.
- Monitors the service processor (SP) and performs a reset or reload if it detects the loss of the SP, notifying the operating system if the problem is not corrected.

The POWER Hypervisor is always active, regardless of the system configuration or whether it is connected to the managed console. It requires memory to support the resource assignment of the LPARs on the server. The amount of memory that is required by the POWER Hypervisor firmware varies according to several factors:

- Memory usage for hardware page tables (HPTs)
- Memory usage to support I/O devices
- Memory usage for virtualization

Memory usage for hardware page tables

Each partition on the system has its own HPT that contributes to hypervisor memory usage. The HPT is used by the operating system to translate from effective addresses to physical real addresses in the hardware. This translation from effective to real addresses allows multiple operating systems to run simultaneously in their own logical address space. Whenever a virtual processor for a partition is dispatched on a physical processor, the hypervisor indicates to the hardware the location of the partition HPT that should be used when translating addresses.
The amount of memory for the HPT is based on the maximum memory size of the partition and the HPT ratio. The default HPT ratio is 1/128th (for AIX, Virtual I/O Server (VIOS), and Linux partitions) of the maximum memory size of the partition. AIX, VIOS, and Linux use larger page sizes (16 and 64 KB) instead of using 4 KB pages. Using larger page sizes reduces the overall number of pages that must be tracked, so the overall size of the HPT can be reduced. As an example, for an AIX partition with a maximum memory size of 256 GB, the HPT would be 2 GB.

When defining a partition, the maximum memory size that is specified should be based on the amount of memory that can be dynamically added to the dynamic partition (DLPAR) without having to change the configuration and restart the partition.

In addition to setting the maximum memory size, the HPT ratio can also be configured. The hpt_ratio parameter for the chsyscfg Hardware Management Console (HMC) command can be issued to define the HPT ratio that is used for a partition profile. The valid values are 1:32, 1:64, 1:128, 1:256, or 1:512. Specifying a smaller absolute ratio (1/512 is the smallest value) decreases the overall memory that is assigned to the HPT. Testing is required when changing the HPT ratio because a smaller HPT might incur more CPU consumption because the operating system might need to reload the entries in the HPT more frequently. Most customers choose to use the IBM provided default values for the HPT ratios.

**Memory usage for I/O devices**

In support of I/O operations, the hypervisor maintains structures that are called the translation control entities (TCEs), which provide an information path between I/O devices and partitions. The TCEs provide the address of the I/O buffer, indications of read versus write requests, and other I/O-related attributes. There are many TCEs in use per I/O device, so multiple requests can be active simultaneously to the same physical device. To provide better affinity, the TCEs are spread across multiple processor chips or drawers to improve performance while accessing the TCEs.

For physical I/O devices, the base amount of space for the TCEs is defined by the hypervisor based on the number of I/O devices that are supported. A system that supports high-speed adapters can also be configured to allocate more memory to improve I/O performance. Linux is the only operating system that uses these additional TCEs so that the memory can be freed for use by partitions if the system is using only AIX.

**Memory usage for virtualization features**

Virtualization requires more memory to be allocated by the POWER Hypervisor for hardware statesave areas and various virtualization technologies. For example, on POWER9 processor-based systems, each processor core supports up to eight simultaneous multithreading (SMT) threads of execution, and each thread contains over 80 different registers.

The POWER Hypervisor must set aside save areas for the register contents for the maximum number of virtual processors that is configured. The greater the number of physical hardware devices, the greater the number of virtual devices, the greater the amount of virtualization, and the more hypervisor memory is required. For efficient memory consumption, wanted and maximum values for various attributes (processors, memory, and virtual adapters) should be based on business needs, and not set to values that are significantly higher than actual requirements.
Predicting memory that is used by the POWER Hypervisor

The IBM System Planning Tool (SPT) is a resource that can be used to estimate the amount of hypervisor memory that is required for a specific server configuration. After the SPT executable file is downloaded and installed, you can define a configuration by selecting the correct hardware platform, selecting the installed processors and memory, and defining partitions and partition attributes. SPT can estimate the amount of memory that will be assigned to the hypervisor, which assists you when you change an existing configuration or deploy new servers.

The POWER Hypervisor provides the following types of virtual I/O adapters:

- Virtual SCSI
- Virtual Ethernet
- Virtual Fibre Channel
- Virtual (TTY) console

**Virtual SCSI**

The POWER Hypervisor provides a virtual SCSI mechanism for the virtualization of storage devices. The storage virtualization is accomplished by using two paired adapters: a virtual SCSI server adapter and a virtual SCSI client adapter.

**Virtual Ethernet**

The POWER Hypervisor provides a virtual Ethernet switch function that allows partitions either fast and secure communication on the same server without any need for physical interconnection or connectivity outside of the server if a Layer 2 bridge to a physical Ethernet adapter is set in one VIOS partition, also known as Shared Ethernet Adapter (SEA).

**Virtual Fibre Channel**

A virtual Fibre Channel adapter is a virtual adapter that provides client LPARs with a Fibre Channel connection to a storage area network through the VIOS partition. The VIOS partition provides the connection between the virtual Fibre Channel adapters on the VIOS partition and the physical Fibre Channel adapters on the managed system.

**Virtual (TTY) console**

Each partition must have access to a system console. Tasks such as operating system installation, network setup, and various problem analysis activities require a dedicated system console. The POWER Hypervisor provides the virtual console by using a virtual TTY or serial adapter and a set of hypervisor calls to operate on them. Virtual TTY does not require the purchase of any additional features or software, such as the PowerVM Edition features.
3.1.1 POWER processor modes

Although they are not virtualization features, the POWER processor modes are described here because they affect various virtualization features.

On Power Systems servers, partitions can be configured to run in several modes, including the following modes:

- **POWER7 compatibility mode**
  
  This is the mode for POWER7+ and POWER7 processors, implementing Version 2.06 of the IBM Power Instruction Set Architecture (ISA). For more information, see IBM Knowledge Center.

- **POWER8 compatibility mode**
  
  This is the native mode for POWER8 processors implementing Version 2.07 of the IBM Power ISA. For more information, see IBM Knowledge Center.

- **POWER9 compatibility mode**
  
  This is the native mode for POWER9 processors implementing Version 3.0 of the IBM Power ISA. For more information, see IBM Knowledge Center.
Figure 3-1 shows the available processor modes on a POWER9 processor-based system.

Processor compatibility mode is important when Live Partition Mobility (LPM) migration is planned between different generation of servers. An LPAR that potentially might be migrated to a machine that is managed by a processor from another generation must be activated in a specific compatibility mode.
Table 3-1 shows an example where the processor mode must be selected when a migration from POWER9 to POWER8 is planned.

**Table 3-1  Processor compatibility modes for a POWER9 to POWER8 migration**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source environment POWER9 server</th>
<th>Destination environment POWER8 server</th>
<th>Active migration</th>
<th>Inactive migration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Wanted processor compatibility mode</strong></td>
<td><strong>Current processor compatibility mode</strong></td>
<td><strong>Wanted processor compatibility mode</strong></td>
<td><strong>Current processor compatibility mode</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POWER9</td>
<td>POWER9</td>
<td>Fails because the wanted processor mode is not supported on the destination.</td>
<td>Fails because the wanted processor mode is not supported on the destination.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POWER9</td>
<td>POWER8</td>
<td>Fails because the wanted processor mode is not supported on the destination.</td>
<td>Fails because the wanted processor mode is not supported on the destination.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Default</td>
<td>POWER9</td>
<td>Fails because the wanted processor mode is not supported on destination.</td>
<td>Default</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POWER8</td>
<td>POWER8</td>
<td>POWER8</td>
<td>POWER8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Default</td>
<td>POWER8</td>
<td>POWER8</td>
<td>Default</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POWER7</td>
<td>POWER7</td>
<td>POWER7</td>
<td>POWER7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** The AME feature is not supported by IBM i and the Linux operating systems.

### 3.2 Active Memory Expansion

Active Memory Expansion (AME) is an optional feature code (FC) for the Power E980 server.

This FC enables memory expansion on the system. By using compression and decompression of memory, content can effectively expand the maximum memory capacity, providing more server workload capacity and performance.

AME is a technology that allows the effective maximum memory capacity to be much larger than the true physical memory maximum. Compression and decompression of memory content can allow memory expansion up to 1000% for AIX partitions, which in turn enables a partition to perform more work or support more users with the same physical amount of memory. Similarly, it can allow a server to run more partitions and do more work for the same physical amount of memory.

### 3.3 Single Root I/O Virtualization

Single Root I/O Virtualization (SR-IOV) is an extension to the Peripheral Component Interconnect Express (PCIe) specification that allows multiple operating systems to simultaneously share a PCIe adapter with little or no runtime involvement from a hypervisor or other virtualization intermediary.
SR-IOV is PCI standard architecture that enables PCIe adapters to become self-virtualizing. It enables adapter consolidation through sharing, much like logical partitioning enables server consolidation. With an adapter capable of SR-IOV, you can assign virtual slices of a single physical adapter to multiple partitions through logical ports; all of this is done without a VIOS.

POWER9 provides the following SR-IOV enhancements:

- Faster ports: 10 Gb, 25 Gb, 40 Gb, and 100 Gb
- More virtual functions (VFs) per port: Sixty VFs per port (120 VFs per adapter) for 100-Gb adapters
- vNIC and vNIC failover support for Linux

For more information, see *IBM Power Systems SR-IOV: Technical Overview and Introduction*, REDP-5065.

## 3.4 PowerVM

The PowerVM platform is the family of technologies, capabilities, and offerings that delivers industry-leading virtualization on Power Systems servers. It is the umbrella branding term for Power Systems virtualization (logical partitioning, IBM Micro-Partitioning®, POWER Hypervisor, VIOS, LPM, and more). As with Advanced Power Virtualization in the past, PowerVM is a combination of hardware enablement and software.

**Note:** PowerVM Enterprise Edition License Entitlement is now included with each Power E980 server. PowerVM Enterprise Edition is available as a hardware feature (#EPVV) and supports up to 20 partitions per core, VIOS, and multiple shared processor pools (MSPPs). It also offers LPM, Active Memory Sharing, and IBM PowerVP performance monitoring.

### Logical partitions

LPARs and virtualization increase the usage of system resources and add a level of configuration possibilities.

Logical partitioning is the ability to make a server that is run as though it were two or more independent servers. When you logically partition a server, you divide the resources on the server into subsets called LPARs. You can install software on an LPAR, and the LPAR runs as an independent logical server with the resources that you allocated to the LPAR. LPAR is the equivalent of a virtual machine (VM).

You can assign processors, memory, and input/output devices to LPARs. You can run AIX and Linux, and VIOS in LPARs. VIOS provides virtual I/O resources to other LPARs with general-purpose operating systems.

LPARs share a few system attributes, such as the system serial number, system model, and processor FCs. All other system attributes can vary from one LPAR to another.

### Micro-Partitioning

When you use the Micro-Partitioning technology, you can allocate fractions of processors to an LPAR. An LPAR that uses fractions of processors is also known as a shared processor partition or micropartition. Micropartitions run over a set of processors that is called a shared processor pool (SPP), and virtual processors are used to let the operating system manage the fractions of processing power that are assigned to the LPAR. From an operating system perspective, a virtual processor cannot be distinguished from a physical processor unless the
operating system is enhanced to determine the difference. Physical processors are abstracted into virtual processors that are available to partitions.

On the POWER9 processors, a partition can be defined with a processor capacity as small as 0.05 processing units. This number represents 0.05 of a physical core. Each physical core can be shared by up to 20 shared processor partitions, and the partition’s entitlement can be incremented fractionally by as little as 0.05 of the processor. The shared processor partitions are dispatched and time-sliced on the physical processors under the control of the POWER Hypervisor. The shared processor partitions are created and managed by the HMC.

The Power E980 server supports up to 192 cores in a single system. Here are the maximum numbers:

- 192 dedicated partitions
- 1000 micropartitions (1000 is the maximum that is supported by PowerVM.)

The maximum amounts are supported by the hardware, but the practical limits depend on application workload demands.

**Processing mode**

When you create an LPAR, you can assign entire processors for dedicated use, or you can assign partial processing units from an SPP. This setting defines the processing mode of the LPAR.

**Dedicated mode**

In dedicated mode, physical processors are assigned as a whole to partitions. The SMT feature in the POWER9 processor core allows the core to run instructions from two, four, or eight independent software threads simultaneously.

**Shared dedicated mode**

On POWER9 processor-based servers, you can configure dedicated partitions to become processor donors for idle processors that they own, allowing for the donation of spare CPU cycles from dedicated processor partitions to an SPP. The dedicated partition maintains absolute priority for dedicated CPU cycles. Enabling this feature can help increase system usage without compromising the computing power for critical workloads in a dedicated processor.

**Shared mode**

In shared mode, LPARs use virtual processors to access fractions of physical processors. Shared partitions can define any number of virtual processors (the maximum number is 20 times the number of processing units that are assigned to the partition). The POWER Hypervisor dispatches virtual processors to physical processors according to the partition’s processing units entitlement. One processing unit represents one physical processor’s processing capacity. All partitions receive a total CPU time equal to their processing unit’s entitlement. The logical processors are defined on top of virtual processors. So, even with a virtual processor, the concept of a logical processor exists, and the number of logical processors depends on whether SMT is turned on or off.

### 3.4.1 Multiple shared processor pools

MSPPs are supported on POWER9 processor-based servers. This capability allows a system administrator to create a set of micropartitions with the purpose of controlling the processor capacity that can be used from the physical SPP.
Micropartitions are created and then identified as members of either the default processor pool or a user-defined SPP. The virtual processors that exist within the set of micropartitions are monitored by the POWER Hypervisor, and processor capacity is managed according to user-defined attributes.

If the Power Systems server is under heavy load, each micropartition within an SPP is assured of its processor entitlement, plus any capacity that it might be allocated from the reserved pool capacity if the micropartition is uncapped.

If certain micropartitions in an SPP do not use their capacity entitlement, the unused capacity is ceded and other uncapped micropartitions within the same SPP are allocated the additional capacity according to their uncapped weighting. In this way, the entitled pool capacity of an SPP is distributed to the set of micropartitions within that SPP.

All Power Systems servers that support the MSPPs capability have a minimum of one (the default) SPP and up to a maximum of 64 SPPs.

### 3.4.2 Virtual I/O Server

The VIOS is part of PowerVM. It is a specific appliance that allows the sharing of physical resources between LPARs to allow more efficient usage (for example, consolidation). In this case, the VIOS owns the physical resources (SCSI, Fibre Channel, network adapters, or optical devices) and allows client partitions to share access to them, thus minimizing the number of physical adapters in the system. The VIOS eliminates the requirement that every partition owns a dedicated network adapter, disk adapter, and disk drive. The VIOS supports OpenSSH for secure remote logins. It also provides a firewall for limiting access by ports, network services, and IP addresses.

Figure 3-2 shows an overview of a VIOS configuration.

![Figure 3-2 Architectural view of the VIOS](image)

It is a preferred practice to run two VIOSes per physical server.

**Shared Ethernet Adapter**

A SEA can be used to connect a physical Ethernet network to a virtual Ethernet network. The SEA provides this access by connecting the POWER Hypervisor VLANs to the VLANs on the external switches. Because the SEA processes packets at Layer 2, the original MAC address
and VLAN tags of the packet are visible to other systems on the physical network. IEEE 802.1 VLAN tagging is supported.

By using the SEA, several client partitions can share one physical adapter, and you can connect internal and external VLANs by using a physical adapter. The SEA service can be hosted only in the VIOS, not in a general-purpose AIX or Linux partition, and acts as a Layer 2 network bridge to securely transport network traffic between virtual Ethernet networks (internal) and one or more (Etherchannel) physical network adapters (external). These virtual Ethernet network adapters are defined by the POWER Hypervisor on the VIOS.

**Virtual SCSI**

Virtual SCSI is used to view a virtualized implementation of the SCSI protocol. Virtual SCSI is based on a client/server relationship. The VIOS LPAR owns the physical resources and acts as a server or, in SCSI terms, a target device. The client LPARs access the virtual SCSI backing storage devices that are provided by the VIOS as clients.

The virtual I/O adapters (a virtual SCSI server adapter and a virtual SCSI client adapter) are configured by using a managed console or through the Integrated Virtualization Management (IVM) on smaller systems. The virtual SCSI server (target) adapter is responsible for running any SCSI commands that it receives. It is owned by the VIOS partition. The virtual SCSI client adapter allows a client partition to access physical SCSI and SAN-attached devices and LUNs that are assigned to the client partition. The provisioning of virtual disk resources is provided by the VIOS.
N_Port ID Virtualization

N_Port ID Virtualization (NPIV) is a technology that allows multiple LPARs to access independent physical storage through the same physical Fibre Channel adapter. This adapter is attached to a VIOS partition that acts only as a pass-through, managing the data transfer through the POWER Hypervisor.

Each partition has one or more virtual Fibre Channel adapters, each with their own pair of unique worldwide port names, enabling you to connect each partition to independent physical storage on a SAN. Unlike virtual SCSI, only the client partitions see the disk.

For more information and requirements for NPIV, see *IBM PowerVM Virtualization Managing and Monitoring*, SG24-7590.

3.4.3 Live Partition Mobility

LPM allows you to move a running LPAR from one system to another without disruption. Inactive partition mobility allows you to move a powered-off LPAR from one system to another one.

LPM provides systems management flexibility and improves system availability by:

- Avoiding planned outages for hardware upgrade or firmware maintenance.
- Avoiding unplanned downtime. With preventive failure management, if a server indicates a potential failure, you can move its LPARs to another server before the failure occurs.

For more information and requirements for LPM, see *IBM PowerVM Live Partition Mobility*, SG24-7460.

3.4.4 Active Memory Sharing

Active Memory Sharing provides system memory virtualization capabilities, allowing multiple partitions to share a common pool of physical memory.

The physical memory of a Power Systems server can be assigned to multiple partitions in either dedicated or shared mode. A system administrator can assign some physical memory to a partition and some physical memory to a pool that is shared by other partitions. A single partition can have either dedicated or shared memory:

- With a pure dedicated memory model, the system administrator's task is to optimize available memory distribution among partitions. When a partition suffers degradation because of memory constraints and other partitions have unused memory, the administrator can manually issue a dynamic memory reconfiguration.
- With a shared memory model, the system automatically decides the optimal distribution of the physical memory to partitions and adjusts the memory assignment based on partition load. The administrator reserves physical memory for the shared memory pool, assigns partitions to the pool, and provides access limits to the pool.

3.4.5 Active Memory Deduplication

In a virtualized environment, the systems might have a considerable amount of duplicated information that is stored on RAM after each partition has its own operating system, and some of them might even share kinds of applications. On heavily loaded systems, this behavior might lead to a shortage of the available memory resources, forcing paging by the Active Memory Sharing partition operating systems, the Active Memory Deduplication pool, or both, which might decrease overall system performance.
Active Memory Deduplication allows the POWER Hypervisor to map dynamically identical partition memory pages to a single physical memory page within a shared memory pool. This way enables a better usage of the Active Memory Sharing shared memory pool, increasing the system’s overall performance by avoiding paging. Deduplication can cause the hardware to incur fewer cache misses, which also leads to improved performance.

Active Memory Deduplication depends on the Active Memory Sharing feature being available, and it uses CPU cycles that are donated by the Active Memory Sharing pool’s VIOS partitions to identify deduplicated pages. The operating systems that are running on the Active Memory Sharing partitions can suggest to the POWER Hypervisor that some pages (such as frequently referenced read-only code pages) are good for deduplication.

### 3.4.6 Remote Restart

Remote Restart is a high availability option for partitions. If there is an error that causes a server outage, a partition that is configured for Remote Restart can be restarted on a different physical server. At times, it might take longer to start the server, in which case the Remote Restart function can be used for faster reprovisioning of the partition. Typically, this can be done faster than restarting the server that stopped and then restarting the partitions. The Remote Restart function relies on technology similar to LPM where a partition is configured with storage on a SAN that is shared (accessible) by the server that will host the partition.

HMC V9R2 provides the following enhancements to the Remote Restart feature.

- Remote restart a partition with reduced or minimum CPU/memory on the target system.
- Remote restart by choosing a different virtual switch on the target system.
- Remote restart the partition without turning on the partition on the target system.
- Remote restart the partition for test purposes when the source-managed system is in the Operating or Standby state.
- Remote restart through the REST API.
Reliability, availability, serviceability, and manageability

This chapter provides information about reliability, availability, and serviceability (RAS) design and features of the IBM Power E980 system.

The elements of RAS can be described as follows:

- **Reliability**: Indicates how infrequently a defect or fault in a server occurs.
- **Availability**: Indicates how infrequently the functioning of a system or application is impacted by a fault or defect.
- **Serviceability**: Indicates how well faults and their effects are communicated to system managers and how efficiently and nondisruptively the faults are repaired.
4.1 Power E980 specific RAS enhancements

The Power E980 system defines the most current implementation of a modular, multi-node design that was introduced with the POWER5 processor-based IBM eServer™ p5 model 570 (9117-570) in 2004. The p5-570 system built on a long tradition of refined reliability, availability, and serviceability (RAS) features. With each successive POWER processor generation, more RAS enhancements were released that cumulated in the comprehensive RAS implementation of the Power E980 system. The Power E980 server inherits the basic RAS design elements of the POWER8 processor-based Power System E870, Power System E870C, Power System E880, and Power System E880C servers.

The remainder of this section provides reference lists of strategic RAS features that are implemented in Power E980 servers. More detailed explanations for individual features are given in subsequent sections of this chapter and in Power Processor-Based Systems RAS.

The POWER9 processor-based Power E980 RAS enhancements, which are unique to this enterprise class server, are as follows:

- Internode symmetric multiprocessing (SMP) cable redundancy
- 8-bit wide (x8) dual inline memory module (DIMM) ranks with Chipkill correction
- Custom DIMM (CDIMM) support with extra spare DRAM chips
- Asynchronous clocking across system nodes
- Redundant system clock with concurrent failover per system node
- Redundant Flexible Service Processor (FSP) with concurrent failover
- Dedicated receptacles that are not on the FSP card, but are on the system control unit (SCU) rear panel to facilitate FSP to system node interconnects, which improves the serviceably of the FSP card
- A SCU drawer with concurrent maintenance support for fans and redundant electrical power that is supplied by up to two system nodes
- Voltage regulators with N+1 phase redundancy and integrated spare

RAS features that are specific to the enterprise class servers and are shared by the Power E980 and Power E950 systems are as follows:

- Core-contained checkstops
- Extended L2/L3/L4 cache line-delete
- IBM memory buffer support and spare DRAM module capacity with 4 bit wide (x4) DIMMs
- Memory row repair
- Active Memory Mirroring (AMM) for Hypervisor
- Internal Non-Volatile Memory Express (NVMe) drive boot support
- Voltage regulators with N+1 phase redundancy
- Redundant/spare voltage phases on voltage converters for levels feeding processors, Power E980 memory CDIMMs, or Power E950 memory riser cards
- PCIe3 optical cable adapter with new routing for clock logic within the card and extra recovery procedures for faults during initial program load (IPL)
New concurrently maintainable operator panel design that is composed of a separate base and LED unit and a USB connection

Time-of-day battery concurrent maintenance

The following list shows the POWER9 processor base RAS features that are shared among all POWER9 processor-based systems. It also shows important infrastructure-related RAS features that pertain to the Power E980 system but are shared with the POWER9 scale-out servers Power System S914, Power System S922, Power System S924, Power System H922, and Power System H924.

- Traditional POWER9 processor RAS features include first failure data capture (FFDC), processor instruction retry, L2/L3 cache error correction code (ECC) protection with cache line-delete, and a power/cooling monitor function integrated into an on chip controller (OCC)
- OCC error handling with power safe mode
- New POWER9 cyclic redundancy check (CRC) including retry capability and spare data lane support for the processor fabric bus
- Memory ECC with Chipkill handling
- Memory scrubbing
- Memory preserving IPL
- Dynamic memory relocation
- Enhanced error handling (EEH) for all adapters
- I/O adapter concurrent maintenance with PowerVM virtualization or operating system (OS) software-based redundancy support
- Hot-swap direct access storage devices (DASDs)
- At least n+1 redundancy and concurrent maintenance support for power supplies and fans of each system node
- Power cord redundancy
- Redundant vital product data (VPD)
- Emergency power-off (EPOW) reporting
- Concurrent firmware updates

Table 4-1 provides a comparison between IBM POWER9 scale-out and POWER9 enterprise-class systems regarding significant RAS features:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>POWER9 1- and 2-socket systems*</th>
<th>POWER9 Power E950</th>
<th>POWER9 Power E980</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Base POWER9 processor RAS features:</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.2 Reliability

Highly reliable systems are built with highly reliable components. On IBM POWER processor-based systems, this basic principle is expanded upon by using a clear design for the reliability architecture and methodology. A concentrated, systematic, and architecture-based approach improves the overall system reliability with each successive generation of system offerings. Reliability can be improved in primarily three ways:

- Reducing the number of components
- Using higher reliability grade parts
- Reducing the stress on the components

In the POWER9 processor-based systems, elements of all three are used to improve system reliability.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>POWER9 1- and 2-socket systems&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>POWER9 Power E950</th>
<th>POWER9 Power E980</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>POWER9 enterprise RAS features:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▶ Extended L2/L3 cache line-delete</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▶ Core contained checkstops</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POWER9 multi-node Enterprise RAS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▶ Across node ½ bandwidth capability</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▶ Asynchronous clocking across nodes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peripheral Component Interconnect Express (PCIe) hot-plug with processor-integrated PCIe controller</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory DIMM support with ECC checking supporting x4 Chipkill</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBM memory buffer support and spare DRAM module capability with x4 DIMMS</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x8 DIMM with Chipkill correction for marked faulty DRAM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDIMM support with extra spare DRAMs</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMM for Hypervisor</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes (feature)</td>
<td>Yes (base)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redundant/spare voltage phases on voltage converters for levels feeding processor and memory DIMMs or risers</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Redundant</td>
<td>Both redundant and spare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redundant global processor clocks with concurrent failover</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redundant service processor (SP) with concurrent failover</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-node support</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


b. Some features require PowerVM.
During the design and development process, subsystems go through rigorous verification and integration testing processes. During system manufacturing, systems go through a thorough testing process to help ensure the highest level of product quality.

### 4.2.1 Designed for reliability

Systems that are designed with fewer components and interconnects have fewer opportunities to fail. Simple design choices, such as integrating processor cores on a single POWER chip, can reduce the opportunity for system failures. The POWER9 chip supports many cores per processor module, and the PCIe Gen4 I/O controller function is integrated into the processor module, which generates a PCIe bus directly from the processor module. Additionally, the POWER9 chip also provides compression and encryption functional units and the integrated circuit logic to attach external accelerators and devices through the Coherent Accelerator Processor Interface (CAPI), OpenCAPI, and NVLink protocols.

Parts selection also plays a critical role in overall system reliability. IBM uses stringent design criteria to select server-grade components that are extensively tested and qualified to meet and exceed a minimum design life of 7 years. By selecting higher reliability grade components, the frequency of all failures is lowered, and the failure of parts is not expected within the OS life. Component failure rates can be further improved by burning in select components or running the system before shipping it to the client. This period of high stress removes the weaker components with higher failure rates, that is, it cuts off the front end of the traditional failure rate bathtub curve (see Figure 4-1).

![Failure rate bathtub curve](image)

**Figure 4-1** Failure rate bathtub curve
4.2.2 Placement of components

Packaging is designed to deliver both high performance and high reliability. For example, the reliability of electronic components is directly related to their thermal environment. Large decreases in component reliability are directly correlated to relatively small increases in temperature. All POWER processor-based systems are packaged to ensure adequate cooling. Critical system components, such as the POWER9 processor chips, are positioned on the system board so that they receive clear air flow during operation. POWER9 systems use a premium fan with an extended life to further reduce overall system failure rate and provide adequate cooling for the critical system components.

4.3 Processor RAS details

The more reliable a system or subsystem is, the more available it should be. Nevertheless, considerable effort is made to design systems that can detect faults that occur and take steps to minimize or eliminate the outages that are associated with them. These design capabilities extend availability beyond what can be obtained through the underlying reliability of the hardware.

This design for availability begins with implementing an architecture for error detection and fault isolation (ED/FI).

FFDC is the capability of IBM hardware and microcode to continuously monitor hardware functions. Within the processor and memory subsystem, detailed monitoring is done by circuits within the hardware components themselves. Fault information is gathered into fault isolation registers (FIRs) and reported to the appropriate components for handling.

Processor and memory errors that are recoverable in nature are typically reported to the dedicated SP that is built into each system. The dedicated SP then works with the hardware to determine the course of action to be taken for each fault.

4.3.1 Correctable error introduction

Intermittent or soft errors are typically tolerated within the hardware design by using ECC or advanced techniques to try operations again after a fault.

Tolerating a correctable solid fault runs the risk that the fault aligns with a soft error and causes an uncorrectable error situation. There is also the risk that a correctable error is predictive of a fault that continues to worsen over time, resulting in an uncorrectable error condition.

You can predictively deallocate a component to prevent correctable errors from aligning with soft errors or other hardware faults and causing uncorrectable errors to avoid such situations. However, unconfiguring components, such as processor cores or entire caches in memory, can reduce the performance or capacity of a system, which typically requires that the failing hardware is replaced in the system. The resulting service action can also temporarily impact system availability.

To avoid such situations in solid faults in POWER9 processor-based systems, processors or memory might be candidates for correction by using the “self-healing” features built into the hardware, such as taking advantage of a spare DRAM module within a memory DIMM, a spare data lane on a processor or memory bus, or spare capacity within a cache module.
When such self-healing is successful, you avoid having to replace any hardware for a solid correctable fault. The ability to predictively unconfigure a processor core is still available for faults that cannot be repaired by self-healing techniques or because the sparing or self-healing capacity is exhausted.

4.3.2 Uncorrectable error introduction

An uncorrectable error can be defined as a fault that can cause incorrect instruction execution within logic functions, or an uncorrectable error in data that is stored in caches, registers, or other data structures. In less sophisticated designs, a detected uncorrectable error nearly always results in the termination of an entire system. The more advanced RAS design of POWER processor-based systems means that in some cases the system might be able to stop the application by using the hardware that failed. This RAS design requires that uncorrectable errors are detected by the hardware and reported to software layers, and the software layers are responsible for determining how to minimize the impact of faults.

One extra advantage of the special ECC that is used in data error detection is that the hardware can distinguish between an initial ECC error that is related to a specific component of the data path and one that was passed along from earlier data transfer stages. This advantage allows the correct component, the one originating the fault, to be reported as the component to be replaced.

The advanced RAS features that are built into POWER9 processor-based systems handle certain “uncorrectable” errors in ways that minimize the impact of the faults, even keeping an entire system running after experiencing a failure.

Depending on the fault, a recovery might use the virtualization capabilities of PowerVM so that the OS or any applications that are running in the system are not impacted or must participate in the recovery.

4.3.3 Processor core/cache error handling

Layer 2 (L2) and Layer 3 (L3) caches and directories can correct single-bit errors and detect double-bit errors by using ECC (SEC/DED ECC). When a persistent correctable error occurs in these caches, the system can purge the data in the cache (writing to another level of the hierarchy) and delete it. Beyond soft error correction, the intent of the POWER9 design is to manage a solid correctable error in an L2 or L3 cache by using techniques to delete a cache line with a persistent issue, or to repair a column of an L3 cache dynamically by using spare capability.

Information about column and row repair operations is stored persistently for processors so that more permanent repairs can be made during processor reinitialization (during system restart, or individual Core Power on Reset by using the Power-On Reset Engine (PORE)).

Soft errors that are detected in the level 1 cache are also correctable by a try again operation that is handled by the hardware. But instead of using error correcting code, intermittent L1 cache errors can be corrected by using data from elsewhere in the cache hierarchy. A portion of an L1 cache can be disabled (set delete) to avoid outages due to persistent hard errors. If too many errors are observed across multiple sets, the core that uses the L1 cache can be predictively deallocated.

Separate from the system caches and the description above are cache directories that provide indexing to the caches. These also have single-bit error correction, but uncorrectable directory errors typically result in system checkstops.
Beyond soft error correction, the intent of the POWER9 design is to manage a solid correctable error in an L2 or L3 cache by using techniques to delete a cache line with a persistent issue.

Beyond the L1, L2, and L3 functional units, single-bit correcting ECC is used in multiple areas of the processor as the standard means of protecting data against single-bit errors. This includes a number of the internal buses where data is passed between units.

### 4.3.4 Cache uncorrectable error handling

If a fault within a cache occurs that cannot be corrected with SEC/DED ECC, the faulty cache element is unconfigured from the system. Typically, this is done by purging and deleting a single cache line. Such purge and delete operations are contained within the hardware itself, and prevent a faulty cache line from being reused and causing multiple errors.

During the cache purge operation, the data that is stored in the cache line is corrected where possible. If correction is not possible, the associated cache line is marked with a special ECC code that indicates that the cache line itself has bad data.

Nothing within the system stops just because such an event is encountered. Rather, the hardware monitors the usage of pages with marks. If such data is never used, hardware replacement is requested, but nothing stops as a result of the operation. Software layers are not required to handle such faults.

Only when data is loaded to be processed by a processor core or sent out to an I/O adapter is any further action needed. In such cases, if data is used as owned by a partition, then the partition OS might be responsible for stopping itself or just the program by using the marked page. If data is owned by the hypervisor, then the hypervisor might choose to stop, resulting in a system-wide outage.

However, the exposure to such events is minimized because cache-lines can be deleted, which eliminates the repetition of an uncorrectable fault that is in a particular cache-line.

### 4.3.5 Cyclic redundancy check and lane repair for processor fabric buses

ECC is used internally in various data paths as data is transmitted between processor units. However, externally to the processor, high-speed data buses can be susceptible to occasional multiple bit errors due to electrical noise, timing drift, and various other factors.

Previous POWER processor implementations such as POWER8 processors use CRC to detect multiple bit errors on the memory bus. The data can be corrected by the memory controller’s ability to retry a faulty operation. If the memory bus experiences multiple CRC errors that must be corrected by retry, the memory controller can be dynamically retrained to reestablish optimal bus performance. If retraining a bus does not correct a persistent soft error, the fault might be because of a faulty bit line on the bus itself. The memory bus contains a dynamic spare bit line (dynamic memory channel repair) function that allows the memory controller to identify a persistently faulty bit line and to substitute a spare.

With the introduction of the POWER9 processor, the CRC code for error detection, the retry capability on error conditions, and the ability to substitute a faulty data lane are extended to the processor fabric bus interfaces for both the onboard processor interconnect (X-bus) and the internode processor interconnect (O-bus).
4.3.6 Split internode connection bus with symmetric multiprocessing cable redundancy

A Power E980 system node uses up to three internode connection buses (O-buses) per processor module to facilitate the SMP communication with the other system nodes that are part of a multi-node configuration. One internode connection bus is subdivided into two sets of lanes with one SMP cable that is connected through a dedicated port to each of the two sets. If there is a persistent error that is confined to the data on a single cable, the related POWER9 processor-based module can reduce the bandwidth of the bus and send data across the remaining SMP cable.

4.3.7 Processor instruction retry and other try again techniques

Within the processor core, soft error events might occur that interfere with the various computation units. When such an event can be detected before a failing instruction is completed, the processor hardware might be able to try the operation again by using the advanced RAS feature that is known as processor instruction retry.

Processor instruction retry allows the system to recover from soft faults that otherwise result in an outage of applications or the entire server.

Try again techniques are used in other parts of the system as well. Faults that are detected on the memory bus that connects processor memory controllers to DIMMs can be tried again. In POWER9 processor-based systems, the memory controller is designed with a replay buffer that allows memory transactions to be tried again after certain faults internal to the memory controller are detected. This complements the try again abilities of the memory buffer module that is used in the Power E950 and Power E980 servers.

4.3.8 Predictive processor deallocation

Because of the amount of self-healing that is incorporated in POWER9 processor-based systems and as the extensive error recovery features that are implemented, it is rare that an entire processor core must be predictively deallocated due to a persistent recoverable error.

If such cases do occur, PowerVM can start a process for deallocating the failing processor dynamically at run time. This process interacts with the OS that holds access to the processor in question, and requires that control over the processor be ceded by the OS.

4.3.9 Core-contained checkstops and PowerVM handled errors

Core hardware faults that cannot be contained by processor instruction retry and the other previously described features that are defined in the hierarchy might be handled through PowerVM by a technique called core-contained checkstops.

The core-contained checkstop technology allows PowerVM to be signaled when such faults occur and stop the code that is being used by the failing processor core. This feature allows the outage that is associated with the fault to be contained to the logical partition (LPAR) by using the core that was being used when the uncorrectable fault occurred.

The core-contained checkstop feature is beneficial for scale-up IBM Power Systems servers such as the Power E980 server, which typically host many LPARs. However, a core-contained checkstop signaling that a fault occurred on a core running a hypervisor instruction typically results in hypervisor termination and a full system outage.
Processor designs without processor instruction retry typically must resort to such techniques for all faults that can be contained to an instruction in a processor core.

PowerVM can handle certain other hardware faults without stopping applications, such as an error in specific data structures (faults in translation tables or lookaside buffers).

4.3.10 PCIe controller and enhanced error handling

Each processor has three elements that are called PCIe hubs that generate the various PCIe Gen4 buses that are used in the system. The hub can “freeze” operations when certain faults occur, and in certain cases can retry and recover from the fault condition. This hub freeze behavior prevents faulty data from being written out through the I/O hub system and prevents reliance on faulty data within the processor complex when certain errors are detected.

Along with this hub freeze behavior is what is termed as Enhanced Error Handling for I/O (EEH for I/O). This capability signals device drivers when various PCIe bus-related faults occur. Device drivers may attempt to restart the adapter after such faults (EEH recovery.)

A clock error in the PCIe clocking can be signaled and recovered by using EEH in any system that incorporates redundant PCIe clocks with dynamic failover enabled.

4.3.11 Memory channel checkstops and hypervisor memory mirroring

The memory controller that communicates between the processor and the memory buffer has its own set of methods for containing errors or retry operations.

Some severe faults require that memory under a portion of the controller becomes inaccessible to prevent reliance on incorrect data. There are cases where the fault can be limited to just one memory channel. In these cases, the memory controller asserts what is known as a channel checkstop. In systems without hypervisor memory mirroring, a channel checkstop usually results in a system outage. However, with hypervisor memory mirroring, the hypervisor continues to operate despite the memory channel checkstop.

4.3.12 Persistent guarding of failed elements

Not all processor core or processor module faults can be corrected by using the techniques that are described in this chapter. Therefore, a provision is made for faults that require a system-wide outage. In such a “platform” checkstop event, the ED/FI capabilities that are built in to the hardware and dedicated SP work to isolate the root cause of the checkstop and unconfigure the faulty element where possible so that the system can restart with the failed component that is unconfigured from the system.

The auto-restart (restart) option, when enabled, can restart the system automatically following an unrecoverable firmware error, firmware hang, hardware failure, or environmentally induced failure.

The auto-restart (restart) option must be enabled from the Advanced System Management Interface (ASMI).
4.4 Memory RAS details

One POWER9 processor-based module of a Power E980 server provides two integrated memory controllers to facilitate access to the main memory of the system. One memory controller drives four differential memory interface (DMI) channels with a maximum signaling rate of 9.6 GHz. Every DMI channel connects to one dedicated memory buffer chip. Each memory buffer chip provides four DDR4 memory ports running at a 1,600 MHz signal rate and one 16 MB L4 cache. A single memory buffer chip is mounted with the associated DRAM chips on one circuit board. This arrangement is referred to as CDIMM module.

Figure 4-2 shows the memory subsystem design of a POWER9 processor-based module that is based on two memory controllers and eight DMI channels that connect to eight 32 GB CDIMMs each.

![Figure 4-2 Power E980 memory protection features](image)

The memory buffer chip is manufactured in 22-nm lithography and incorporates similar technologies that are used by POWER9 processor-based functional units to avoid soft errors. The integrated L4 cache is based on embedded DRAM (eDRAM) technology with soft error hardening and persistent error handling features. The memory buffer implements a try again for many internally detected faults. This function complements a replay buffer in the memory controller in the processor, which also handles internally detected soft errors.

The bus between a processor memory controller and a CDIMM uses CRC error detection that is coupled with the ability to retry a memory access operation in case a soft error occurs. The bus features dynamic recalibration capabilities and a spare data lane that can be substituted for a failing bus lane through the recalibration process.

The memory buffer on each CDIMM has four ports for communicating with DRAM modules. For example, the 32 GB DDR4 DIMM features one rank that is composed of four ports of eight columns-wide (x8) DRAM modules and each port contains 10 DRAM modules.

For each such port, there are eight DRAM modules worth of data (64 bits) and another DRAM module’s worth of error correction and other such data. There also is a spare DRAM module for each port that can be substituted for a failing DRAM chip.
Two ranks on different IS DIMMs are combined into a 128-bit ESS word. The ECC that is deployed can correct the result of an entire DRAM module that is faulty. This process is also known as Chipkill correction. Then, it can correct at least one other bit within the ECC word.

The extra spare DRAM modules are used so that when a CDIMM experiences a Chipkill event within the DRAM modules under a port, the spare DRAM module can be substituted for a failing module. This substitution avoids the need to replace the CDIMM for a single Chipkill event.

Depending on how DRAM modules fail, it might be possible to tolerate up to four DRAM modules failing on a single CDIMM without needing to replace the CDIMM. Such a deprecated CDIMM still supports the full memory access bandwidth and also can correct soft errors within the functional DRAM chips through ECC.

Other CDIMMs are offered for Power E980 systems:

- A 64 GB DDR4 CDIMM has two ranks, where each rank is similar to the 32 GB DDR4 CDIMM with DRAM modules on four ports and each port has 10 x8 DRAM modules.
- The 128 GB DDR4 CDIMM modules use two ranks with a total of 152 x4 8 Gb capacity DRAM chips. The 256 GB DDR4 CDIMM modules use the same number DRAM chips, but the DRAMs are two-high (2H) 3D-stacked (3DS) and the number of ranks doubled to four.
- The 512 GB CDIMM modules use 152 four-high (4H) 3D-stacked (3DS) DRAM chips on eight ranks to support the specified capacity.

In addition to the protection that is provided by the ECC and sparing capabilities, the memory subsystem implements memory scrubbing to identify and correct single-bit soft-errors. The PowerVM hypervisor is informed of incidents of single-cell persistent (hard) faults for deallocation of associated pages. However, because of the ECC and sparing capabilities that are used, such memory page deallocation is not relied upon for repair of faulty hardware.

Finally, should an uncorrectable error in data be encountered, the memory that is affected is marked with a Special Uncorrectable Error (SUE) code and handled as described in 4.3.4, “Cache uncorrectable error handling” on page 132.

### 4.5 PCIe I/O subsystem RAS details

In POWER8 processor-based systems, the external I/O hub and bridge adapters were eliminated in favor of a topology that integrates the PEC and the PCIe host bridge (PHB) logic into the processor module. PCIe buses that are generated directly from a PHB can drive individual I/O slots or a PCIe switch. The integrated PEC supports try again (end-point error recovery) and freezing features. With POWER9 processors, this design was carried forward to support PCIe 4.0 technology.

#### 4.5.1 I/O subsystem availability and enhanced error handling

Multi-path I/O and Virtual I/O Server (VIOS) for I/O adapters and RAID for storage devices must be used to prevent application outages when I/O adapter faults occur.

To permit soft or intermittent faults to be recovered without failover to an alternative device or I/O path, Power Systems hardware supports EEH for I/O adapters and PCIe bus faults.
EEH allows EEH-aware device drivers to try again after certain non-fatal I/O events to avoid failover, especially in cases where a soft error is encountered. EEH also allows device drivers to stop if there is an intermittent hard error or other unrecoverable errors while protecting against reliance on data that cannot be corrected. This action often is done by “freezing” access to the I/O subsystem with the fault. Freezing prevents data from flowing to and from an I/O adapter and causes the hardware or firmware to respond with a defined error signature whenever an attempt is made to access the device. If necessary, a SUE code can be used to mark a section of data as bad when the freeze is first started.

IBM device drivers under AIX are fully EEH-capable. For Linux under PowerVM, EEH support extends to many frequently used devices. There might be various third-party PCI devices that do not provide native EEH support.

4.5.2 PCIe Gen3 I/O Expansion drawer RAS

PCIe Gen3 I/O Expansion Drawers (#EMX0) can be used with Power E980 systems to increase I/O capacity. Figure 4-3 shows the functional components of the #EMX0 drawer.

These I/O drawers are attached by using a connecting card that is called a PCIe3 Optical Cable Adapter (#EJ07) that plugs in to a PCIe slot of a Power E950 system node. The cable cards for POWER9 processor-based servers are redesigned in certain areas to improve error handling. These improvements include new routing for clock logic within the cable card and extra recovery for faults during IPL.

Each I/O drawer contains up to two PCIe FanOut Modules (#EMXG or #EMXH). An I/O module uses x16 PCIe lanes that are controlled from a processor in a system node. An I/O module that uses a PCIe switch to supply six PCIe slots is supported.
Two Active Optical Cables (AOCs) are used to connect a PCIe3 cable adapter to the equivalent card in the I/O drawer module. Although these cables are not redundant (since the FW830 firmware), the loss of one cable reduces the I/O bandwidth (the number of lanes that is available to the I/O module) by 50%.

Infrastructure RAS features for the I/O drawer include redundant power supplies, fans, and DC outputs of voltage regulators (phases).

The impact of the failure of an I/O drawer component is summarized for the most significant cases in Table 4-2.

Table 4-2  PCIe Gen3 I/O Expansion Drawer RAS feature matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Faulty component</th>
<th>Impact of failure</th>
<th>Impact of repair</th>
<th>Prerequisites</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I/O adapter in an I/O slot.</td>
<td>Loss of function of the I/O adapter.</td>
<td>I/O adapter can be repaired while the rest of the system continues to operate.</td>
<td>Multipathing I/O adapter redundancy, where implemented, can be used to prevent application outages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First fault on a data lane (in the optics between the PCIe3 cable adapter in the system and the I/O module).</td>
<td>None: Spare used.</td>
<td>No repair needed: Integrated sparing feature.</td>
<td>None.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A second data lane fault or other failure of one active optics cable.</td>
<td>System continues to run, but the number of active lanes that are available to the I/O module is reduced.</td>
<td>The associated I/O module must be taken down for repair; the rest of the system may remain active.</td>
<td>None.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other failure of PCIe3 cable adapter in the system or I/O module.</td>
<td>Loss of access to all the I/O of the connected I/O module.</td>
<td>The associated I/O module must be taken down for repair; the rest of the system can remain active.</td>
<td>Systems with a Hardware Management Console (HMC).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One fan.</td>
<td>System continues to run with remaining fan.</td>
<td>Concurrently repairable.</td>
<td>None.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One power supply.</td>
<td>System continues to run with remaining power supply.</td>
<td>Concurrently repairable.</td>
<td>None.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VRM associated with an I/O module.</td>
<td>System continues to run for a phase failure transition to n mode. Other faults impact all the I/O in the module.</td>
<td>The associated I/O module cannot be active during repair; the rest of the system can remain active.</td>
<td>Systems with an HMC.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.6 Enterprise systems availability

In addition to all of the standard RAS features that are described in this chapter, enterprise-class systems allow for increased RAS and availability by including several unique features and redundant components.

The following advanced RAS features pertain to the Power E980 enterprise-class system:

- **Redundant SP**
  The SP is an essential component of a system. It is responsible for IPL, setup, monitoring, control, and management. The control units that are present on enterprise-class systems house two redundant SPs. If there is a failure in either of the SPs, the second processor ensures continued operation of the system until a replacement is scheduled. Even a system with a single system node has dual SPs in the SCU.

- **Redundant system clock cards**
  Another component that is crucial to system operations is the system reference clock source, which is responsible for providing a synchronized clock signal to all functional units. Each system node of a Power E980 server uses its own private set of two redundant system clock/control cards. If there is a failure in any of the clock/control cards, the second card ensures continued operation of the system until a replacement is scheduled. Unlike the POWER8 processor-based enterprise class servers Power E870, Power E870C, Power E880, and Power E880C, the Power E980 system does not require a global reference clock source in the system control.

- **Dynamic processor sparing**
  Enterprise-class systems are Capacity Upgrade on Demand (CUoD)-capable. Processor sparing helps minimize the effect on server performance that is caused by a failed processor. An inactive processor is activated if a failing processor reaches a predetermined error threshold, which helps to maintain performance and improve system availability.

  Dynamic processor sparing happens dynamically and automatically when dynamic logical partitioning (DLPAR) is used and the failing processor is detected before failure. Dynamic processor sparing does not require purchasing an activation code. Instead, it requires only that the system have inactive CUoD processor cores available.
Dynamic Memory Sparing

Enterprise-class systems are CUoD-capable. Dynamic memory sparing helps minimize the effect on server performance that is caused by a failed memory feature. Memory sparing occurs when on-demand inactive memory is automatically activated by the system to temporarily replace failed memory until a service action can be performed.

AMM for Hypervisor

The hypervisor is the core part of the virtualization layer. Although minimal, its operational data must be in memory DIMMs. If there is a failure of DIMM, the hypervisor can become inoperative. AMM for Hypervisor allows for the memory blocks that are used in critical areas of the PowerVM hypervisor to be written in two distinct DIMMs. If an uncorrectable error is encountered during a read, the data is retrieved from the mirrored pair and operations continue normally.

Not all of the PowerVM Hypervisor memory is mirrored; only the segments that are critical to keep the Power E980 system in an operational state in case a DIMM failure occurs are mirrored. This selective mirroring strategy is implemented with fine granularity so that the hypervisor is not required to be permanently confined to a particular reserved memory location. To provide for optimized performance, PowerVM hypervisor code continues to be placed in accordance with affinity rules near the processor that needs the PowerVM service.

4.7 Availability effects of a solution architecture

Any solution should not rely on only the hardware platform. Despite Power Systems having far superior RAS than other comparable systems, it is advisable to design a redundant architecture that surrounds the application to allow for easier maintenance tasks and greater flexibility.

By working in a redundant architecture, some tasks that require that a specific application to be brought offline can now be done with the application running, which allows for greater availability.

When determining a highly available architecture that fits your needs, consider the following questions:

- Will you need to move your workloads off an entire server during service or planned outages?
- If you use a clustering solution to move the workloads, how will the failover time affect your services?
- If you use a server evacuation solution to move the workloads, how long does it take to migrate all the partitions with your current server configuration?

4.7.1 Clustering

A Power Systems server that is running under PowerVM, AIX, and Linux support many clustering solutions. These solutions meet requirements for application availability regarding server outages and data center disaster management, reliable data backups, and so on. These offerings include distributed applications with IBM Db2® PureScale, HA solutions that use clustering technology with IBM PowerHA® SystemMirror®, and disaster management across geographies with PowerHA SystemMirror Enterprise Edition.
For more information, see the following resources:

- *IBM PowerHA SystemMirror for i: Using Geographic Mirroring (Volume 4 of 4)*
- *IBM PowerHA SystemMirror for i: Using IBM Storwize (Volume 3 of 4)*
- *IBM PowerHA SystemMirror for i: Using DS8000 (Volume 2 of 4)*
- *IBM PowerHA SystemMirror for i: Preparation (Volume 1 of 4)*
- *IBM PowerHA SystemMirror V7.2.1 for IBM AIX Updates*
- *IBM PowerHA SystemMirror V7.2 for IBM AIX Updates*
- Guide to IBM PowerHA SystemMirror for AIX Version 7.1.3, SG24-8167
- *IBM PowerHA SystemMirror for AIX Cookbook*, SG24-7739

### 4.7.2 Virtual I/O redundancy configurations

Within each server, the partitions can be supported by a single VIOS. However, if a single VIOS is used and that VIOS stops for any reason (hardware or software caused), all of the partitions that use that VIOS stop.

The usage of redundant VIOS servers mitigates this risk. Maintaining the redundancy of adapters within each VIOS (in addition to having redundant VIOSes) avoids most faults that keep a VIOS from running. Therefore, multiple paths to networks and SANs are advised.

A partition that is accessing data from two distinct VIOSes, each one with multiple network and SAN adapters to provide connectivity, is shown in Figure 4-4.

![Figure 4-4  Partition with dual redundant Virtual I/O Servers](image)

Because each VIOS can be considered an AIX based partition, each VIOS also must access a boot image, have paging space, and so on, under a root volume group or rootvg. The rootvg can be accessed through a SAN, the same as the data that partitions use.
Alternatively, a VIOS can use the U.2 NVMe internal storage option that is available for Power E980 systems. One system node of a Power E980 server supports four U.2 NVMe devices, which can be individually assigned to independent partitions. To use storage that is locally attached (DASD devices or SSDs), SAS adapters offer another option to provide boot devices to VIOS partitions. However they are accessed, the rootvgs should use mirrored or RAID drives with redundant access to the devices for best availability.

### 4.7.3 PowerVM Live Partition Mobility

PowerVM Live Partition Mobility (LPM) allows you to move a running LPAR (including its OS and running applications) from one system to another without any shutdown and without disrupting the operation of that LPAR. Inactive partition mobility allows you to move a powered-off LPAR from one system to another.

LPM provides systems management flexibility and improves system availability through the following functions:

- Avoid planned outages for hardware or firmware maintenance by moving LPARs to another server and then performing the maintenance. LPM can help lead to zero downtime for maintenance because you can use it to work around scheduled maintenance activities.
- Avoid downtime for a server upgrade by moving LPARs to another server and then performing the upgrade. This approach allows your users to continue their work without disruption.
- Avoid unplanned downtime. With preventive failure management, you can move a server’s LPARs to another server before the failure occurs if a server indicates a potential failure. Partition mobility can help avoid unplanned downtime.
- Take advantage of server optimization:
  - Consolidation: You can consolidate workloads that run on several small, underused servers onto a single large server.
  - Deconsolidation: You can move workloads from server-to-server to optimize resource use and workload performance within your computing environment. With LPM, you can manage workloads with minimal downtime.

**Server Evacuation:** This PowerVM function allows you to perform a server evacuation operation. Server Evacuation is used to move all migration-capable LPARs from one system to another if there are no active migrations in progress on the source or the target servers.

With the Server Evacuation feature, multiple migrations can occur based on the concurrency setting of the HMC. Migrations are performed as sets, with the next set of migrations starting when the previous set completes. Any upgrade or maintenance operations can be performed after all the partitions are migrated and the source system is powered off.

You can migrate all the migration-capable AIX, IBM i, and Linux partitions from the source server to the destination server by running the following command from the HMC command line:

```
migrpar -o m -m source_server -t target_server --all
```
Hardware and operating system requirements for Live Partition Mobility

LPM is supported by default with enterprise systems. It also is supported by all OSes that are compatible with POWER9 processor-based technology.

The VIOS partition cannot be migrated.

For more information about LPM and how to implement it, see IBM PowerVM Virtualization Introduction and Configuration, SG24-7940.

4.8 Serviceability

The purpose of serviceability is to repair the system while attempting to minimize or eliminate service cost (within budget objectives) and maintain application availability and high customer satisfaction. Serviceability includes system installation, Miscellaneous Equipment Specification (MES) (system upgrades or fallbacks), and system maintenance or repair. Depending on the system and warranty contract, service might be performed by the customer, an IBM System Services Representative (SSR), or an authorized warranty service provider.

The serviceability features that are delivered in this system provide a highly efficient service environment by incorporating the following attributes:

- Design for SSR Set Up and Customer Installed Features (CIFs).
- ED/FI.
- FFDC.
- The Guiding Light service indicator architecture is used to control a system of integrated LEDs that lead the individual that services the machine to the correct part as quickly as possible.
- Service labels, service cards, and service diagrams are available on the system and delivered through the HMC.
- Step-by-step service procedures are available through the HMC.

This section provides an overview of how these attributes contribute to efficient service in the progressive steps of error detection, analysis, reporting, notification, and repair found in all POWER processor-based systems.

4.8.1 Detecting errors

The first and most crucial component of a solid serviceability strategy is the ability to detect accurately and effectively errors when they occur.

Although not all errors are a threat to system availability, those errors that go undetected can cause problems because the system has no opportunity to evaluate and act if necessary. POWER processor-based systems employ IBM Z® server-inspired error detection mechanisms, which extend from processor cores and memory to power supplies and hard disk drives (HDDs).
4.8.2 Error checkers, fault isolation registers, and first failure data capture

POWER processor-based systems contain specialized hardware detection circuitry that is used to detect erroneous hardware operations. Error-checking hardware ranges from parity error detection that is coupled with Processor Instruction Retry and bus try again, to ECC correction on caches and system buses.

Within the processor/memory subsystem error checker, error-checker signals are captured and stored in hardware FIRs. The associated logic circuitry is used to limit the domain of an error to the first checker that encounters the error. In this way, runtime error diagnostic tests can be deterministic so that for every check station, the unique error domain for that checker is defined and mapped to field-replaceable units (FRUs) that can be repaired when necessary.

Integral to the Power Systems design is the concept of FFDC. FFDC is a technique that involves sufficient error-checking stations and coordination of faults so that faults are detected and the root cause of the fault is isolated. FFDC also expects that necessary fault information can be collected at the time of failure without needing to re-create the problem or run an extended tracing or diagnostics program.

For many faults, a good FFDC design means that the root cause is isolated at the time of the failure without intervention by an IBM SSR. For all faults, good FFDC design still makes failure information available to the IBM SSR. This information can be used to confirm the automatic diagnosis. More detailed information can be collected by an IBM SSR for rare cases where the automatic diagnosis is not adequate for fault isolation.

4.8.3 Service processor

In POWER9 processor-based systems, the Flexible Service Processor (FSP) is a microprocessor that is powered separately from the main instruction processing complex.

The SP performs the following serviceability functions:

► Several remote power control options
► Reset and boot features
► Environmental monitoring

The SP interfaces with the OCC function, which monitors the server’s built-in temperature sensors and sends instructions to the system fans to increase the rotational speed when the ambient temperature is above the normal operating range. By using a designed OS interface, the SP notifies the OS of potential environmentally related problems so that the system administrator can take appropriate corrective actions before a critical failure threshold is reached. The SP can also post a warning and start an orderly system shutdown in the following circumstances:

– The operating temperature exceeds the critical level (for example, failure of air conditioning or air circulation around the system).
– The system fan speed is out of operational specification (for example, because of multiple fan failures).
– The server input voltages are out of operational specification. The SP can shut down a system in the following circumstances:

  • The temperature exceeds the critical level or remains above the warning level for too long.
  • Internal component temperatures reach critical levels.
  • Non-redundant fan failures occur.

PowerVM Hypervisor (system firmware) and HMC connection surveillance

The SP monitors the operation of the firmware during the boot process and monitors the hypervisor for termination. The hypervisor monitors the SP and can perform a reset and reload if it detects the loss of the SP. If the reset/reload operation does not correct the problem with the SP, the hypervisor notifies the OS, which can then take appropriate action, including calling for service. The FSP also monitors the connection to the HMC and can report loss of connectivity to the OS partitions for system administrator notification.

Un correctable error recovery

When enabled, the auto-restart (restart) option can restart the system automatically following an unrecoverable firmware error, firmware hang, hardware failure, or environmentally induced (power) failure.

The auto-restart (restart) option must be enabled from the ASMI.

Concurrent access to the SPs menus of the ASMI

This access allows nondisruptive abilities to change system default parameters, interrogate SP progress and error logs, set and reset service indicators (Guiding Light for enterprise servers), and access all SP functions without powering down the system to the standby state.

The administrator or IBM SSR can access dynamically the menus from any web browser-enabled console that is attached to the Ethernet service network concurrently with normal system operation. Some options, such as changing the hypervisor type, do not take effect until the next restart.

Managing the interfaces for connecting uninterruptible power source systems to the POWER processor-based systems and performing timed power-on (TPO) sequences.

4.8.4 Diagnosing

General diagnostic objectives are created to detect and identify problems so that they can be resolved quickly. The IBM diagnostic strategy includes the following elements:

  • Provide a common error code format that is equivalent to a System Reference Code (SRC), system reference number, checkpoint, or firmware error code.
  • Provide fault detection and problem isolation procedures.
  • Support a remote connection ability that is used by the IBM Remote Support Center or IBM Designated Service.
  • Provide interactive intelligence within the diagnostic tests with detailed online failure information while connected to an IBM back-end system.

By using the extensive network of advanced and complementary error detection logic that is built directly into hardware, firmware, and OSs, the Power Systems servers can perform considerable self-diagnosis.

Because of the FFDC technology that is designed into IBM servers, re-creating diagnostic tests for failures or requiring user intervention is unnecessary. Solid and intermittent errors
are correctly detected and isolated at the time that the failure occurs. Runtime and boot time diagnostic tests fall into this category.

**Boot time**

When a Power Systems server starts, the SP initializes the system hardware. Boot time diagnostic testing uses a multilayer approach for system validation, starting with managed low-level diagnostic tests that are supplemented with system firmware initialization and configuration of I/O hardware, followed by OS-initiated software test routines.

To minimize boot time, the system determines which of the diagnostic tests are required to be started to ensure correct operation. This determination is based on the way that the system was powered off or on the boot-time selection menu.

**Host Boot initial program load**

On POWER9 processor-based systems, the boot process is initialized by the FSP, and one part of the running firmware performs the central electronics complex chip initialization. A component that is external to the POWER9 processor that is called the Power NOR (PNOR) chip stores the Host Boot (HB) firmware and the self-boot engine (SBE) code. During system IPL, the PNOR starts the SBE, which eventually loads the HB base code onto the POWER9 chip.

With this HB initialization, new progress codes are available. An example of an FSP progress code is C1009003. During the HB IPL, progress codes, such as CC009344, appear.

If there is a failure during the HB process, a new HB system memory dump is collected and stored. This type of memory dump includes HB memory and is offloaded to the HMC when it is available.

**Processor Runtime Diagnostics**

All Power Systems servers can monitor critical system components during run time. They also can take corrective actions when recoverable faults occur. In POWER9 processor-based systems that are virtualized through PowerVM, the IBM hardware error-check architecture with the FFDC implementation reports errors in the central electronics complex to a special service partition that is under the control of the PowerVM Hypervisor. The special service partition runs the Processor Runtime Diagnostics (PRD) code, which ingests and processes the error information and directs the error management. The hypervisor can restart the special service partition and reload the PRD code in case the Runtime Diagnostics service becomes unavailable. On previous POWER7 and POWER8 processor-based systems, the PRD code was run on the FSP.

Extensive diagnostic and fault analysis routines were developed and improved over many generations of POWER processor-based servers. These routines enable quick and accurate predefined responses to actual and potential system problems. The PRD code running in the special service partition correlates and processes runtime error information by using logic that is derived from IBM engineering expertise to count recoverable errors (called *thresholding*) and predict when corrective actions must be automatically initiated by the system. These actions can include the following items:

- Requests for a part to be replaced
- Dynamic invocation of built-in redundancy for automatic replacement of a failing part
- Dynamic deallocation of failing components so that system availability is maintained

**Device drivers**

In certain cases, diagnostic tests are best performed by OS-specific drivers, most notably adapters or I/O devices that are owned directly by an LPAR. In these cases, the OS device...
driver often works with I/O device microcode to isolate and recover from problems. Potential problems are reported to an OS device driver, which logs the error.

In non-HMC managed servers, the OS can start the Call Home application to report the service event to IBM. For optional HMC-managed servers, the event is reported to the HMC, which can start the Call Home request to IBM. I/O devices can also include specific exercisers that can be started by the diagnostic facilities for problem recreation (if required by service procedures).

4.8.5 Reporting

If a system hardware or environmentally induced failure is detected, Power Systems servers report the error through various mechanisms. The analysis result is stored in system NVRAM. You can use error log analysis (ELA) to display the failure cause and the physical location of the failing hardware.

Using the Call Home infrastructure, the system automatically can send an alert through a phone line to a pager, or call for service if there is a critical system failure. A hardware fault also illuminates the amber system fault LED that is on the system node to alert the user of an internal hardware problem.

On POWER9 processor-based servers, hardware and software failures are recorded in the system log. When a management console is attached, an ELA routine analyzes the error, forwards the event to the Service Focal Point (SFP) application that is running on the management console, and notifies the system administrator that it isolated a likely cause of the system problem. The SP event log also records unrecoverable checkstop conditions, forwards them to the SFP application, and notifies the system administrator.

After the information is logged in the SFP application, a Call Home service request is started and the pertinent failure data with service parts information and part locations is sent to the IBM service organization if the system is correctly configured. This information also contains the client contact information that is defined in the IBM Electronic Service Agent (ESA) guided setup wizard. In HMC V8R8.1.0, a Serviceable Event Manager is available to block problems from being automatically transferred to IBM. For more information, see “Service Event Manager” on page 162.

Error logging and analysis

When the root cause of an error is identified by a fault isolation component, an error log entry is created with the following types of basic data:

- An error code that uniquely describes the error event.
- The location of the failing component.
- The part number of the component to be replaced, including pertinent data, such as engineering and manufacturing levels.
- Return codes.
- Resource identifiers.
- FFDC data.
Data that contains information about the effect that the repair has on the system is also included. Error log routines in the OS and FSP can then use this information and decide whether the fault is a Call Home candidate. If the fault requires support intervention, a call is placed with service and support. A notification is sent to the contact that is defined in the ESA-guided setup wizard.

**Remote support**

The Remote Management and Control (RMC) subsystem is delivered as part of the base OS, which includes the OS that runs on the HMC. RMC provides a secure transport mechanism across the local area network (LAN) interface between the OS and the optional HMC and is used by the OS diagnostic application for transmitting error information. It performs several other functions, but those functions are not used for the service infrastructure.

**Service Focal Point application for partitioned systems**

A critical requirement in a logically partitioned environment is to ensure that errors are not lost before being reported for service. Also, an error should be reported only once, regardless of how many LPARs experience the potential effect of the error. The SFP application on the management console or in the Integrated Virtualization Management (IVM) is responsible for aggregating duplicate error reports, and ensures that all errors are recorded for review and management. The SFP application provides other service-related functions, such as controlling service indicators, setting up Call Home, and providing guided maintenance.

When a local or globally reported service request is made to the OS, the OS diagnostic subsystem uses the RMC subsystem to relay error information to the optional HMC. For global events (platform unrecoverable errors, for example), the SP also forwards error notification of these events to the HMC, which provides a redundant error-reporting path in case the errors are in the RMC subsystem network.

The first occurrence of each failure type is recorded in the Manage Serviceable Events task on the management console. This task then filters and maintains a history of duplicate reports from other LPARs or from the SP. It then looks at all active service event requests within a predefined timespan, analyzes the failure to ascertain the root cause and, if enabled, starts a Call Home for service. This methodology ensures that all platform errors are reported through at least one functional path, which results in a single notification for a single problem. Similar service functions are provided through the SFP application on the IVM for providing service functions and interfaces on non-HMC partitioned servers.

**Extended error data**

Extended error data (EED) is data that is collected automatically at the time of a failure or manually later. Although the data that is collected depends on the invocation method, it includes information, such as firmware levels, OS levels, other FIR values, recoverable error threshold register values, and system status.

The data is formatted and prepared for transmission back to IBM to assist the service support organization with preparing a service action plan for the IBM SSR or for more analysis.

**System memory dump handling**

In certain circumstances, an error might require a memory dump to be automatically or manually created. In this event, the memory dump can be offloaded to the optional HMC. Specific management console information is included as part of the information that can be sent to IBM Support for analysis.
If more information that relates to the memory dump is required, or if viewing the memory dump remotely becomes necessary, the management console memory dump record notifies the IBM Support center regarding on which managements console the memory dump is. If no management console is present, the memory dump might be on the FSP or in the OS, depending on the type of memory dump that was started and whether the OS is operational.

### 4.8.6 Notifying

After a Power Systems server detects, diagnoses, and reports an error to an appropriate aggregation point, it notifies the client and, if necessary, the IBM Support organization. Depending on the assessed severity of the error and support agreement, this client notification might range from a simple notification to having field service personnel automatically dispatched to the client site with the replacement part.

#### Client Notify

When an event is important enough to report but does not indicate the need for a repair action or to call home to IBM Support, it is classified as **Client Notify**. Clients are notified because these events might be of interest to an administrator. The event might be a symptom of an expected systemic change, such as a network reconfiguration or failover testing of redundant power or cooling systems, including the following examples:

- Network events, such as the loss of contact over a LAN
- Environmental events, such as ambient temperature warnings
- Events that need further examination by the client (although these events do not necessarily require a part replacement or repair action)

Client Notify events are serviceable events because they indicate that something happened that requires client awareness if the client wants to take further action. These events can be reported to IBM at the discretion of the client.

#### Call Home

**Call Home** refers to an automatic or manual call from a customer location to an IBM Support structure with error log data, server status, or other service-related information. The Call Home feature starts the service organization so that the appropriate service action can begin. Call Home can be done through HMC or most non-HMC managed systems.

Although configuring a Call Home function is optional, clients are encouraged to implement this feature to obtain service enhancements, such as reduced problem determination and faster and potentially more accurate transmission of error information. The use of the Call Home feature can result in increased system availability. The ESA application can be configured for automated Call Home. For more information, see 4.9.4, “Electronic Services and Electronic Service Agent” on page 161.

#### Vital product data and inventory management

Power Systems servers store VPD internally, which keeps a record of how much memory is installed, how many processors are installed, the manufacturing level of the parts, and so on. These records provide valuable information that can be used by remote support and IBM SSRs, which enables the IBM SSRs to help keep the firmware and software current on the server.
IBM Service and Support Problem Management database

At the IBM Support center, historical problem data is entered into the IBM Service and Support Problem Management database. All of the information that is related to the error, along with any service actions that are taken by the IBM SSR, is recorded for problem management by the support and development organizations. The problem is then tracked and monitored until the system fault is repaired.

4.8.7 Locating and servicing

The final component of a comprehensive design for serviceability is the ability to effectively locate and replace parts that require service. POWER processor-based systems use a combination of visual cues and guided maintenance procedures to ensure that the identified part is replaced correctly, every time.

Packaging for service

The following service enhancements are included in the physical packaging of the systems to facilitate service:

- Color coding (touch points)
  Blue-colored touch points delineate components that cannot be concurrently maintained (they might require that the system is turned off for removal or repair).

- Tool-less design
  Selected IBM systems support tool-less or simple tool designs. These designs require no tools (or require basic tools such as flathead screw drivers) to service the hardware components.

- Positive retention
  Positive retention mechanisms help ensure proper connections between hardware components, such as from cables to connectors, and between two cards that attach to each other. Without positive retention, hardware components risk become loose during shipping or installation, which prevents a good electrical connection. Positive retention mechanisms, such as latches, levers, thumb-screws, pop Nylatches (U-clips), and cables are included to help prevent loose connections and aid in installing (seating) parts correctly. These positive retention items do not require tools.

Guiding Light

High-end systems are usually repaired by IBM Support personnel. The enclosure and system identify LEDs that are on solid, and can be used to follow the path from the system to the enclosure and down to the specific FRU.

Guiding Light uses a series of flashing LEDs, allowing a service provider to quickly and easily identify the location of system components. Guiding Light can also handle multiple error conditions simultaneously, which might be necessary in some complex high-end configurations.

In these situations, Guiding Light waits for the service’s indication of what failure to attend first and then illuminates the LEDs to the failing component.

Data centers can be complex places, and Guiding Light is designed to do more than identify visible components. When a component might be hidden from view, Guiding Light can flash a sequence of LEDs that extends to the frame exterior, clearly guiding the service representative to the correct rack, system, enclosure, drawer, and component.
IBM Knowledge Center

IBM Knowledge Center provides you with a single information center where you can access product documentation for IBM systems hardware, OSs, and server software. The current version of the documentation is accessible on the internet.

The purpose of IBM Knowledge Center is to provide client-related product information and softcopy information to diagnose and fix any problems that might occur with the system. Because the information is electronically maintained, updates or new capabilities can be used by IBM SSRs immediately.

Service labels

Service providers use these labels to assist with maintenance actions. Service labels are in various formats and positions and are intended to transmit readily available information to the IBM SSR during the repair process.

The following service labels are available:

- Location diagrams
  These diagrams are strategically positioned on the system hardware and relate information about the placement of hardware components. Location diagrams can include location codes, drawings of physical locations, concurrent maintenance status, or other data that is pertinent to a repair. Location diagrams are especially useful when multiple components are installed, such as DIMMs, sockets, processor cards, fans, adapter, LEDs, and power supplies.

- Remove or replace procedure labels
  These labels contain procedures that often are found on a cover of the system or in other locations that are accessible to the IBM SSR. These labels provide systematic procedures (including diagrams) that describe how to remove and replace certain serviceable hardware components.

- Numbered arrows
  These arrows are used to indicate the order of operation and serviceability direction of components. Various serviceable parts, such as latches, levers, and touch points, must be pulled or pushed in a certain direction and order so that the mechanisms can engage or disengage. Arrows often improve the ease of serviceability.

Operator panel

The operator panel of the Power E980 is in the SCU and is composed of a base unit and a separate LCD unit, which are individually concurrent maintainable. The operator panel is used to present boot progress codes, which indicate advancement through the system power-on and initialization processes. The operator panel also is used to display error and location codes when an error occurs that prevents the system from booting. It includes several buttons, which enable an IBM SSR or client to change various boot-time options and for other limited service functions.
The base operator panel provides LEDs and sensors:

- **Power LED:**
  - Color: Green.
  - Off: Enclosure is off (AC cord is not connected).
  - On solid: Enclosure is powered on.
  - On blinking: Enclosure is in the standby-power state.

- **Enclosure Identify LED:**
  - Color: Blue.
  - Off: Normal.
  - On solid: Identify state.

- **System Fault LED:**
  - Color: Amber.
  - Off: Normal.
  - On solid: Check error log.

- **System Roll-up LED:**
  - Color: Amber.
  - Off: Normal.
  - On solid: Fault.

- **Power button**
- **System reset switch**
- **Two thermal sensors**
- **One pressure/altitude sensor**

The LCD operator panel features two rows of 16 characters and increment, decrement, and Enter buttons.

The following functions are available through the operator panel:

- Error information.
- Generate memory dump.
- View machine type, model, and serial number.
- View or change IP addresses of the SP.
- Limited set of repair functions.

**Concurrent maintenance**

The IBM POWER9 processor-based systems are designed with the understanding that certain components have higher intrinsic failure rates than others. These components can include fans, power supplies, and physical storage devices. Other devices, such as I/O adapters, can wear from repeated plugging and unplugging. For these reasons, these devices are concurrently maintainable when properly configured. Concurrent maintenance is facilitated by the redundant design for the power supplies, fans, and physical storage.

In addition to these components, the operator panel can be replaced concurrently by using the service functions of the ASMI menu.

**Repair and verify services**

Repair and verify (R&V) services are automated service procedures that are used to guide a service provider step-by-step through the process of repairing a system and verifying that the problem was repaired. The steps are customized in the appropriate sequence for the particular repair for the specific system being serviced. The following scenarios are covered by R&V services:

- Replacing a defective FRU or a CRU
- Reattaching a loose or disconnected component
- Correcting a configuration error
R&V procedures can be used by user engineers and IBM SSR providers who are familiar with the task and those engineers and providers who are not. Education-on-demand content is placed in the procedure at the appropriate locations. Throughout the R&V procedure, repair history is collected and provided to the Service and Support Problem Management Database for storage with the serviceable event to ensure that the guided maintenance procedures are operating correctly.

Clients can subscribe through the subscription services on the IBM Support Portal to obtain notifications about updates that are available for service-related documentation.

### 4.9 Manageability

Several functions and tools help manageability so you can efficiently and effectively manage your system.

#### 4.9.1 Service user interfaces

The service interface allows support personnel or the client to communicate with the service support applications in a server by using a console, interface, or terminal. Delivering a clear, concise view of available service applications, the service interface allows the support team to manage system resources and service information in an efficient and effective way. Applications that are available through the service interface are carefully configured and placed to give service providers access to important service functions.

The following primary service interfaces are used, depending on the state of the system and its operating environment:

- Guiding Light (see “Guiding Light” on page 150 and “Service labels” on page 151)
- SP and ASMI
- Operator panel
- OS service menu
- SFP on the HMC

**Service processor**

The SP is a controller that is running its own OS. It is a component of the service interface card. The SP OS includes specific programs and device drivers for the SP hardware. The host interface is a processor support interface that is connected to the POWER processor.

The SP is used to monitor and manage the system hardware resources and devices. The SP checks the system for errors, which ensures the connection to the management console for manageability purposes and for accepting ASMI Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) network connections. The SP can view and manage the machine-wide settings by using the ASMI. It also enables complete system and partition management from the HMC.

**Analyzing a system that does not boot:** The FSP can analyze a system that does not boot. Reference codes and detailed data are available in the ASMI and are transferred to the HMC.
The SP uses two Ethernet ports that run at 1 Gbps speed. Consider the following points:

- Both Ethernet ports are visible only to the SP and can be used to attach the server to an HMC or to access the ASMI. The ASMI options can be accessed through an HTTP server that is integrated into the SP operating environment.
- Both Ethernet ports support only auto-negotiation. Customer-selectable media speed and duplex settings are not available.
- The Ethernet ports have the following default IP addresses:
  - SP eth0 (HMC1 port) is configured as 169.254.2.147.
  - SP eth1 (HMC2 port) is configured as 169.254.3.147.

The following functions are available through the SP:

- Call Home
- ASMI
- Error information (error code, part number, and location codes) menu
- View of guarded components
- Limited repair procedures
- Generate dump
- LED Management menu
- Remote view of ASMI menus
- Firmware update through a USB key

Advanced System Management Interface

ASMI is the interface to the SP with which you manage the operation of the server, such as auto-power restart. You also can view information about the server, such as the error log and VPD. Various repair procedures require connection to the ASMI.

The ASMI is accessible through the management console. It is also accessible by using a web browser on a system that is connected directly to the SP (in this case, a standard Ethernet cable or a crossed cable) or through an Ethernet network. ASMI can also be accessed from an ASCII terminal, but this option is available only while the system is in the platform powered-off mode.

Use the ASMI to change the SP IP addresses or to apply certain security policies and prevent access from unwanted IP addresses or ranges.

You might use the SP’s default settings to operate your server. If the default settings are used, accessing the ASMI is not necessary. To access ASMI, use one of the following methods:

- Management console
  - If configured to do so, the management console connects directly to the ASMI for a selected system from this task.
  - To connect to the ASMI from a management console, complete the following steps:
    - a. Open **Systems Management** from the navigation pane.
    - b. From the work window, select one of the managed systems.
    - c. From the System Management tasks list, click **Operations → Launch Advanced System Management (ASM)**.

- Web browser
  - At the time of writing, supported web browsers are Netscape 9.0.0.4, Microsoft Internet Explorer 7.0, Opera 9.24, and Mozilla Firefox 2.0.0.11. Later versions of these browsers might work, but are not officially supported. The JavaScript language and cookies must be enabled and TLS 1.2 might need to be enabled.
The web interface is available during all phases of system operation, including the IPL and run time. However, several of the menu options in the web interface are unavailable during IPL or run time to prevent usage or ownership conflicts if the system resources are in use during that phase. The ASMI provides an SSL web connection to the SP. To establish an SSL connection, open your browser by using the following address:

https://<ip_address_of_service_processor>

**Note:** To make the connection through Microsoft Internet Explorer, click **Tools Internet Options.** Clear the **Use TLS 1.0** option, and click **OK.**

- **ASCII terminal**
  The ASMI on an ASCII terminal supports a subset of the functions that are provided by the web interface and is available only when the system is in the platform powered-off mode. The ASMI on an ASCII console is not available during several phases of system operation, such as the IPL and run time.

- **Command-line start of the ASMI**
  On the HMC or when properly configured on a remote system, the ASMI web interface can be started from the HMC command line. Open a window on the HMC or access the HMC with a terminal emulation and run the following command:
  
  `asmmenu --ip <ip address>`

  On the HMC, a browser window opens automatically with the ASMI window and, when configured properly, a browser window opens on a remote system when issued from there.

**Operator panel**
The SP provides an interface to the operator panel, which is used to display system status and diagnostic information. The operator panel can be accessed in the following ways:

- By using the normal operational front view
- By pulling it out to access the switches and viewing the LCD display

The operator panel includes the following features:

- A 2 x 16 character LCD display
- Reset, enter, power On/Off, increment, and decrement buttons
- Amber System Information/Attention, and a green Power LED
- Blue Enclosure Identify LED
- Altitude sensor
- USB port
- Speaker/beeper

The following functions are available through the operator panel:

- Error information.
- Generate memory dump.
- View machine type, model, and serial number.
- Limited set of repair functions
Operating system service menu
The system diagnostic tests consist of IBM i service tools, stand-alone diagnostic tests that are loaded from the DVD drive, and online diagnostic tests (available in AIX).

When installed, online diagnostic tests are a part of the AIX or IBM IBM i on the disk or server. They can be started in single-user mode (service mode), run in maintenance mode, or run concurrently (concurrent mode) with other applications. They can access the AIX error log and the AIX configuration data. IBM i has a service tools problem log, IBM i history log (QHST), and IBM i problem log.

The following modes are available:

- **Service mode**
  This mode requires a service mode boot of the system and enables the checking of system devices and features. Service mode provides the most complete self-check of the system resources. All system resources (except the SCSI adapter and the disk drives that are used for paging) can be tested.

- **Concurrent mode**
  This mode enables the normal system functions to continue while selected resources are being checked. Because the system is running in normal operation, certain devices might require more actions by the user or a diagnostic application before testing can be done.

- **Maintenance mode**
  This mode enables checking most system resources. Maintenance mode provides the same test coverage as service mode. The difference between the two modes is the way that they are started. Maintenance mode requires that all activity on the OS is stopped. Run `shutdown -m` to stop all activity on the OS and put the OS into maintenance mode.

The System Management Services (SMS) error log is accessible from the SMS menus. This error log contains errors that are found by partition firmware when the system or partition is booting.

The SP’s error log can be accessed on the ASMI menus.

You can also access the system diagnostics from a Network Installation Management (NIM) server.

Alternative method: When you order a Power Systems server, a DVD-ROM or DVD-RAM might be an option. An alternative method for maintaining and servicing the system must be available if you do not order the DVD-ROM or DVD-RAM.

IBM i and its associated machine code provide dedicated service tools (DSTs) as part of the IBM i licensed machine code (Licensed Internal Code) and system service tools (SSTs) as part of IBM i. DSTs can be run in dedicated mode (no OS is loaded). DSTs and diagnostic tests are a superset of those available under SSTs.

The IBM i End Subsystem (ENDSBS *ALL) command can shut down all IBM and customer applications subsystems except for the controlling subsystem QTCL. The Power Down System (PWRDWNWSYS) command can be set to power down the IBM i partition and restart the partition in DST mode.

You can start SST during normal operations, which keeps all applications running, by using the IBM i Start Service Tools (STRSST) command (when signed onto IBM i with a secured user ID).
With dedicated service tools (DST) or system service tools (SST), you can review various logs, run various diagnostic tests, or take several kinds of system memory dumps or other options.

Depending on the OS, the following service-level functions are what you often see when you use the OS service menus:

- Product activity log
- Trace Licensed Internal Code
- Work with communications trace
- Display/Alter/Dump
- Licensed Internal Code log
- Main storage memory dump manager
- Hardware service manager
- Call Home/Customer Notification
- Error information menu
- LED management menu
- Concurrent/Non-concurrent maintenance (within scope of the OS)
- Managing firmware levels:
  - Server
  - Adapter
- Remote support (access varies by OS)

**Service Focal Point on the Hardware Management Console**

Service strategies become more complicated in a partitioned environment. The Manage Serviceable Events task in the management console can help streamline this process.

Each LPAR reports errors that it detects and forwards the event to the SFP application that is running on the management console without determining whether other LPARs also detect and report the errors. For example, if one LPAR reports an error for a shared resource, such as a managed system power supply, other active LPARs might report the same error.

By using the Manage Serviceable Events task in the management console, you can avoid long lists of repetitive Call Home information by recognizing that these errors are repeated errors and consolidating them into one error.

In addition, you can use the Manage Serviceable Events task to start service functions on systems and LPARs, including the exchanging of parts, configuring connectivity, and managing memory dumps.

**4.9.2 IBM Power Systems Firmware maintenance**

The IBM Power Systems Client-Managed Microcode is a methodology that enables you to manage and install microcode updates on Power Systems and its associated I/O adapters.

**Firmware entitlement**

With HMC V8R8.1.0.0, the firmware installations are restricted to entitled servers. The customer must be registered with IBM and have the appropriate service contract. During the initial machine warranty period, the access key is installed in the machine by IBM Manufacturing. The key is valid for the regular warranty period plus some extra time.
The Power Systems Firmware is relocated from the public repository to the access control repository. The I/O firmware remains on the public repository, but the server must be entitled for installation. When the lslic command is run to display the firmware levels, a new value, `update_access_key_exp_date`, is added. The HMC GUI and the ASMI menu show the Update access key expiration date.

When the system is no longer entitled, the firmware updates fail. The following new SRC packages are available:

- E302FA06: Acquisition entitlement check failed
- E302FA08: Installation entitlement check failed

Any firmware release that was made available during the entitled time frame can still be installed. For example, if the entitlement period ends on 31 December 2014 and a new firmware release is available before the end of that entitlement period, it can still be installed. If that firmware is downloaded after 31 December 2014 but it was made available before the end of the entitlement period, it can still be installed. Any newer release requires a new update access key.

![Note: The update access key expiration date requires a valid entitlement of the system to perform firmware updates.]

You can find an update access key at IBM Capacity on Demand (CoD) Home.

For more information about entitled IBM Software Support, see My Entitle Systems Support.

**Firmware updates**

System firmware is delivered as a release level or a service pack. Release levels support the general availability (GA) of new functions or features, and new machine types or models. Upgrading to a higher release level is disruptive to customer operations. These release levels are supported by service packs. Service packs are intended to contain only firmware fixes and not introduce new functions. A service pack is an update to a release level.

The management console is used for system firmware updates. By using the management console, you can use the Concurrent Firmware Maintenance (CFM) option when concurrent service packs are available. CFM is the Power Systems Firmware updates that can be partially or wholly concurrent or nondisruptive. With the introduction of CFM, IBM is increasing its clients' opportunity to stay on a specific release level for longer periods. Clients that want maximum stability can defer until there is a compelling reason to upgrade, such as the following reasons:

- A release level is approaching its end of service date (that is, it was available for approximately one year and service soon will not be supported).
- You want to move a system to a more standardized release level when there are multiple systems in an environment with similar hardware.
- A new release has a new function that is needed in the environment.
- A scheduled maintenance action causes a platform restart, which also provides an opportunity to upgrade to a new firmware release.

Updating and upgrading system firmware depends on several factors, including the current firmware that is installed and what OSs are running on the system. These scenarios and the associated installation instructions are described in the Firmware section of Fix Central.
You also might want to review the preferred practice white papers that are found at Service and support best practices for Power Systems.

**Firmware update steps**
The system firmware consists of SP microcode, Open Firmware microcode, and system power control network (SPCN) microcode.

The firmware and microcode can be downloaded and installed from the HMC or a running partition.

Power Systems servers include a permanent firmware boot side (A side) and a temporary firmware boot side (B side). New levels of firmware must be installed first on the temporary side to test the update's compatibility with applications. When the new level of firmware is approved, it can be copied to the permanent side.

For access to the initial websites that address this capability, see POWER9 systems 9040-MR9.

For POWER9 processor-based servers, select POWER9 systems. Then, search for “Firmware and HMC updates” to find the resources for keeping your system's firmware current.

If there is an HMC to manage the server, the HMC interface can be used to view the levels of server firmware and power subsystem firmware that are installed and that are available to download and install.

Each Power Systems server has the following levels of server firmware and power subsystem firmware:

- **Installed level**
  This level of server firmware or power subsystem firmware is installed on the temporary side of the system firmware. It also is installed into memory after the managed system is powered off and then powered on.

- **Activated level**
  This level of server firmware or power subsystem firmware is active and running in memory.

- **Accepted level**
  This level is the backup level of server or power subsystem firmware. You can return to this level of server or power subsystem firmware if you decide to remove the installed level. It is installed on the permanent side of system firmware.

Use the HMC-enhanced GUI to obtain information about the different firmware levels in effect by selecting Resources → All Systems, selecting the system or the systems of interest, selecting Actions → Updates → View system information → and selecting None - Display current values.
Figure 4-5 shows the information that is collected by the HMC.

![Figure 4-5  HMC Enhanced GUI system firmware information](image)

IBM provides the CFM function on Power E980 servers. This function supports applying nondisruptive system firmware service packs to the system concurrently (without requiring a restart operation to activate changes).

The concurrent levels of system firmware can (on occasion) contain fixes that are known as deferred. These deferred fixes can be installed concurrently, but are not activated until the next IPL. Any deferred fixes are identified in the Firmware Update Descriptions table of the firmware document. For deferred fixes within a service pack, only the fixes in the service pack that cannot be concurrently activated are deferred.

The file-naming convention for the system firmware is listed in Table 4-3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PPNNSSS_FFF_DDD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>PP</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Package identifier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NN</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platform and class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low end</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SSS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Release indicator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FFF</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current fix pack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DDD</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Last disruptive fix pack</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For example, here is the naming convention for the current (as of this writing) Power E980 firmware:

01VM920_040_040

An installation is disruptive if the following statements are true:

- The release levels (SSS) of the currently installed and the new firmware differ.
- The service pack level (FFF) and the last disruptive service pack level (DDD) are equal in the new firmware.

Otherwise, an installation is concurrent if the service pack level (FFF) of the new firmware is higher than the service pack level that is installed on the system and the conditions for disruptive installation are not met.
4.9.3 Concurrent Firmware Maintenance improvements

Since POWER6, firmware service packs are concurrently applied and take effect immediately. Occasionally, a service pack is shipped where most of the features can be concurrently applied. However, a patch in this area required a system restart for activation because changes to some server functions (for example, changing initialization values for chip controls) cannot occur during operation.

With PORE, the firmware can now dynamically power off processor components, change the registers, and reinitialize while the system is running without discernible affect to any applications that are running on a processor. This feature potentially allows concurrent firmware changes in POWER9 processor-based systems, which in earlier designs required a restart to take effect.

Activating new firmware functions requires installation of a firmware release level. This process is disruptive to server operations and requires a scheduled outage and full server restart.

4.9.4 Electronic Services and Electronic Service Agent

IBM transformed its delivery of hardware and software support services to help you achieve higher system availability. Electronic Services is a web-enabled solution that offers an exclusive, no extra charge enhancement to the service and support that is available for IBM servers. These services provide the opportunity for greater system availability with faster problem resolution and preemptive monitoring.

The Electronic Services solution consists of the following separate (but complementary) elements:

► Electronic Services news page
► Electronic Service Agent

Electronic Services news page
The Electronic Services news page is a single internet entry point that replaces the multiple entry points that traditionally are used to access IBM internet services and support. With the news page, you can gain easier access to IBM resources for assistance in resolving technical problems.

Electronic Service Agent
The ESA is software that is on your server. It monitors events and transmits system inventory information to IBM on a periodic, client-defined timetable. The ESA automatically reports hardware problems to IBM.

Early knowledge about potential problems enables IBM to deliver proactive service that can result in higher system availability and performance. In addition, information that is collected through the Service Agent is made available to IBM SSRs when they help answer your questions or diagnose problems. The installation and use of ESA for problem reporting enables IBM to provide better support and service for your IBM server.

For more information about how Electronic Services can work for you, see IBM Electronic Support (an IBM ID is required).
Electronic Services features the following benefits:

- **Increased uptime**
  The ESA tool enhances the warranty or maintenance agreement by providing faster hardware error reporting and uploading system information to IBM Support. This benefit can lead to less time that is wasted monitoring the symptoms, diagnosing the error, and manually calling IBM Support to open a problem record.

  Its 24x7 monitoring and reporting mean no more dependence on human intervention or off-hours customer personnel when errors are encountered in the middle of the night.

- **Security**
  The ESA tool is secure in monitoring, reporting, and storing the data at IBM. The ESA tool securely transmits through the internet (HTTPS or VPN) or modem. It can be configured to communicate securely through gateways to provide customers a single point of exit from their site.

  Communication is one way. Activating ESA does not enable IBM to call into a customer's system. System inventory information is stored in a secure database, which is protected behind IBM firewalls. It is viewable only by the customer and IBM. The customer’s business applications or business data is *never* transmitted to IBM.

- **More accurate reporting**
  Because system information and error logs are automatically uploaded to the IBM Support Center with the service request, customers are not required to find and send system information, which decreases the risk of misreported or misdiagnosed errors.

  When inside IBM, problem error data is run through a data knowledge management system and knowledge articles are appended to the problem record.

- **Customized support**
  By using the IBM ID that you enter during activation, you can view system and support information by selecting My Systems at IBM Electronic Support.

  My Systems provides valuable reports about installed hardware and software by using information that is collected from the systems by ESA. Reports are available for any system that is associated with the customers IBM ID. Premium Search combines the function of search and the value of ESA information, which provides advanced search of the technical support knowledge base. By using Premium Search and the ESA information that was collected from your system, your clients can see search results that apply specifically to their systems.

  For more information about how to use the power of IBM Electronic Services, contact your IBM SSR or see IBM Electronic Support.

**Service Event Manager**
The Service Event Manager (SEM) allows the user to decide which of the Serviceable Events are called home with the ESA. Certain events can be locked. Some customers might not allow data to be transferred outside their company. After the SEM is enabled, the analysis of the possible problems might take longer.
Consider the following points:

- The SEM can be enabled by running the following command:
  
  \[
  \text{chhmc -c sem -s enable}
  \]

- You can disable SEM mode and specify what state in which to leave the Call Home feature by running the following commands:

  \[
  \begin{align*}
  \text{chhmc -c sem -s disable --callhome disable} \\
  \text{chhmc -c sem -s disable --callhome enable}
  \end{align*}
  \]

The basic configuration of the SEM can be accomplished by using the HMC Enhanced GUI. Select **Serviceability → Event Manager for Call Home** (Figure 4-6) to get access to the Events Manager for Call Home menu.

![Service Event Manager configuration through the HMC Enhanced GUI](image-url)
In the Events Manager for Call Home menu, you can add an HMC that is used to manage the serviceable events to the list of registered management consoles and proceed with further configuration steps, as shown in Figure 4-7.

![Event Manager for Call Home menu of the HMC Enhanced GUI](image)

Figure 4-7  Event Manager for Call Home menu of the HMC Enhanced GUI

The following configurable options are available:

- **Registered Management Consoles**
  
  “Total consoles” lists the number of consoles that are registered. Select **Manage Consoles** to manage the list of Registered Management Consoles.

- **Event Criteria**
  
  Select the filters for filtering the list of serviceable events that are shown. After the selections are made, click **Refresh** to refresh the list based on the filter values.

- **Approval state**
  
  Select the value for the approval state to filter the list.

- **Status**
  
  Select the value for the status to filter the list.

- **Originating HMC**
  
  Select a single registered console or the **All consoles** option to filter the list.

- **Serviceable Events**
  
  The Serviceable Events table shows the list of events that are based on the filters that are selected. To refresh the list, click **Refresh**.
The following menu options are available when you select an event in the table:

- **View Details...**
  Shows the details of this event.
- **View Files...**
  Shows the files that are associated with this event.
- **Approve Call Home**
  Approves the Call Home of this event. This option is available only if the event is not yet approved.

The Help / Learn more function can be used to get more information about the other available windows for the Serviceable Event Manager.

### 4.10 Selected POWER9 RAS capabilities by operating system

The IBM Power Systems RAS capabilities are listed by OS in Table 4-4. The HMC is an optional feature on scale-out IBM Power Systems servers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RAS feature</th>
<th>AIX</th>
<th>IBM i</th>
<th>Linux</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>V7.2 TL0</td>
<td>V7R1 TR10</td>
<td>RHEL6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>V7.1 TL4</td>
<td>V7R2 TR4</td>
<td>RHEL7.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>V7.1 TL3 SP4</td>
<td>V7R3</td>
<td>SLES11SP3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>V6.1 TL9 SP3</td>
<td></td>
<td>SLES12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ubuntu 16.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Processor

- FFDC for fault detection/error isolation
  - AIX: X
  - IBM i: X
  - Linux: X

- Dynamic processor deallocation
  - AIX: X
  - IBM i: X
  - Linux: X

#### I/O subsystem

- PCI Express bus enhanced error detection
  - AIX: X
  - IBM i: X
  - Linux: X

- PCI Express bus enhanced error recovery
  - AIX: X
  - IBM i: X
  - Linux: X

- PCI Express card hot-swap
  - AIX: X
  - IBM i: X
  - Linux: X

#### Memory availability

- Memory page deallocation
  - AIX: X
  - IBM i: X
  - Linux: X

- SUE handling
  - AIX: X
  - IBM i: X
  - Linux: X

#### Fault detection and isolation

- Storage protection keys
  - AIX: X
  - IBM i: Not used by the OS
  - Linux: Not used by the OS

#### Serviceability

- Boot-time progress indicators
  - AIX: X
  - IBM i: X
  - Linux: X

- Firmware error codes
  - AIX: X
  - IBM i: X
  - Linux: X

---
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RAS feature</th>
<th>AIX V7.2 TL0</th>
<th>V7.1 TL0</th>
<th>V7.1 TL3 SP4</th>
<th>V6.1 TL9 SP3</th>
<th>IBM i V7R1 TR10</th>
<th>V7R2 TR4</th>
<th>V7R3</th>
<th>Linux RHEL6.5</th>
<th>RHEL7.1</th>
<th>SLES11 SP3</th>
<th>SLES12</th>
<th>Ubuntu 16.04</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OS error codes</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inventory collection</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental and power warnings</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hot-swap DASD / media</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dual disk controllers / Split backplane</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EED collection</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP/OS Call Home on non-HMC configurations</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IO adapter/device stand-alone diagnostic tests with PowerVM</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP mutual surveillance with POWER Hypervisor</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic firmware update with HMC</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service Agent Call Home Application</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service Indicator LED support</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System memory dump for memory, POWER Hypervisor, and SP</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBM Knowledge Center / IBM Systems Support Site service publications</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System service/support education</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OS error reporting to HMC SFP application</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMC secure error transmission subsystem</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healthcheck scheduled operations with HMC</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operator panel (real or virtual (HMC))</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concurrent Operating panel display maintenance</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redundant HMCs</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High availability clustering support</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R &amp; V guided maintenance with HMC</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PowerVM Live Partition / Live Application Mobility With PowerVM Enterprise Edition</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EPOW**

EPOW errors handling | X | X | X |
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